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5 LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY DEVICE AND ITS MANUFACTURING METHOD

[Abstract]

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a liquid crystal display device

capable of surely performing a dripping injection process used in

10 enclosing a liquid crystal between substrates in a cell step, and its

manufacturing method.

SOLUTION: In the liquid crystal display device provided with a sealant 6

composed of a photosetting material to seal the liquid crystal 22 held

between two substrates 4, 16 and a light shielding layer 8 having a light

15 shielding region made by superposing a red coloring layer 28 which

transmits red light, a green coloring layer 26 which transmits green light

and a blue coloring layer 24 which transmits blue light, only the blue

coloring layer 24 is formed on the region of the light shielding layer 8

brought in contact with the sealant 6. The photosetting material for the

20 sealant 6 is constructed so as to have a photo- reactive region in a blue

wavelength band.



[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] A liquid crystal display having a sealing material made of a

photo-curing type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two

substrates comprising:

5 a blue-colored layer formed at an area of a shading film contacting with

the sealing material; and

a light reactive area for a wavelength of blue color band characterized in

the photo-curing type material of the sealing material.

10 [Claim 2] A liquid crystal display comprising:

a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material sealing liquid

crystal sandwiched between two substrates, wherein at least one of areas

of the sealing material contacting with one of the substrates overlaps with

a shading film formed on one of the substrates.

15

[Claim 3]. A liquid crystal display having a sealing material made of a

photo-curing type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two

substrates comprising:

a shading film formed on one of the two substrates;

20 a transfer added colored particles, formed at the lower portion of the

shading film, and electrically connected to the two substrates; and

a light incident hole opened at the shading film above the transfer.

[Claim 4] . A liquid crystal display comprising:

25 two substrates sandwiching liquid crystal and opposing to each other;



a main seal attaching the two substrates at an external peripheral portion

of a display area of the substrates;

a frame-shape structure formed in the area between the main seal and the

display area; and

5 a black matrix picture-frame shading an area between the main seal and

the display area;

wherein an external peripheral end of the frame-shape structure and an

external peripheral end of the black matrix picture-frame are formed to be

coincide with to each other viewing from a perpendicular direction to the

10 substrates.

[Claim 5]. A liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 5 comprising:

a second frame-shape structure formed in an external area from the main

seal;

15 wherein both sides of the main seal are surrounded by the frame-shape

structure formed in an area between the main seal and the display area

main seal and the second frame-shape structure.

[Claim 6] A liquid crystal display having a sealing material made of a

20 photo-curing type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two

substrates comprising a light-reflection layer having a concavo-convex

structure formed in an area contacting with the sealing materials of at

least one of the two substrates.

25 [Claim 7] A liquid crystal display having a maim seal formed in a frame



shape containing a photo-curing type material sealing liquid crystal

sandwiched between two substrates comprising a interconnecting

structure having a peeling strength greater than that of the main seal

partially arranged adjacent to a corner portion of the main seal and in an

5 area being outside of the main seal and inside from an end portion of one

substrate.

[Claim 8]. A liquid crystal display having a maim seal formed in a frame

shape containing a photo-curing type material sealing liquid crystal

10 sandwiched between two substrates comprising a structure having a

thickness equivalent to a cell gap and a L-shape in accordance with a

corner shape of Black Matrix picture-frame for shading, and arranged

adjacent to a corner portion of the main seal and in an area being inside of

the main seal and outside of a display area.

15

[Claim 9]. A liquid crystal display having a sealing material made of a

photo-curing type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two

substrates comprising a light-reflection layer formed in an area contacting

with the sealing material of the two substrates.

20

[Claim 10]. A liquid crystal display as set for in claim 9, wherein the light-

reflection layer of at least one of the two substrates is made of the same

material as a formation material for a bus line.

25 [Claim 11] A liquid crystal display having a sealing material made of a



photo-curing type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two

substrates comprising an alignment film formed adjacent to the sealing

material of the two substrates for perpendicularly aligning the liquid

crystal molecules.

5

[Claim 12] A liquid crystal display having a sealing material made of a

photo-curing type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two

substrates comprising:

two electrodes opposing between the two substrates and provided at an

10 area between pixel display areas and the sealing material.

[Claim 13] A liquid crystal display sealing liquid crystal by attaching

opposing two substrates using a sealing material formed outside of a

display area forming a plurality of pixels comprising a plurality of

15 structures formed inside the sealing material for controlling spreading of

dropping liquid crystal.

[Claim 14] A liquid crystal display sealing liquid crystal by attaching

opposing two substrates using a sealing material formed outside of a

20 display area forming a plurality of pixels comprising a concave shape

structure provided in a frame shape inside the sealing material and

outside the display area, at least on one of the two substrates.

[Claim 15]. A liquid crystal display sealing liquid crystal by attaching

25 opposing two substrates using a sealing material formed outside of a



display area forming a plurality of pixels further comprising a hollow

frame-shape sealing material formed at an external periphery of the

sealing material.

5 [Claim 16] A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having

processes of sealing liquid crystal by attaching two substrates with a

sealing material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the

sealing material by irradiating light to the sealing material comprising:

using a photo-curing type resin having a light-reactive area to light of a

10 wavelength of blue color band as the photo-curing material; and

forming only a colored layer transmitting light of a blue color band at a

shading film area contacted by the sealing material when attaching the

two substrate.

15 [Claim 17]. A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having

processes of dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of

substrates, attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate

via a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the

sealing material by irradiating light thereon comprising:

20 forming at least a part of a contacting area to the other substrate of the

sealing material so as to overlay with a shading film formed on the other

substrate; and

curing the sealing material by irradiating light on an area containing a

color filter formed on the other substrate.

25



[Claim 18]. A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display comprising:

forming a main seal by depositing ultraviolet-light-curing resin at an

external peripheral portion of a display area of a substrate;

forming a frame-shape structure, which shades ultraviolet light, at an area

5 between the main seal and the display area;

sandwiching liquid crystal by attaching the substrate and an opposing

substrate; and

curing the main seal by irradiating ultraviolet light from a horizontal or

diagonal direction to the substrate surface.

10

[Claim 19] A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having

processes of dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of

substrates, attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate

via a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the

15 sealing material by irradiating light thereon comprising:

using a polarized light in the curing process.

[Claim 20] A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having

processes of dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of

20 substrates, attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate

via a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the

sealing material by irradiating light thereon comprising:

irradiating the light after perpendicularly aligning the molecules of the

liquid crystal adjacent to the sealing material.

25



[Claim 21] A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having

processes of dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of

substrates, attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate

via a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the

5 sealing material by irradiating light thereon comprising:

including a photo-polymerization-type material in the liquid crystal; and

curing the sealing material after curing the liquid crystal by irradiating

light thereon.

10 [Claim 22] A method of fabricating liquid crystal display having processes

of dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates

and attaching the one of the substrate with the other substrate

comprising:

varying dropping amount of the liquid crystal depending on a dropping

15 position.

[Claim 23] A method of fabricating liquid crystal display having processes

of dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates

and attaching the one of the substrate with the other substrate

20 comprising:

dropping the liquid crystal by combining a plurality of dropping patterns

deciding a dropping position.

[Claim 24]. A method of fabricating liquid crystal display having processes

25 of dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates



and attaching the one of the substrate with the other substrate

comprising:

dropping the each liquid crystal at a position the spreading distance of the

liquid crystal is equal to that of liquid dropped adjacently.

5

[Claim 25]. A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display as set forth in

claim 24, wherein the dropping step further comprises dropping the each

liquid crystal having substantially the same amount of liquid crystal, and

the dropping step comprises dropping liquid crystal having less amount

10 of the liquid crystal at a position the spreading distance of the liquid

crystal is different from that of other liquid crystal dropped.

[Claim 26] A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having

processes of dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of

15 substrates, attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate

via a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the

sealing material by irradiating light thereon comprising:

dropping the liquid crystal so as to overlap more than two kinds of liquid

crystals having different component in the same dropping area in the

20 dropping step.

[Claim 27]. A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display as set forth in

claim 26, wherein the more than two kinds of liquid crystal having a first

liquid crystal with relatively high reliability and a second liquid crystal

25 with lower reliability, the second liquid crystal being dropped on a first



liquid crystal dropped on a substrate after dropping the first liquid crystal.

[Claim 28]. A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having

processes of dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of

5 substrates and returning the substrates to a pressurized state after

attaching the one substrate and the other substrate via a sealing material

under a pressure reduction comprising:

forming a structure for controlling spreading of dropping liquid crystal on

the substrate.

10

[Claim 29]. A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display as set forth in

claim 28, wherein the step of forming comprises controlling an

arrangement density or arrangement shape of the structure so that

spreading speed of the dropping liquid crystal is high in the diagonal

15 direction of the sealing material formed in a frame shape.

[Claim 30]. A method of fabricating liquid crystal display having processes

of dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates

and attaching the one of the substrate with the other substrate

20 comprising:

reducing a pressure of an atmosphere under a state mechanically

retaining at least the one or the other substrate when attaching the both

substrates; and

switching the retention of the substrate from a mechanical retention to a

25 retention by a electrostatic chuck when reached to a predetermined air



pressure.

[Claim 31] A method of fabricating liquid crystal display as set forth in

claim 30 wherein the switching step comprises electrostatically attracting

5 the substrates by applying a voltage of the same polarity for each panel

formation area of a plurality of panel formation areas formed on the

substrates by the electrostatic chuck.

[Claim 32] A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having

10 processes of dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of

substrates, attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate

via a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the

sealing material by irradiating light thereon comprising:

fixing the one substrate on the one of a parallel plates, pressing the other

15 substrate attached to the one substrate by the other of the parallel plates,

and curing the sealing material by irradiating light thereon.

[Claim 33] A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having

processes of dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of

20 substrates, attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate

via a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the

sealing material by irradiating light thereon comprising:

curing the sealing material by irradiating the light on the sealing material.



[Title of the Invention]

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY DEVICE AND ITS MANUFACTURING METHOD

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

5

[0001] [Field of Invention]

The present invention relates to a liquid crystal display (LCD) and a

fabrication method thereof. Particularly, the present invention relates to

the liquid crystal display in which liquid crystal is sealed between two

10 panels by using an instilling method and the fabrication thereof.

[0002] [Description of the Related Art]

A liquid crystal display panel of a conventional liquid crystal display is

described with reference to FIG. 104. FIG. 104 shows a part of an upper

surface of an active matrix-type liquid crystal display panel using a TFT

15 (thin film transistor) as a switching element viewed from a color filter

substrate side. As shown in FIG 104, on a liquid crystal display panel 1100,

a plurality of pixel areas 1114 arranged in a matrix shape are formed on an

array substrate 1116 side, and a TFT 1112 is formed in each pixel area 1114.

A display area 1110 is structured by the plurality of the pixel areas 1114. It

20 will be noted that although a detailed illustration is omitted, a gate

electrode of a TFT 1112 in each pixel area 1114 is connected to a gate

wiring and a drain electrode is connected to a data wiring respectively.

Further, a source electrode of the TFT 1112 is connected to a pixel

electrode formed in the pixel area 1114. A plurality of the data wirings and

25 the gate wirings are connected to a terminal portion 1102 formed in the



external periphery of the array substrate 1116 so that the plurality of the

data wirings and the gate wirings are connected to a driving circuit (not

shown in the diagram) provided externally.

[0003] A color filter (CF) substrate 1104 formed smaller than the array

5 substrate 1116 by approximately the area of the terminal portion 1102 is

provided facing the array substrate 1116 while sealing liquid crystal at a

predetermined cell gap. On the CF substrate 1104, a common electrode

(not shown in the diagram) is formed and at the same time, BM (black

matrix: shading film) 1080, 1180 and the like using color filters (shown by

10 letters R(red), G(green) and B(blue) in the diagram), a Cr (chrome) film or

the like are formed. Since a BM 1118 demarcates the plurality of the pixel

area 1114 in the display area 1110 and earns contrast, the BM 1118 is used

for preventing a light leakage from occurring by shading the TFT 1112.

Further, a BM picture-frame portion 1108 is provided for shading

15 undesired light from outside the display area 1110. The array substrate

1116 and the CF substrate 1104 are attached by a sealing material 1106

made of photo-curing type resin.

[0004] Meanwhile, a fabrication process of the liquid crystal display is

roughly classified into an array process in which a wiring pattern, a

20 switching element (in a case of active matrix type) and the like are formed,

a cell process in which an alignment layer treatment is performed, spacers

are arranged and liquid crystal is sealed between opposing glass

substrates, and a module process in which an installation of a driver IC,

attachment of a back light and the like are performed. In a liquid crystal

25 injection process performed in the cell process among the above



processes, a method (vacuum injection method) is used, for example, in

which the array substrate 1116 forming the TFT 1112 and the opposite

color filter substrate (opposite substrate) 1104 are attached with a use of

the sealing material 1106, the sealing material is cured, then liquid crystal

5 and the substrates are placed in a vacuum chamber, an injection opening

opened in the sealing material is immersed in liquid crystal, the inside of

the chamber is returned to the atmospheric pressure, thereby sealing the

liquid crystal between the substrates.

[0005] On the other hand, in recent years, an instilling method is drawing

10 attention, in which, for example, a constant amount of liquid crystal is

dropped on the substrate surface inside the frame of the sealing material

1106 formed inside a frame shape in the periphery of the array substrate,

the array substrate 1116 and the CF substrate 1104 are attached in a

vacuum and sealing of liquid crystal is performed. A fabrication process

15 of the liquid crystal display panel according to the instilling method is

briefly described with reference to FIGS. 108. First, as shown in FIG. 108a,

for example, liquid crystal 1206 is dropped from a liquid crystal instilling

equipment which is not shown in the diagram at a plurality of positions on

an array substrate 1204 forming switching elements such as TFT and the

20 like. Next, a common electrode and a color filter are formed in a display

area, and an opposite substrate 1200 coated with a UV sealing material

1202 to be cured by ultraviolet (UV) irradiation in the external periphery of

a display area is aligned and attached to the array substrate 1204. This

process is performed in a vacuum. Then, when the attached substrates

25 are returned to the atmospheric pressure as shown in FIG. 108b, the liquid



crystal 1206 between the attached array substrate 1204 and the opposite

substrate 1200 is spread due to the atmospheric pressure. Next, as shown

in FIG. 108c, while a UV light source 1208 travels in a travel direction 1211

along the area the sealing material 1202 is coated, UV light is irradiated to

5 the sealing material 1202 and the sealing material 1202 is cured.

[0006] In comparison to the vacuum injection method widely used for

panel fabrication in the past, this instilling method has possibilities to

reduce costs of fabricating a panel and to improve mass productivity

owing to first, substantial reduction in the amount of liquid crystal to be

10 used and second, reduction in time to inject liquid crystal and the like,

therefore application of this instilling method is strongly desired in the

panel fabrication process.

[0007] For example, in the Japanese Lain-open Patent Application No. 63-

179323, a method is recorded in which an accurately measured required

15 amount of liquid crystal is mounted on a substrate surface inside a

sealing material provided on one substrate, the opposite other substrate

is overlaid so that the substrate contacts with an upper surface of the

sealing material before the liquid crystal spreads on the first substrate

surface and reaches an end face of the peripheral sealing material, then

20 both substrates are pressed in a decompressed environment, and the

sealing material is cured.

[0008] [Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]

However, in the above method, although basic processes of instillation to

follow is shown, a specific description relative to a fabrication technology

25 is insufficient and in reality, technical problems remain in practical



application of the process. The instilling process, in comparison to the

liquid crystal injection process performed in the past, enables to simply

fabricate a liquid crystal panel at low cost but at the same time has

technical difficulties as shown below resulting in delay in adopting the

5 instilling method in a fabrication method of a liquid crystal display.

[0009] (1) Curing Defects of Sealing Material:

If uncured components of the sealing materials 1106 and 1202 make

contact with liquid crystal for a long period of time or are exposed in high

temperature while contacting with liquid crystal, the liquid crystal is

10 contaminated. Therefore, photo-curing-type resin which is rapidly cured

by ultraviolet light irradiation is used for the sealing materials 1106 and

1202 when the instilling method is used.

[0010] Incidentally, the width of a picture-frame portion in the periphery of

a panel is becoming narrow due to recent enlargement of the liquid crystal

15 panel 1100 and the like. Therefore, the sealing material 1106 formed in a

frame shape in the periphery of a substrate is formed in many cases in the

very close proximity to the end of an external periphery of the BM picture-

frame portion shown in FIG. 104. Accordingly, when the array substrate

1116 and the CF substrate 1104 are pressed and the area (hatched area in

20 FIG. 104) where the sealing material 1106 and the BM picture-frame portion

1108 make contact is generated, the area of the sealing material 1106

where the BM picture-frame portion 1108 contacts is shaded and not

irradiated by light resulting in generating a curing defect area in the said

area.

25 [0011] (2) Seal Peeling:



FIGS. 105a and 105b show liquid crystal instillations in the cell process of

a liquid crystal panel in the past. FIG. 105a shows a state when liquid

crystal (shown by a mark ) 1144 is dropped in equal intervals (in this

example, matrix shape of three rows and four columns) in a similar shape

5 to the frame shape of the sealing material 1106 on an upper surface of the

array substrate inside the sealing material 1106. With respect to a

dropping position of each liquid crystal 1144, the distance to a dropping

position of an adjacent liquid crystal 1144 has a relation, as shown in the

diagram, which is d2=d4=d6=d8>d1=d3=d5=d7. FIG. 105b shows a state in

10 which the liquid crystal 1144 spreads after the array substrate and the CF

substrate are attached. As shown in FIGl 105b, while the sealing material

1106 is formed in a rectangular frame shape, fluid drops of the dropped

liquid crystal 1144 spread in a circular shape 1146 on the substrate

surface. In a conventional dropping method, since fluid drops interfere

15 with one another, approximately 20 minutes of time is required to

sufficiently lessen a space 1145 and complete spreading liquid crystal.

[0012] Thus, in the conventional method, a long period of time is required

to spread liquid crystal to corner portions of the sealing material 1106 and

a waiting period for curing the sealing material is long. Accordingly, due

20 to a difference in pressures between the inside and outside of both

substrates, possibilities of occurring peeling of corner portions of the

sealing material during the waiting period and generating liquid crystal

leakage are high.

[0013] (3) Substrate Deformation and Display Irregularities:

25 Substrate holding in liquid crystal instillation in the conventional process



is performed by using vacuum chucks, electrostatic chucks or a

mechanical retainer. In the substrate holding by vacuum chucks, a

substrate is mounted on an attracting surface on a parallel surface plate

and is fixed by vacuum-absorbing a back surface of a substrate. By this

5 holding method, for example, an array substrate is held and an adequate

amount of liquid crystal is dropped on an array substrate surface inside

the frame shape of a sealing material by a dispenser and the like. Then, a

CF substrate is positioned in the vacuum environment and entered into a

process to be attached with an array substrate. However, since vacuum

10 chucks do not function when a degree of vacuum increases to a certain

point when the substrates are held by vacuum chucks, the degree of

vacuum at the time of attaching substrates can not be sufficiently

increased. Therefore, sufficient pressure for attaching both substrates can

not be coated and evenly attaching both substrates is difficult.

15 [0014] Further, in a mechanical holding, since stress is applied only to the

holding side portion of a substrate, deformations such as a curvature,

deflection and the like occur in a substrate, and both substrates can not

be held in parallel when attaching substrates after liquid crystal instillation.

If the attachment is performed when both substrates are deformed, a

20 displacement becomes large and problems of reduction in opening ratio

of each electrode and light leakage from a shaded portion occur.

[0015] FIGS. 106a and 106b are diagrams describing substrate attachment

by electrostatic chucks. FIG. 106a shows a plan view of an electrostatically

attracted glass substrate 700 of the array substrate 1116 in two-piece

25 structure as an example. FIG. 106b shows a cross section cut by a line A-A



in FIG. 106a when the array substrate 1116 and the CF substrate 1104 are

to be attached.

[0016] As shown in FIGS. 106a and 106b, the areas to become two pieces

of array substrate 1116 on the glass substrate 700 are electrically isolated

5 from each other. Electrostatic chucks for electrically attracting the glass

substrate 700 has four electrodes 740, 750, 760 and 770 on a parallel

surface plate. The electrodes 740 and 750 among the four electrodes 740

through 770 structure positive electrodes and the electrodes 760 and 770

structure negative electrodes. One surface of the array substrate 1116 is

10 electrostatically attracted by the positive electrode 740 and the negative

electrode 760 and the other surface of the array substrate 1116 is

electrostatically attracted by the positive electrode 750 and the negative

770. Space 680 is provided in a boundary between the positive electrode

740 and the negative electrode 760 and in a boundary between the

15 positive electrode 750 and the negative electrode 770. Although an

illustration by a plan view is omitted, the electrostatic chucks on a glass

substrate 720 forming the CF substrate 1104 has a similar structure to the

electrostatic chucks attracting the glass substrate 700.

[0017] By mounting the glass substrate forming a conductive film on the

20 electrostatic chucks in such structure, applying voltage between the

electrode and the conductive film and generating the coulomb's force

between the glass and the conductive film, the glass substrate can be

attracted. In the case of FIGS. 106a and 106b, the conductive film on the

glass substrate 700 includes the pixel electrodes, gate wirings, data

25 wirings and the like formed on the array substrate 1116 area. Further, the



conductive film on the glass substrate 720 forming the CF substrate area

includes the common electrode and the like.

[0018] In order to attach substrates while holding the glass substrates 700

and 720 by such electrostatic chucks, the positive poles 740 and 750 are

5 contacted to one of the two substantially equally divided areas of the

array substrate 1116, the negative poles 760 and 770 are contacted to the

remaining area, a predetermined voltage is applied between the positive

and negative poles and the glass substrate 700 is electrostatically

attracted. At this time, as shown in FIG. 106b, a surface corresponding to

10 the positive poles 740 and 750 in the array substrate 1116 area of the glass

substrate 700 is charged with negative (-) electricity and a surface

corresponding to the negative poles 760 and 770 are charged with

positive (+) electricity. Thus, on the conductive film of the array substrate

1116 corresponding to the air gap 680 of the boundary between the

15 positive and negative poles, a boundary between a positive electric

charge and a negative electric charge is formed.

[0019] Incidentally, an alignment film is formed on an upper portion of the

conductive film of the array substrate 1116 and liquid crystal is dropped

on the alignment film by instillation. Therefore, if the array substrate 1116

20 area is electrostatically attracted according to the above method, impure

ion in liquid crystal is selectively attracted on the alignment film at both

sides of the boundary dividing the surface of the array substrate 1116 area

into substantially two equal parts. Accordingly, the above method has a

problem of generating display irregularities in which when a formed liquid

25 crystal panel is displayed, the brightness in the two surfaces sandwiching



the said boundary varies.

[0020] Further, when the glass substrate 700 forming the array substrate

1116 and the glass substrate 720 forming the CF substrate 1104 are

attached while being held by electrostatic attraction, if voltage in reversed

5 polarity of positive or negative is applied on the opposing surfaces of

both glass substrates 700 and 720 as shown in FIG. 106b, the coulomb's

force is operated to each of the opposing substrates resulting in

reduction of the substrate holding strength due to electrostatic attraction.

Thus, possibilities of causing a substrate deformation or contacting the

10 substrates with each other and causing electrostatic destruction exist.

[0021] Furthermore, a method in which substrates are held by electrostatic

chucks of which the substrate holding strength is not affected by the

.

degree of vacuum also has a problem in which a glow discharge occurs in

the course of decompressing the atmospheric pressure for attaching

15 substrates and may generate damage to a circuit or a TFT element on a

substrate. Also, a phenomenon may occur in which an operation of the

electrostatic chucks becomes unstable due to the air remained between

the electrostatic chucks and the substrates, and the substrates break off

from the electrostatic chucks in the course of the substrate attachment

20 process.

[0022] (4) Variations in Cell Gap:

In order to evenly spread liquid crystal inside both substrates in the

instillation process, liquid crystal is required to be dropped at multiple

points on a substrate surface by dispenser or the like. However, since the

25 amount of liquid crystal to be dropped per one substrate surface is minute,



when dropping positions are scattered into multiple points, an extremely

small amount of liquid crystal must be accurately dropped. Nevertheless,

the amount of liquid crystal to be dropped varies due to variations in

viscosity or volume of liquid crystal affected by changes in the

5 environment such as temperature variations at the time of instillation or

variations in quality of a dispenser. As a result, variations in cell gap

between both substrates occur.

[0023] FIGS. 107a to 107c are cross sections cut vertical to a liquid crystal

panel surface and shows an example of variations in cell gap. FIG. 107a

10 shows a state in which a desired cell gap is obtained by an ideal liquid

crystal instillation. In FIGS. 107a to 107c, the array substrate 1116 and the

CF substrate 1104 are attached by the sealing material 1106 and a

predetermined cell gap is secured by beads 1150 as spacers. However, if

the amount of dropped liquid crystal increases, as shown in FIG. 107b, the

15 sealing material 1106 can not be pressed to an intended gap due to

excessive liquid crystal resulting in a problem in which display

irregularities occur in the peripheral portion of a panel (periphery of

picture-frame portion). When the amount of dropped liquid crystal is

further increased, as shown in FIG. 107c, a phenomenon in which a center

20 portion of a panel is expanded due to the sealing material 1106 causing a

press defect occurs resulting in display irregularities on a whole surface.

[0024] (5) Degradation of Liquid Crystal:

Further, in a liquid crystal display fabricated by using the instilling method,

a problem is generated in which display irregularities occur at the edge of

25 a seal where a sealing material and liquid crystal contact. One of the



causes is described with reference to FIG. 109. FIG. 109 shows a partial

cross section of the end portion of a liquid crystal display panel. An array

substrate 1200 and an opposite substrate 1204 face each other through

the aid of a sealing material 1202. A pixel electrode and a bus line (in FIG.

5 109, these are collectively referred by a code 1212) are formed on the

array substrate 1200 surface facing the opposite substrate 1204, an

alignment film 1214 is formed on the surface 1212, a common electrode

and a color filter (in FIG. 109, these are collectively referred by a code

1216) are formed on the opposite substrate 1204 surface facing the array

10 substrate 1200, and an alignment film 1218 is formed on the surface 1216.

A predetermined cell gap is kept and the liquid crystal 1206 is sealed

between the opposing electrodes. As shown in the diagram, the liquid

crystal 1206 at the end portion of a panel contacts with the sealing

material 1202.

15 [0025] If UV irradiation is performed toward the sealing material 1202 for

curing the sealing material in such a structure, UV light is slightly

dispersed and a liquid crystal 1220 in a hatched area shown in the

diagram adjacent to the sealing material 1202 is also irradiated. However,

usually, if a liquid crystal material is irradiated by UV light, characteristics

20 of liquid crystal are degraded, and specifically, resistivity tends to be

reduced and high voltage retention ratio required in TFT-LCD and the like

can not be kept. Therefore, operating voltage of a liquid crystal cell is

different in comparison with a portion which is not irradiated by UV,

display irregularities at half-tone display become prominent.

25 [0026] Further, since an area where the sealing material 1202 before UV



irradiation and the liquid crystal 1206 make contact is large in an instilling

method, the possibility of contaminating a liquid crystal material due to

uncured sealing material is high. In order to suppress this liquid crystal

contamination, a UV sealing material is required to be rapidly cured by

5 instantly performing UV irradiation. However, there is a problem in which

if a UV light high in strength is irradiated in order to reduce irradiation

time, damage caused by the light leakage to the liquid crystal material

also becomes large.

[0027] As described above, photo-curing resin or heat-curing resin is used

10 for a sealing material in the instilling method. As preceding technologies

relative to photo-curing a sealing material, a technique in which ultraviolet

light is irradiated through a mask having a predetermined pattern

transmitting light to attached substrates (Japanese Laid-open Patent

Application No. 09-61829), a technique in which an upper and lower

15 substrates are arranged facing each other so that a shaded portion is not

overlapped with a position a seal is arranged (Japanese Laid-open Patent

Application No. 09-90383), a technique in which a panel is pressed by a

pressure difference between the pressure at the time of attachment of

substrates and the atmospheric pressure or the pressure in a vacuum

20 chamber after the attachment (Japanese Laid-open Patent Application No.

10-26763) and the like are known.

[0028] However, even if these techniques are used, the photo-curing

process in the instilling method holds problems described below.

First, photo-degradation of liquid crystal can be cited. Although

25 ultraviolet-light-curing resin is used for photo-curing resin because of the



preservation ability and the adhesive strength as previously described,

when ultraviolet light is irradiated to liquid crystal, photolysis reaction

makes progress and an ion impurity is generated. This ion impurity

causes display defects such as irregularities due to a reduction in voltage

5 retention ratio or in image persistence. For this reason, a use of a mask

having a predetermined pattern transmitting light as disclosed in the

above document (Japanese Laid-open Patent Application No. 09-61829) is

conceivable. However, this method of using a mask has a problem in

which since a mask is required for each seal pattern and the number of

10 processes is increased by a mask alignment process, the goal of the

instilling method of liquid crystal such as reducing a fabrication cost of a

panel and improving mass productivity may be rather prevented than

accomplished.

[0029] Secondly, enlargement of an outside dimension of a panel can be

15 cited. Usually a terminal made of many metal films is formed in a non-

display area on the array substrate side. In order to arrange an upper and

lower substrates facing each other so that a shading portion of the

substrates do not overlap with a position a sealing material is arranged as

described in the above document (Japanese Laid-open Patent Application

20 No. 09-90383), essentially, a seal is required to be formed outside the

picture frame of a black matrix, thereby resulting in enlargement of an

outside dimension of a panel.

[0030] Thirdly, there is a problem of displacement. Since curing of a seal

is instantly performed in photo-curing, the stress due to a waviness and

25 curvature which are natural characteristics of a substrate tend to stay. If a



heat treatment is performed in this state, the stress is released and a

displacement of a substrate occurs.

[0031] Fourthly, there is a problem of press defect. In instillation, a whole

substrate is pressurized by a pressure difference between the pressure at

5 the time of attaching substrates and the atmospheric pressure or the

pressure in a vacuum chamber after the attachment as described in the

above document (Japanese Laid-open Patent Application No. 10-26763) to

spread liquid crystal. Immediately after pressurization, since liquid crystal

does not yet reach a sealing material, the sealing material is instantly

10 pushed and pressed to the thickness of a spacer inserted between

substrates. However, since the inside of the panel is thicker than a

predetermined thickness, the sealing material is subsequently pushed

back. Although the thickness of the panel gradually approaches the

predetermined thickness and the sealing material is again pressed to the

15 thickness of a spacer by extending shelf time, liquid crystal is

contaminated from uncured sealing material in the time the liquid crystal

is left. Therefore, as a matter of fact, curing is required to be performed in

the least amount of time. Due to this balance, sufficient shelf time can not

be taken and insufficient shelf time becomes a cause of generating press

20 defect.

[0032] In the above vacuum injection method or instilling method, in order

to cure a sealing material in a short period of time, photo-curing resin or

photo plus heat-curing resin is used for a seal. However, in the instilling

method, there is a possibility in which a sealing material contacts with

25 liquid crystal when the sealing material is uncured. If a sealing material



component elutes into liquid crystal or ultraviolet light is irradiated to

adjacent liquid crystal when a sealing material is cured and liquid crystal

is resolved by photolysis, the voltage retention ratio of liquid crystal at the

edge of a seal is reduced, thereby occurring display irregularities.

5 [0033] In order to deal with this problem, for example, in the Japanese

Laid-open Patent Application No. 06-194615, a liquid crystal display in

which a column-shape spacer is arranged outside the pixel area on either

one of a pair of substrates and a frame-shape spacer (frame-shape

structure) is arranged along the fringe periphery of the said substrate is

10 disclosed. These spacers are simultaneously formed in a

photolithography process and are used to fabricate a liquid crystal panel

using an instilling method.

[0034] FIG. 110a shows a part of an upper surface of a conventional active-

matrix type liquid crystal panel 1100 different from the one using a TFT as

15 a switching element shown in FIG. 104 viewed from a CF (color filter)

substrate side. FIG. 110b shows a partial cross section cut at a line A-A of

FIG 110a. A plurality of pixel areas 1114 arranged in a matrix shape are

formed on an array substrate 1116 side of the liquid crystal display panel

1100 and a TFT (not shown in the diagram) is formed in each pixel area

20 1114. A picture display area 1110 is formed by a plurality of pixel areas

1114.

[0035] A CF substrate 1104 is formed smaller than the array substrate 1116

by approximately the width of a terminal portion 1102 and arranged facing

the array substrate 1116 while sealing a liquid crystal at a predetermined

25 cell gap. The array substrate 1116 and the CF substrate 1104 are attached



by a main seal 1106 made of photo-curing type resin. A width 1106' shown

by double dotted lines indicates the width of the main seal 1106 at the time

of coating. A frame-shape structure 1111 separating the main seal 1106

and the liquid crystal 22 is formed in the area between the main seal 1106

5 and the display area 1110. The liquid crystal 22 is sealed in the area

surrounded by the frame-shape structure 1111 between the array

substrate 1116 and the CF substrate 1104.

[0036] A common electrode (not shown in the diagram) and color filters

(indicated by letters R(red), G(green), B(blue) in the diagram) are provided

10 on the CF substrate 1104. A BM picture frame 1108 and a BM deciding the

space between pixel areas are also formed on the CF substrate 1104. An

external peripheral end of the frame-shape structure 1111 is arranged

inside an external peripheral end of the BM picture frame viewed from a

direction vertical to the surface of the substrate 1116. Therefore, a

15 peripheral end portion inside the main seal 1106 overlaps with a peripheral

end portion outside the BM picture frame 1108 and an area 1107 is formed.

Thus, UV light is shaded by the BM picture frame 1108 and a curing defect

of the main seal 1106 is generated in the area 1107.

[0037] Further, as shown in FIG. 111, if the frame-shape spacer 1111

20 equivalent to a cell gap alone is provided in the fringe periphery of the CF

substrate 1104 when liquid crystal more than the amount to fill the frame-

shape spacer 1111 at instillation is dropped, excess liquid crystal flows

over the frame-shape spacer 1111, uncured sealing material 1106 and the

liquid crystal 22 make contact, thereby dispersing contaminant.

25 Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 112, if a cell gap is thick, the liquid crystal



22 easily flows over the frame-shape spacer 1111 before the liquid crystal

22 is completely spread. FIG. 112 shows a state in which a surface of the

array substrate 1116 is viewed from the CF substrate 1104 side. When the

liquid crystal 22 is dropped at a plurality of liquid crystal dropping points

5 by using a liquid crystal instilling method, and the substrates 1116 and

1104 are attached, a boundary 1123 of the liquid crystal 22 at the time of

attachment is gradually spread. Before the liquid crystal 22 is completely

spread, an uninjected portion of liquid crystal 1121 is formed, and even if

there is no excess liquid crystal, since the cell gap is higher than the

10 height of the frame-shape spacer 1111, the liquid crystal boundary 1123

flows over the frame-shape spacer 1111 and, for example, at a position

1122, contacts with uncured main seal 1106. Also, as shown in FIG. 113,

since the atmospheric pressure evenly operates on the whole substrate

surface when the substrates are returned in an atmosphere after

15 attachment, the center of the substrate becomes depressed with respect

to the main seal 1116 in which the resistance is larger. As a result, the

frame-shape spacer 1111 is lifted up and the liquid crystal 22 contacts with

the main seal 1106.

[0038] In addition to the problems described above, the conventional

20 instilling method further holds problems identified below.

(6) Seal Peeling Due to a Curing Defect:

A black matrix (BM: shading film) is usually formed in the fringe periphery

portion (picture frame) of a liquid crystal display substrate. Unless a

frame-shape spacer is strategically arranged, when a sealing material is

25 spread after substrates are attached, a part of the sealing material



overlaps with the end of a BM picture frame and UV light is obstructed,

thereby resulting in curing defects. Since adhesive strength is weak in the

portion of a curing defect, external stress is concentrated and peeling of a

sealing material is induced. If a position of a sealing material is

5 sufficiently apart from the end of a BM picture frame, such defects do not

occur. However, by so doing, the picture-frame area is enlarged and the

glass substrate surface can not be efficiently utilized.

[0039] (7) Excess Liquid Crystal Flowing Over a Frame-Shape Spacer:

If a column-shape spacer equivalent to a cell gap alone is provided in a

10 fringe periphery of a substrate, when liquid crystal more than the amount

to fill the frame-shape spacer is dropped at the time of instillation, an

excess liquid crystal flows over the frame-shape spacer, uncured sealing

material and liquid crystal contact, thereby dispersing contaminant.

Further, when there are variations in a dropping amount from a dropping

15 dispenser even if the dropping of liquid crystal is controlled, or when

liquid crystal reaches the frame-shape spacer before liquid crystal fully

fills inside the frame, since a cell gap is thick before liquid crystal is

completely spread, liquid crystal easily flows over the frame-shape spacer.

[0040] (8) Irregularities Due to a Dropping Mark:

20 A liquid crystal display fabricated by an instilling method has a problem in

which a "dropping mark" in the area liquid crystal is dropped is seen as

an irregularity. FIGS. 114a through 114c show an example of the "dropping

mark". FIG. 114c shows a liquid crystal instillation in a state in which a

dropped liquid crystal 136 is adhered on an alignment film 134 on a

25 substrate 132. In display irregularities due to "dropping marks", there are



irregularities 130 as shown in FIG. 114a in which boundaries of the

dropped areas are visible and surface irregularities 131 as shown in FIG.

114b in which the brightness of the whole dropped areas is different from

the brightness of the periphery. After dropped liquid crystal and an

5 alignment film contacts, an instilled panel is positioned and attached, and

then liquid crystal is spread in a vacuum.

[0041] The cause of the "dropping mark" is considered to be a contact

between liquid crystal and an alignment film in the atmospheric pressure.

Further, a degree of the "dropping mark" is found to be different

10 depending on a liquid crystal material for dropping and a material for an

alignment film. If a liquid crystal material has strong polarity and a

material for liquid crystal and a material used for an alignment film

material are inferior in electrical characteristics (i.e. low voltage retention

ratio, high ion density, large residual DC voltage), the "dropping mark"

15 tends to be more visibly generated. Specifically, although in a liquid

crystal panel in which alignment control of liquid crystal of MVA-(multi-

domain vertical alignment) mode can be realized, N-type (negative

dielectric anisotropy: A e<0) liquid crystal material and a vertical

alignment film are required, material selection for these materials is

20 limited in comparison with P-type liquid crystal material and a horizontal

alignment film, and there are only few materials among the existing

materials which satisfy requirements of electrical characteristics.

Therefore, liquid crystal even more reliable is required to be used for a

liquid crystal material which contacts with an alignment film in the

25 atmospheric pressure and a different fabrication method from before is



required.

[0042] (9) Other Problems:

Furthermore, an instilling method has a problem in which administration

to prevent substrates failed at instillation due to troubles in the process

5 and substrates failed to create a cell gap adjacent to a main seal from

advancing to subsequent processes is difficult. Specifically, since the

birefringence of liquid crystal viewed from the front surface of a panel

when voltage is not applies is equal to 0 in an MVA-mode liquid crystal

panel, a liquid crystal layer is seen as the same as an air layer and

10 grasping a state of liquid crystal instillation with certainty is difficult.

Therefore, easily and steadily performing an inspection of display

irregularities of a liquid crystal panel fabricated according to an instilling

method is desired.

[0043] Also, in order to reduce contamination of liquid crystal due to a

15 contact between liquid crystal and uncured sealing material, a use of a

sealing material of high viscosity can be considered. However, a gap is

difficult to create by a sealing material of high viscosity and a cell gap at

the edge of a seal becomes thicker then a cell gap at the center of a

display, thereby resulting in generating a problem of display irregularities.

20 [0044] Further, upon performing an instilling method, due to variations in

the environment during the period up to when a sealing material is cured

by UV irradiation after attaching substrates in a vacuum and subsequently

returning the attached substrates in an atmosphere, changes in a

condition of substrates at the time of UV irradiation, and a lack of stability

25 in positioning substrates when a gap is created or the like, a displacement



in attaching or a displacement from substrate distortion is generated, or a

gap defect is generated, thereby resulting in a problem in which

producing a stable product is difficult.

[0045] An object of the present invention is to provide a liquid crystal

5 display and a fabrication method thereof wherein liquid distillation can

surely be performed in a cell process. Further, the object is achieved by a

liquid crystal display which comprises a sealing material made of a photo-

curing type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two

substrates, a shading area overlaying a red-colored layer to transmit color

10 light, a green-colored layer to transmit green light and blue-colored layer

transmitting blue light, wherein only the blue-colored layer is formed in

the shading area contacting with the sealing material and the photo-curing

type material for the sealing material has a light reactive area for a

wavelength of blue-color band.

15 [0045] An object of the present invention is to provide a liquid crystal

display and a fabrication method thereof wherein liquid distillation can

surely be performed in a cell process. Moreover, the purpose of this

invention is to provide the liquid crystal display which decreases poor

hardening of the sealing materials of a photo-resist ingredient, and its

20 fabricating method. Furthermore, the purpose of this invention is to

provide the liquid crystal display which prevents peeling of a sealing

material, and a fabricating method thereof. Furthermore, the purpose of

this invention is to provide the liquid crystal display which decreased

substrate deformation and a poor display, and a fabricating method

25 thereof. Furthermore, the purpose of this invention is to reduce



irregularity of dispersion of liquid crystal in the cell gap at the time of

using the dropping method, and can obtain excellent cell gap, and a

fabricating method thereof. This invention is made in order to solve the

problem generated by using the dropping method, and provide a liquid

5 crystal, and fabricating method thereof wherein liquid crystal display

cannot be degraded even after the UV irradiation to harden sealing

material is performed. Furthermore, the purpose of this invention is to

provide a liquid crystal display which decreases the displacement of the

lamination substrates occurred in the process of hardening of the sealing

10 material, and fabricating method thereof. Furthermore, the purpose of this

invention is to provide a liquid crystal display which has improved the

poor press of the substrate in dropping method, and fabricating method

thereof. Furthermore, the purpose of this invention is to provide the liquid

crystal display which prevents expansion of the external shape of panel in

15 dropping method, and fabricating method thereof. The purpose of this

invention is to provide a liquid crystal display in which the frame-shaped

structure and a black matrix frame were formed in the area between the

main seal and a display area, which prevents peeling of sealing material

and can prevent contamination of the liquid crystal by the non-hardened

20 sealing material. Moreover, the purpose of this invention is to improve a

liquid crystal dropping method in a production process of a liquid crystal

display of MVA mode, and provides a fabricating method of a liquid crystal

display that can reduce irregularity of display. Furthermore, the purpose

of this invention is to provide a fabricating method of a liquid crystal

25 display that can easily find out irregularity of display. Moreover, the



purpose of this invention is to provide a fabricating method of a liquid

crystal display in which neither lamination gap nor the displacement of

substrates generated by a distortion between two substrates even if it

uses the dropping method.

5 [0046]

[Means for Solving the Problem]

The above-mentioned object is attained by a liquid crystal display which

comprises a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material sealing

liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates, a shading area

10 overlaying a red-colored layer to transmit color light, a green-colored

layer to transmit green light and blue-colored layer transmitting blue light,

wherein only the blue-colored layer is formed in the shading area

contacting with the sealing material and the photo-curing type material for

the sealing material has a light reactive area for a wavelength of blue-

15 color band.

[0047] The above-mentioned object is attained by a liquid crystal display

wherein the red-colored layer, the green-colored layer and the blue-

colored layer are respectively made of the same material as a forming

material of color filters of red, green and blue formed corresponding to

20 each pixel.



[0048] The above-mentioned object is attained by a liquid crystal display

sealing liquid crystal by attaching opposing two substrates using a

sealing material formed outside of a display area forming a plurality of

pixels comprising a concave shape structure provided in a frame shape

5 inside the sealing material and outside the display area, at least on one of

the two substrates.

[0049] The above-mentioned object is attained by a liquid crystal display

sealing liquid crystal by attaching opposing two substrates using a

sealing material formed outside of a display area forming a plurality of

10 pixels further comprising a hollow frame-shape sealing material formed at

an external periphery of the sealing material.

[0050] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

a liquid crystal display having processes of sealing liquid crystal by

attaching two substrates with a sealing material made of a photo-curing

15 type material, and curing the sealing material by irradiating light to the

sealing material comprising:

using a photo-curing type resin having a light-reactive area to light of a

wavelength of blue color band as the photo-curing material; and

forming only a colored layer transmitting light of a blue color band at a

20 shading film area contacted by the sealing material when attaching the

two substrate. A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display as set forth

in claim 21, wherein the forming step comprises simultaneously forming

the colored layer at a formation time of a blue color filter formed on a pixel.

[0051] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

25 liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal at a



plurality of positions on one of substrates and attaching the one of the

substrate with the other substrate comprising: varying dropping amount

of the liquid crystal depending on a dropping position.

[0052] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

5 liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal at a

plurality of positions on one of substrates and attaching the one of the

substrate with the other substrate comprising: ropping the liquid crystal

by combining a plurality of dropping patterns deciding a dropping

position.

10 [0053] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

a liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal at a

plurality of positions on one of substrates and returning the substrates to

a pressurized state after attaching the one substrate and the other

substrate via a sealing material under a pressure reduction comprising:

15 forming a structure for controlling spreading of dropping liquid crystal on

the substrate.

[0054] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal at a

plurality of positions on one of substrates and attaching the one of the

20 substrate with the other substrate comprising:

reducing a pressure of an atmosphere under a state mechanically

retaining at least the one or the other substrate when attaching the both

substrates; and

switching the retention of the substrate from a mechanical retention to a

25 retention by a electrostatic chuck when reached to a predetermined air



pressure.

[0055] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

liquid crystal display, wherein the switching step comprises attracting and

retaining the substrates at the air pressure less than 1*10*1
torr by the

5 electrostatic chuck. A method of fabricating liquid crystal display as set

forth in claim 39 wherein the switching step comprises electrostatically

attracting the substrates by applying a voltage of the same polarity for

each panel formation area of a plurality of panel formation areas formed

on the substrates by the electrostatic chuck.

10 [0056] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

liquid crystal display, further comprising a step of respectively attracting

both of the one and the other substrates by the electrostatic chuck, and

applying a voltage of the same polarity to opposing areas of the one and

the other substrates when attaching the one and the other substrates by

15 opposing to each other.

[0057] The above-mentioned object is attained by an electrostatic chuck

comprising an electrode attracting a substrate by applying a voltage

having comb shape electrodes opposing by alternating positive and

negative comb shape electrodes.

20 [0058] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal on one

of substrates and attaching the one of the substrates with the other

substrate comprising: roviding a concave shape structure defining a cell

thickness inside of frame-shape sealing material formed on a substrate

25 for attaching substrates and outside of a display area;



dropping liquid crystal having the amount sufficient for filling the display

area and the amount not sufficient for filling inside of the sealing material;

and draining a residual liquid crystal overflowing from the display area to

a space portion formed between the sealing material and the concave

5 shape structure when attaching the one and the other substrates.

[0059] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal on one

of substrates and attaching the one of the substrates with the other

substrate comprising:

10 forming a frame-shape sealing material on a substrate for attaching

substrates in double frame structure; providing an open portion to flow

out liquid crystal to the sealing material inside; dropping liquid crystal

having the amount sufficient for filling inside of the sealing material inside

and the amount not sufficient for filling the inside of the sealing material

15 outside; and draining residual liquid crystal from the open portion to

between the internal sealing material and the external sealing material

when attaching substrates.

[0060] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

liquid crystal display wherein the switching step comprises

20 electrostatically attracting the substrates by applying a voltage of the

same polarity for each panel formation area of a plurality of panel

formation areas formed on the substrates by the electrostatic chuck.

[0061] The above-mentioned object is attained by a liquid crystal display

having a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material sealing

25 liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates comprising a light-



reflection layer having a concavo-convex structure formed in an area

contacting with the sealing materials of at least one of the two substrates.

[0062] The above-mentioned object is attained by a liquid crystal display

having a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material sealing

5 liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates comprising an

alignment film formed adjacent to the sealing material of the two

substrates for perpendicularly aligning the liquid crystal molecules.

[0063] The above-mentioned object is attained by a liquid crystal display

having a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material sealing

10 liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates comprising: two

electrodes opposing between the two substrates and provided at an area

between pixel display areas and the sealing material.

[0064] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

a liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal at a

15 plurality of positions on one of substrates, attaching the one of the

substrates with the other substrate via a sealing material made of a photo-

curing type material, and curing the sealing material by irradiating light

thereon comprising: using a polarized light in the curing process.

[0065] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

20 a liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal at a

plurality of positions on one of substrates, attaching the one of the

substrates with the other substrate via a sealing material made of a photo-

curing type material, and curing the sealing material by irradiating light

thereon comprising: irradiating the light after perpendicularly aligning the

25 molecules of the liquid crystal adjacent to the sealing material.



[0066] The above-mentioned object is attained by a liquid crystal display

comprising a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material

sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates, wherein at

least one of areas of the sealing material contacting with one of the

5 substrates overlaps with a shading film formed on one of the substrates.

[0067] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

a liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal at a

plurality of positions on one of substrates, attaching the one of the

substrates with the other substrate via a sealing material made of a photo-

10 curing type material, and curing the sealing material by irradiating light

thereon comprising: forming at least a part of a contacting area to the

other substrate of the sealing material so as to overlay with a shading film

formed on the other substrate; and

curing the sealing material by irradiating light on an area containing a

1 5 color filter formed on the other substrate.

[0068] The above-mentioned object is attained by a liquid crystal display

having a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material sealing

liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates comprising a shading

film formed on one of the two substrates; a transfer added colored

20 particles, formed at the lower portion of the shading film, and electrically

connected to the two substrates; and

a light incident hole opened at the shading film above the transfer.

[0069] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

a liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal at a

25 plurality of positions on one of substrates, attaching the one of the



substrates with the other substrate via a sealing material made of a photo-

curing type material, and curing the sealing material by irradiating light

thereon comprising: fixing the one substrate on the one of a parallel

plates, pressing the other substrate attached to the one substrate by the

5 other of the parallel plates, and curing the sealing material by irradiating

light thereon.

[0070] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

a liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal at a

plurality of positions on one of substrates, attaching the one of the

10 substrates with the other substrate via a sealing material made of a photo-

curing type material, and curing the sealing material by irradiating light

thereon comprising: including a photo-polymerization-type material in the

liquid crystal; and curing the sealing material after curing the liquid crystal

by irradiating light thereon.

15 [0071] The above-mentioned object is attained by a liquid crystal display

having a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material sealing

liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates comprising protrusions,

for positioning when attaching the two substrates, formed on the two

substrates.

20 [0072] The above-mentioned object is attained by a liquid crystal display

comprising two substrates sandwiching liquid crystal and opposing to

each other; a main seal attaching the two substrates at an external

peripheral portion of a display area of the substrates; a frame-shape

structure formed in the area between the main seal and the display area;

25 and a black matrix picture-frame shading an area between the main seal



and the display area; wherein an external peripheral end of the frame-

shape structure and an external peripheral end of the black matrix picture-

frame are formed to be coincide with to each other viewing from a

perpendicular direction to the substrates.

5 [0073] A liquid crystal display of the this invention characterizes in that

the frame-shape structure has a height substantially half of that of a

spacer arranged in the display area, a perpendicular alignment film being

formed on at least one of a surface of the frame-shape structure and an

opposing area thereof. A liquid crystal display of the this invention

10 characterizes in that an external peripheral end of the frame-shape

structure and an external peripheral end of the black matrix picture-frame

are formed to be coincide with to each other viewing from a perpendicular

direction to the substrates. A liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 7,

wherein a part or all of the second frame-shape structure is formed in the

15 black matrix picture-frame and black matrix is not formed on the seal

formation area.

[0074] In comparison to the vacuum injection method widely used for

panel fabrication in the past, the instilling method of this invention has

possibilities to reduce costs of fabricating a panel and to improve mass

20 productivity owing to first, substantial reduction in the amount of liquid

crystal to be used and second, reduction in time to inject liquid crystal

and the like, therefore application of this instilling method is strongly

desired in the panel fabrication process

[0075] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

25 a liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal at a



plurality of positions on one of substrates, attaching the one of the

substrates with the other substrate via a sealing material made of a photo-

curing type material, and curing the sealing material by irradiating light

thereon comprising:

5 dropping the liquid crystal so as to overlap more than two kinds of liquid

crystals having different component in the same dropping area in the

dropping step. A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display of the this

invention characterizes in that the more than two kinds of liquid crystal

having a first liquid crystal with relatively high reliability and a second

10 liquid crystal with lower reliability, the second liquid crystal being dropped

on a first liquid crystal dropped on a substrate after dropping the first

liquid crystal.

[0076] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

a liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal at a

15 plurality of positions on one of substrates, attaching the one of the

substrates with the other substrate via a sealing material made of a photo-

curing type material, and curing the sealing material by irradiating light

thereon comprising: attaching both substrates so as to relatively shift end

portions of the one and the other substrates; and arranging an external

20 connecting terminal for a panel inspection at a shifted area.

[0077] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

a liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal on one

of substrates, attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate

via a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the

25 sealing material by irradiating light thereon comprising: forming a main



seal in periphery of a panel area; forming a dummy seal like surrounding

the main seal at a predetermined space; and forming a vacuum area in the

space when attaching the substrates, and creating a gap of the main seal

utilizing a power operating to the vacuum area under an atmospheric

5 pressure.

[0078] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

a liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal on one

of substrates, attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate

via a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the

10 sealing material by irradiating light thereon comprising: dropping liquid

crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates, attaching the one

of the substrates with the other substrate via a sealing material made of a

photo-curing type material, and curing the sealing material by irradiating

light thereon.

15 [0079] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

a liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal on one

of substrates, and attaching the one of the substrates with the other

substrate via a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material, and

curing the sealing material by irradiating light thereon comprising:

20 forming a main seal in a periphery of a panel area; forming a dummy seal

like surrounding the main seal at a predetermined space; and dropping

the liquid crystal inside the main seal and in the space.

[0080] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating

a liquid crystal display comprising: forming a main seal by depositing

25 ultraviolet-light-curing resin at an external peripheral portion of a display



area of a substrate; forming a frame-shape structure, which shades

ultraviolet light, at an area between the main seal and the display area;

sandwiching liquid crystal by attaching the substrate and an opposing

substrate; and curing the main seal by irradiating ultraviolet light from a

5 horizontal or diagonal direction to the substrate surface.

[0081] A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display of the present

invention characterizes in that the curing step comprises mounting the

substrate on a substrate stage forming a concavo-convex structure, and

reflecting ultraviolet light irradiated from the diagonal direction to the

10 main seal with the concavo-convex structure.

[0082] The above-mentioned object is attained by a liquid crystal display

having a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material sealing

liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates comprising a light-

reflection layer having a concavo-convex structure formed in an area

15 contacting with the sealing materials of at least one of the two substrates.

[0083] The above-mentioned object is attained by a liquid crystal display

sealing liquid crystal by attaching opposing two substrates using a

sealing material formed outside of a display area forming a plurality of

pixels comprising a plurality of structures formed inside the sealing

20 material for controlling spreading of dropping liquid crystal.

[0084] A liquid crystal display of the present invention characterizes in

that the plurality of the structures are distributed on the substrate at a

predetermined arrangement density or a predetermined arrangement

shape.

25 [0085] The above-mentioned object is attained by a method of fabricating



a liquid crystal display having processes of dropping liquid crystal at a

plurality of positions on one of substrates and returning the substrates to

a pressurized state after attaching the one substrate and the other

substrate via a sealing material under a pressure reduction comprising:

5 forming a structure for controlling spreading of dropping liquid crystal on

the substrate.

[0086] A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display of the present

invention characterizes in that the step of forming comprises controlling

an arrangement density or arrangement shape of the structure so that

10 spreading speed of the dropping liquid crystal is high in the diagonal

direction of the sealing material formed in a frame shape.

[0087] The above-mentioned object is attained by a liquid crystal display

having a maim seal formed in a frame shape containing a photo-curing

type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates

15 comprising a interconnecting structure having a peeling strength greater

than that of the main seal partially arranged adjacent to a corner portion of

the main seal and in an area being outside of the main seal and inside

from an end portion of one substrate.

[0088] The above-mentioned object is attained by a A liquid crystal display

20 having a maim seal formed in a frame shape containing a photo-curing

type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates

comprising a structure having a thickness equivalent to a cell gap and a

L-shape in accordance with a corner shape of Black Matrix picture-frame

for shading, and arranged adjacent to a corner portion of the main seal

25 and in an area being inside of the main seal and outside of a display area.



[0089]

[Description of the Preferred Embodiments]

A liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof according to a

first embodiment of the present invention is described with reference to

5 FIG. 1a through FIG. 3. In this embodiment, the liquid crystal display and

the fabrication method of the liquid crystal display reducing curing

defects of a sealing material and steadily performing instillation of liquid

crystal in a cell process are described. First, a schematic structure of a

liquid crystal panel of the liquid crystal display according to this

10 embodiment is described with reference to FIGS. 1a and lb. FIG. 1a shows

a part of an upper surface of an active matrix type liquid crystal panel 1

using a TFT as a switching element viewed from a CF substrate side. FIG.

1b shows a partial cross section cut at a line A-A of FIG. la. A plurality of

pixel areas 14 arranged in a matrix shape are formed on an array

15 substrate 16 side of the liquid crystal panel 1 and a TFT 13 is formed in

each of the pixel area 14. Further, as shown in FIGS. 1a and lb, a picture

display area 10 is structured by the plurality of the pixel areas 14.

Although detailed diagrams are omitted, a gate electrode of the TFT 13 of

each pixel area 14 is connected to a gate wiring and a drain electrode is

20 connected to a data wiring respectively. Furthermore, a source electrode

of the TFT 13 is connected to a pixel electrode formed in the pixel area 14.

A plurality of the data wirings and the gate wirings are connected to a

terminal portion 2 formed in an external periphery of the array substrate

16 to be connected to a driving circuit (not shown in the diagram)

25 provided outside.



[0090] A CF substrate 4 formed smaller than the array substrate 16 by

approximately the width of the terminal portion 2 seals liquid crystal at a

predetermined cell gap and is arranged opposing the array substrate 16.

The array substrate 16 and the CF substrate 4 are attached by a sealing

5 material 6 made of a photo-curing type resin. The photo-curing type resin

of the sealing material 6 to be described in detail later has light reactive

area for the light with the wavelength of a blue-color band. A liquid crystal

22 is sealed in the area surrounded by the sealing material 6 between the

array substrate 16 and the CF substrate 4.

10 [0091] Color filters (shown by the letters R(red), G (green), B (blue) in the

diagram) along with a common electrode (not shown in the diagram) are

arranged on the CF substrate 4. Further, BM's 8 and 18 laminating a color

filter forming material and having a shading function are formed on the CF

substrate 4. The BM 18 is used to earn contrast by deciding the plurality

15 of the pixel areas 14 in the display area 10 and to prevent the light leakage

current from generating by shading the TFT 13. Furthermore, a BM

picture-frame portion 8 is arranged to shade undesired light from outside

the display area 10. The BM Picture-frame portion 8, as shown in FIG. lb, is

formed by laminating (by overlaying color-plates) sequentially from the CF

20 substrate 4, for example, a blue-colored layer 24 made of resin dispersing

blue-color pigment, a green-colored layer 26 made of resin dispersing

green-color pigment and a red-colored layer 28 made of resin dispersing

red-color pigment. FIG. 2 shows the photo-transmission spectrum of the

red-colored layer 28, the green-colored layer 26 and the blue-colored layer

25 24 when the film thickness is approximately 1.3 nm and the lateral axis



indicates the wavelength and the vertical axis indicates the transmissivity.

As shown in FIG 2, the peak wavelength of the photo-transmission

spectrum for the red-colored layer 28 is equal to 650+-10 nm, the peak

wavelength of the photo-transmission spectrum for the green-colored

5 layer 26 is equal to 540+-10 nm and the peak wavelength of the photo-

transmission spectrum for the blue-colored layer 24 is equal to 460+-10

nm. By laminating the colored layers 24, 26 and 28, the three primary

colors are overlaid and a shading layer which does not pass the light is

formed. The BM 18 is also formed by overlaying color-plates which is

10 similar to FIG lb.

[0092] Further, as shown in FIG lb, an area 20 in which only the blue-

colored layer 24 is formed to make contact with the sealing material 6 and

the green-colored layer 26 and the red-colored layer 28 are not formed is

arranged in the contacting area of sealing material 6 in the periphery of

15 the BM picture-frame portion 8.

[0093] Thus, this embodiment is the liquid crystal display 1 providing the

sealing material 6 made of the photo-curing type material to seal the liquid

crystal 22 sandwiched between the two substrates 4 and 16 and shading

films 8 and 18 having shading areas overlaying the red-colored layer 28,

20 the green-colored layer 26 and the blue-colored layer 24, and has

distinctive characteristics that only the blue-colored layer 24 transmitting

blue-color light is formed at the shading film 8 area contacting the sealing

material 6 and the photo-curing type material for the sealing material 6 is,

for example, a resin material having the light reactive area for the light

25 with the wavelength of the blue-color band. Further, the red-colored layer



28, the green-colored layer 26 and the blue-colored layer 24 forming the

shading areas of the shading films 8 and 18 have a distinctive

characteristic in using the color filter forming material for each color.

[0094] Operational effects by the liquid crystal display according to this

5 embodiment, having the structure described above and the fabrication

method of the display are described next. It will be noted that since the

fabrication method of the liquid crystal display according to this

embodiment has distinctive characteristics in reducing curing defects of

sealing material and steadily performing instillation of liquid crystal in the

10 cell process, other processes such as the array process forming a wiring

pattern, switching element and the like on the glass substrate, the cell

processes of the alignment layer treatment, arrangement of a spacer and

the like, or the module processes attaching a driver IC, installing a back

lighting and the like are similar to the conventional method and the

15 description is omitted.

[0095] FIG. 3 shows the photo-absorption spectrum ([beta]) of the photo-

curing type resin for the sealing material 6 according to this embodiment

and the blue-color transmission spectrum ([gamma]) of the blue-colored

layer 24 and further shows the photo-absorption spectrum ([alpha]) of the

20 conventional photo-curing type resin for comparison. The lateral axis

indicates the wavelength (unit: nm), the vertical axis on the left indicates

the extinction rate (unit: none) to compare the photo-absorption spectrum

([beta]) of the photo-curing type resin according to this embodiment and

the photo-absorption spectrum ([alpha]) of the conventional photo-curing

25 type resin. The vertical axis on the right indicates the transmissivity



(unit: %) for the blue-color transmission spectrum ([gamma]) of the blue-

colored layer 24. As shown in FIG. 3, the peak wavelength of the extinction

rate for the photo-curing type resin according to this embodiment is

shifted to the blue-color transmission spectrum ([gamma]) side in

5 comparison with that of the conventional resin. Further, the half-width of

the spectrum is wider in comparison with that of the conventional resin

and a gentle curve from the peak extends to a relatively wide wavelength

band. Accordingly, the photo-absorption spectrum ([beta]) of the photo-

curing type resin according to this embodiment and the blue-color

10 transmission spectrum ([gamma]) of the blue-colored layer 24 have an

overlapping wavelength band as shown by hatching in FIG. 3.

[0096] Thus, even if the sealing material 6 made of the photo-curing type

resin according to this embodiment contacts with the BM picture-frame

portion 8 at the area 20, the light in the blue-color band transmitting the

15 blue-colored layer 24 is irradiated in the curing process by irradiation, and

thereby the subject area can sufficiently be cured without generating

curing defects. It will be noted that the reason for using the blue-colored

layer 24 is because the transmission spectrum for blue-color light is most

on the short wavelength side as already shown in FIG. 2 and is close to

20 the absorption spectrum for a general photo-curing type resin in the

transmission spectrum of each color of the color filters.

[0097] Light reactive area of the photo-curing type resin vary depending

on the kind of photo-initiator to be added. In this embodiment, the photo-

initiator having the absorption area on longer wavelength side than the

25 past is added to have the wavelength band overlap with the transmission



spectrum of the blue-color resin.

[0098] By using this photo-curing type resin, the frame-shape sealing

material 6 is formed on the array substrate 16 to have the relative position

shown in FIGS. 1a and lb. After performing the instillation of liquid crystal,

5 the CF substrate is attached to the array substrate 16. At this time, the

blue-colored layer 24 of the BM picture-frame portion 8 and at least a part

of the sealing material 6 overlap in the area 20. The sealing material curing

is performed at this state by irradiating light 30 from upper portion of the

surface of the CF substrate 4.

10 [0099] By arranging only the blue-colored layer 24 in the area 20 of the BM

picture-frame portion 8 and using the photo curing type resin having the

light reactive area in the transmission wavelength for the blue-color resin

as the forming material of the sealing material 6 in this manner, even if the

sealing material 6 contacts with the BM picture-frame portion 8, a light 32

15 transmitted from the area 20 in the blue-color wavelength band irradiates

the sealing material 6 so that the sealing material 6 is cured. As shown in

FIG. 2, since the transmission wavelength of the blue-color resin is in the

range of approximately 380-550 nm with the peak in the adjacent of 460

nm, if the photo-curing type resin having the light reactive area in this

20 range is used as the sealing material 6, curing can be steadily performed

even if the sealing material 6 is formed in the BM area 20. Accordingly

uncured component of the sealing material 6 does not make contact with

liquid crystal for a long period of time, thereby preventing from liquid

crystal contamination. As a result, while display irregularities due to

25 curing defects occur all around the edge of seal in the past, a high-quality



picture without generating display irregularities can be obtained by the

liquid crystal display 1 according to this embodiment.

[0100] As described above, the fabrication method of the liquid crystal

display according to this embodiment seals the liquid crystal 22 by

5 attaching the two substrates 4 and 16 using the sealing material 6 made of

the photo-curing type material and in the fabrication method of the liquid

crystal display fixing the two substrates 4 and 16 by curing the sealing

material 6 by irradiating the light 30, uses the photo-curing type resin

having the light reactive area to the light with the wavelength of the blue-

10 color band as the photo-curing type material and forms only the blue-

colored layer 24 to transmit the light of the blue-color band in the area 20

of the BM picture-frame portion 8 contacting the sealing material 6 when

attaching the two substrates 4 and 16. Further, the blue-colored layer 24 is

simultaneously formed when a blue-color color filter to be formed in the

15 pixel is formed. Thus, by forming only the blue-colored layer 24 in the area

20, the light 32 in the blue-color band can be incident upon the sealing

material 6 contacting the area 20. Therefore, the sealing material 6 using

the photo-curing type resin having the light reactive area to the light with

the wavelength of the blue-color band can be cured.

20 [0101] Next, a liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof

according to a second embodiment of the present invention is described

with reference to Table 1 through Table 3 and FIG 4a through FIG. 7. It will

be noted that the structuring elements having the same operational

functions as the first embodiment are referred by the same codes and the

25 descriptions are omitted. FIG. 4a shows a state of the liquid crystal display



according to this embodiment viewed from the opposite substrate 4 side.

FIG 4b is an enlarged cross sectional view of a circled area 290 of FIG. 4a.

Although description is omitted in the first embodiment, as shown in FIGS.

4a and 4b, usually a black matrix (BM) picture-frame portion 108 for

5 shading is formed in the periphery of a display area where a color filter

(CF) 230 of the opposing substrates is formed. This embodiment has a

distinctive characteristic in coating the sealing material 6 so that a part of

the internal periphery side of the sealing material 6 formed in the external

periphery of the display area of the opposite substrate 4 overlaps the BM

10 picture-frame portion 108. Specifically, the sealing material 6 is coated on

the opposite substrate 4 so that the width (A) of the sealing material 6

after pressing is equal to approximately 1.0 mm in width and at the same

time the end portion of the sealing material 6 enters toward inside the BM

picture-frame portion 108 by a distance of (B)=0.2 mm from the end

15 portion of the BM picture-frame portion 108. The sealing material 6 is

cured by vertically irradiating UV light from upper portion of the surface of

the opposite substrate 4.

[0102] The ultraviolet transmissivity of the color plate for the color filter

(CF) is described with reference to Table 1. The CF shown in Table 1 is a

20 combination of each CF of the three primary colors red (R), green (G) and

blue (B). When a xenon mercury lamp is used as the UV light source to

cure the sealing material, the peaks of the bright line specifically

degrading liquid crystal by the UV light which transmits and is incident

upon the glass substrate are a line j (313 nm) and a line i (365 nm) as

25 shown in Table 1. The color plate for the color filter hardly transmits



(transmissivity 1-2%) the line j and the line i, and the BM does not transmit

either the line j nor the line i as well.

TABLE 1

5

Peak of Bright

Line

250 nm 313 nm (j) 365 nm (i)

Glass 35% 79% 86%
CF 0% 0% 1.5%

Table 1 A table showing the transmissivity of ultraviolet through color

plate for color filter

[0104] Next, a comparison of electric characteristics of liquid crystal when

10 ultraviolet is irradiated with and without the color filter is shown in Table 2.

In Table 2, the code "->" indicates variation before and after the UV

irradiation. It will be noted that the irradiating direction of the UV light is

the direction vertical to the substrate surface. When the ultraviolet is

irradiated from upper part of an evaluation cell, while the degradation of

15 the electric characteristics of liquid crystal "without CF (color filter)" is

prominent, "with CF" has little effects.

TABLE 2

Ion Density

(pc/cm
2
)

Voltage retention ratio

(%)

Without CF 20 -> 463 98.9 -> 88.2

With CF 18 -> 35 98.9 -> 98.9

Table 2 A table showing the electric characteristics of liquid crystal with

20 and without CF



[0106] Therefore, if the color filter is used as a shading mask against the

UV light, damages to the liquid crystal can be suppressed and other

shading mask for each pattern to form the sealing material 6 is not

required to prepare. Further, since the end portion of the sealing material

5 6 overlaps in the BM picture-frame portion 108, the liquid crystal 22 does

not expose between the end portion of the sealing material 6 and the end

portion of the BM picture-frame portion 108 and thereby the liquid crystal

is not directly irradiated by the ultraviolet and the degradation of the liquid

crystal can be prevented. Accordingly, a high-quality picture display

10 without display irregularities can be performed. Furthermore, enlarging an

outside dimension of a panel at instillation can be suppressed.

[0107] On the other hand, the conventional liquid crystal display is shown

in FIGS. 5a and 5b as a comparative example. FIG. 5a shows a state of the

conventional liquid crystal display viewed from an opposite substrate 200

15 side. FIG. 5b is an enlarged cross sectional view of a circled area 292 of

FIG. 5a. In this comparative example, a space 220 is formed between the

internal periphery side of a sealing material 202 formed in the external

periphery of the display area of the opposite substrate 200 and the BM

picture-frame portion 108 and the liquid crystal inside is in a state to be

20 seen through the glass substrate. Specifically, the sealing material 202 is

coated on the opposite substrate 200 so that the width (C) of the sealing

material 202 after pressing is equal to approximately 1.0 mm and the

distance (D) between the end portion of the sealing material 202 and the

end portion of the BM picture-frame portion 108 is equal to 0.5 mm. The

25 sealing material 202 is cured by irradiating the UV light vertically from



upper part of the substrate surface of the opposite substrate 200. As a

result, since the liquid crystal layer exposes when irradiating the UV in

this comparative example, display irregularities due to degradation of

liquid crystal occur all around the edge of seal. Further, the distance (D)

5 between the end portion of the sealing material 202 and the end portion of

the BM picture-frame portion 108 becomes an obstacle to reduce the

outside dimension of the panel.

[0108] Although in the above embodiment, the distance (B) overlapping

the sealing material 6 and the BM picture-frame portion 108 is equal to 0.2

10 mm, the overlapping distance can be lengthened to approximately (B)=0.5

mm. Usually, when overlapping of the sealing material 6 and the BM

picture-frame portion 108 is large, the end portion of the sealing material 6

is non-photo-curable. Since when the light initiator is irradiated and

cloven activated species spread, the sealing material 6 can be cured if an

15 overlapping distance is moderately fair even if there is a shading portion.

Further, if a metal film exists on the lower surface of the sealing material 6,

the light transmitted through the photo-curing resin performs a multiple

reflections on the metal film, thereby effectively utilizing the energy from

the UV light. This is similar to the first embodiment. Furthermore, if the UV

20 light can directly reach the sealing material 6 in the area where UV light is

incident diagonally and overlapped, the overlapping distance (B) can be

equal to approximately 0.5 mm.

[0109] A comparison between the seal shading distance and the curability

is shown in Table 3. This is the result when an acrylic type resin is used

25 for a photo-curing resin, a cell is made by instillation and a part of the



sealing material 6 is shaded, and then the UV light is irradiated from the

vertical direction to and from the diagonal direction of 45[deg.] in angle

from the surface of the opposite substrate 4. The comparison of curability

is performed by observing the alignment of the edge of the seal and

5 measuring the electric characteristics of the liquid crystal after annealing.

According to the result of measuring, the shading distance (B) possible

for curing when irradiated only from the vertical direction is equal to

approximately 0.2 mm. As described in the first embodiment, if a light

reflection layer (metal film) is on the array substrate 16, the UV light

10 having transmitted through the sealing material 6 is reflected on the light

reflection layer and again used for curing the sealing material 6 so that the

shading distance (B) possible for curing is equal to approximately 0.3 mm.

Further, when the light reflection layer is on the array substrate 16 and at

the same time the UV light is incident from diagonal 45[deg.] angle, the

15 shading distance (B) possible for curing is equal to approximately 0.5 mm.

In table 3, when alignment irregularities occur or the reduction of the

voltage retention ratio is more than 1%, photo-curing is considered

unsatisfactory and indicated by X and satisfactory photo-curing is

indicated by 0.

20 TABLE 3

25



Shading
Distance

Under the Seal Irradiation

Direction

Curability

0.0 mm Glass Vertical o

0.2 mm Glass Vertical o

0.3 mm Glass Vertical X
0.3 mm Metal Film Vertical o

0.5 mm Metal Film Vertical X
0.5 mm Metal Film Diagonal 45° o

5

Table 3 A table showing the relation between the seal shading distance

and curability

[0111] Next, an improved structure related to the overlapping distance (B)

of the sealing material 6 and the BM picture-frame portion 108 is

10 described with reference to FIG. 6. FIG. 6 shows a state of the upper left

portion of the panel viewed from the opposite substrate 4 side. As shown

in FIG. 6, the sealing material 6 is usually formed curving in an arc shape

at corner portions of the panel. Thus, in this example, corner portions of

the BM picture-frame portion 108 are also curved into the arc shape along

15 the curves of the sealing material 6. Specifically, the sealing material 6

having a width of 1 mm is curved into the arc shape at corner portions of

the panel and accordingly the end portions of the BM picture-frame

portion 108 overlapping with the sealing material 6 by 0.5 mm in width is

also formed curving into the arc shape with a radius of 1 mm.



[0112] FIG. 7 is shown as a comparative example to the aforementioned.

The corner portion of the BM picture-frame portion 108 shown in FIG. 7 is

bent at a right angle unrelated to the arc-shape curve of the sealing

material. Therefore, as shown in the diagram, an area where the overlap

5 between the sealing material 6 and the BM picture-frame portion becomes

0.9 mm is generated. Since the sealing material 6 in such an area is not

cured by the irradiation of UV light as evident in Table 3, the possibility of

generating display irregularities in four corners of the display area exists.

[0113] By keeping the width overlapping the corner portions of the BM

10 picture-frame portion 108 and the sealing material 6 within a

predetermined range in the manner shown in FIG. 6 and by making the

area overlapping the sealing material 6 and the BM picture-frame portion

108 substantially the same all around the panel, the sealing material 6 all

around the panel can be sufficiently cured and a high-quality picture

15 without display irregularities can be displayed.

[0114] Next, a liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof

according to a third embodiment of the present invention is described

with reference to FIG 8 through FIG. 9. It will be noted that structuring

elements having the same operation functions as the first and the second

20 embodiments are referred by the same codes, and the descriptions are

omitted. FIG. 8 shows a transfer 233 according to this embodiment

arranged in the BM picture-frame portion 108. FIG. 9 shows a vicinity of

the BM picture-frame portion 108 provided with the similar transfer to the

past for comparison. The conventional transfer 231 shown in FIG. 9 is

25 formed in the BM picture-frame portion 108 adjacent to the sealing



material 6. The transfer 233 according to this embodiment is also formed

in the BM picture-frame portion 108 adjacent to the sealing material 6 in

the similar manner to the past. Each of the transfers 231 and 233 are

electrically connected to both of the substrates via transfer pads 232 and

5 234.

[0115] A plurality of long and narrow rectangular-shape slits 236 are

opened in the BM area on the transfer pad 234 shown in FIG. 8. The length

(H) of a long side of the slit 236 is equal to approximately 1.00 mm and the

length (I) of a short side is equal to approximately 0.2 mm. The length (J)

10 of the space between the adjacent slits 236 is equal to 0.2-0.8 mm. A

black-color conductive spacer depositing nickel (Ni) is added to the

transfer 233. Slits are not formed on the conventional transfer 231 shown

in FIG 9 and the transfer 231 is shaded by the BM film.

[0116] A method of UV irradiation is similar to the above embodiments

15 already described. As a result of UV irradiation, display irregularities

occur due to curing defects of the transfer 231 in the conventional

example. In this embodiment, display irregularities also occur due to

photo-curing defects of the transfer 233, although better than the

conventional example, when the length (J) of the space between the

20 adjacent slits 236 is more than 0.6 mm. When the length (J) of the space

between the slits 236 is less than 0.4 mm, neither display irregularities nor

light leakage from back lighting occur.

[0117] Although it is possible to form the transfer 233 outside the sealing

material 6, the outside dimension of the panel enlarges. Thus, the transfer

25 233 is required to be formed inside the sealing material 6 in a narrow



picture-frame panel. In this case, the transfer 233 is formed in the BM

picture-frame portion 108 and photo-curing defects are most likely to

occur. Then, as the liquid crystal display according to this embodiment,

light transmission windows such as the slit 236 and the like are arranged

5 in the transfer area of the BM picture-frame portion 108 and colored

particles such as the aforementioned black-color conductive spacer and

the like are added to the transfer 233. Thus, photo-curing defects of the

transfer 233 are eliminated and light leakage from the light transmission

windows can be suppressed by mixing black-color or dark-color

10 conductive particles in the transfer 233.

[0118] Further, as described above, a shape of the light transmission

window is desired to be substantially the rectangular-shape slit and the

slits are desired to be arranged so that the length (J) of the space between

the adjacent slits are less than 0.4 mm. Furthermore, when colored-

15 particles in the transfer 233 alone are insufficient to shade the light

transmission windows, the light transmission windows are not required to

be for a whole surface transmission and photo-curing is possible even if

the window is substantially the rectangular-shape slit as long as the space

between the slits is within the spreading distance of activated species.

20 Since the spreading distance of the photo-cloven activated species is

usually approximately 0.2 mm, the length (J) of the space between the

slits is desired to be less than 0.4 mm even when considering to spread

from both adjacent slits. It will be noted that since the colored particles

are mixed in the transfer 233 in this embodiment, little UV light transmits

25 the transfer 233 and curing by the wraparound of light due to multiple



reflection described above can hardly be expected.

[0119] Further, the shape of the light transmission window may be

substantially the circular-shape dot and the dots may be arranged so that

the length (J) of the space between the dots is less than 0.4 mm. In the

5 similar manner described above, even when the light transmission

windows are circular-shape dots, as long as the length of the space

between the adjacent dots is within the spreading distance of the

activated species, photo-curing is possible and substantially the same

exterior view as the other BM picture-frame area can be obtained.

10 [0120] Next, a liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof

according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention is described

with reference to FIGS. 10a, 10b and FIG. 11. It will be noted that

structuring element having the same operational functions as the first

through the third embodiments are referred by the same codes and the

15 descriptions are omitted. This embodiment has a distinctive characteristic

in a UV light source irradiating UV light to the sealing material 6 and a line

(linear) light source in accordance with the shape of the sealing material 6

is used. In order to photo-cure the photo-curing resin, the light more than

the curing illuminance is required for irradiation. In case of photo-curing

20 resin by ultraviolet light, the irradiation illuminance equal to

approximately 50-100 mW/cm<2 >is required. In order to obtain this

illuminance by surface irradiation by the conventional light source, the

lamp output is required to be made large and it is not practical. In the

structure according to this embodiment, since only the predetermined

25 area of the sealing material is irradiated, the lamp output can be



suppressed and furthermore, since the whole irradiation is possible,

occurrences of misalignment of the substrates are also reduced.

[0121] FIG. 10a is an oblique view showing the UV light source and a state

of using the UV light source according to this embodiment. FIG. 10b

5 shows a part of the cross section cut at a line A-A of FIG. 10a. A UV light

source 64 shown in FIGS. 10a and 10b are arranged in upper part of an

attached substrate 62 of the array substrate 16 and the opposite substrate

4 with a predetermined distance and has a line light source 66 in a similar

shape to the frame shape of the sealing material 6 and arranged outside

10 the sealing material 6 slightly larger than the frame of the sealing material

6 on a flat surface substantially parallel to the surface of the attached

substrate 62.

[0122] As shown in FIG 10b, the upper surface of the sealing material 6

enters inside the BM picture-frame portion 108 by the width X. The UV

15 light emitting from the line light source 66 enters inside the sealing

material 6 from the area not overlapping with the BM picture-frame portion

108 on the surface of the sealing material 6. The incident angle [theta] at

this time is approximately 450. In such a structure, the lamp light source

64 can be arranged closely to the sealing material 6. Therefore, the same

20 intensity of radiation as in the past can be irradiated by the lamp output as

low as several hundred W. Further, since only a part of the attached

substrate 62 is irradiated, an increase in temperature of the attached

substrate 62 by irradiation can be suppressed and the misalignment

between the array substrate 16 and the opposite substrate 4 due to

25 thermal expansion can also be suppressed within 3 |im.



[0123] Thus, according to the UV irradiation light source 64 in this

embodiment, the UV light can wraparound as far as the lower part of the

BM picture-frame portion 108 since the light is irradiated from the outside

diagonal direction (for example, diagonally 450) of the BM picture-frame

5 portion 108 with respect to the coating surface of the sealing material 6.

Therefore, the overlap X between the sealing material 6 and the BM

picture-frame portion 108 can be enlarged to approximately 0.8 mm,

thereby further reducing the outside dimension of the panel. When the

metal film exists on the lower surface of the sealing material 6, since the

10 multiple reflection of the UV light by the diagonal irradiation is obtained,

the overlap X between the sealing material 6 and the BM picture-frame

portion 108 can be further expanded and the outside dimension of the

panel can be further reduced. It will be noted that although the amount of

light wraparounding the lower part of the BM picture-frame portion 108 by

15 diagonal the lower part of the BM picture-frame portion 108 by diagonal

irradiation increases, the intensity of irradiation to the coating surface of

the sealing material 6 becomes lower than the irradiation from the vertical

direction. Amount of light wraparounding due to the diagonal irradiation

and intensity of irradiation on the coating surface of the sealing material

20 are in a trade-off relationship and the irradiation from the angle of

substantially 45[deg.] can be most effective.

[0124] A conventional UV irradiation light source 70 is shown in FIG. 11 for

comparison. In order to obtain the ultraviolet illuminance equal to 100

mW/cm<2>, the surface irradiation by the conventional light source shown

25 in FIG. 11 requires the high lamp output as large as several kW. The



attached substrate 62 is heated to a high temperature by being irradiated

on the whole surface, thereby resulting in a misalignment by

approximately 7-10 nm.

[0125] The liquid crystal display according to a fifth embodiment of the

5 present invention is described with reference to FIG. 12a through FIG. 16.

First, the schematic structure of the liquid crystal display according to

this embodiment is described with reference to FIGS. 12a and 12b. FIG.

12a shows a part of the upper surface of an active matrix-type liquid

crystal display panel 1 using the TFT as a switching element viewed from

10 the CF substrate side. FIG 12b shows a partial cross section cut at a line

A-A of FIG. 12a. A plurality of pixel areas 14 arranged in a matrix shape are

formed on the array substrate 16 side of the liquid crystal display panel 1,

and a TFT (not shown in the diagram) is formed in each of the pixel area

14. The picture display area 10 is structured by the plurality of the pixel

15 areas 14. Although a detailed diagram is omitted, the gate electrode of the

TFT in each pixel area 14 is connected to a gate wiring and a drain

electrode is connected to a data wiring respectively. Further, the source

electrode of the TFT is connected to a pixel electrode formed in the pixel

area 14. A plurality of data wirings and gate wirings are connected to a

20 terminal portion 2 formed in the external periphery of the array substrate

16, thereby a plurality of data wirings and gate wirings are to be

connected to a driving circuit (not shown in the diagram) provided

externally.

[0126] The CF substrate 4 is formed slightly smaller than the array

25 substrate 16 by substantially the width of the terminal portion 2 and is



arranged facing the array substrate 16 sealing the liquid crystal 22 at a

predetermined cell gap. The array substrate 16 and the CF substrate 4 are

attached by a main seal 6 made of photo-curing type resin. The width 6'

indicated by the two dotted lines in the diagram shows the width when the

5 main seal 6 is coated. A frame-shape structure 12 separating the main seal

6 from the liquid crystal 22 is formed in an area between the main seal 6

and the display area 10. The liquid crystal 22 is sealed in an area

surrounded by the frame-shape structure 12 between the array substrate

16 and the CF substrate 4.

10 [0127] Color filters (indicated by the letters R(red), G(green), B(blue) in the

diagram) as well as a common electrode (not shown in the diagram) are

provided on the CF substrate 4. Further, a BM picture-frame 8 and a BM 18

having a shading function are formed on the CF substrate 4. The BM

picture-frame 18 is provided to shade undesired light from outside the

15 display area 10. The BM 18 is used to earn contrast by deciding the

plurality of the pixel areas 14 in the display area 10 and to prevent light

leakage current from generating by shading the TFT.

[0128] The peripheral end of the frame-shape structure 12 is arranged to

be substantially in accordance with the peripheral end of the BM picture-

20 frame 8 viewed from the vertical direction to the surface of the array

substrate 16. Therefore, even if the internal peripheral end portion of the

main seal 6 is formed adjacent to the external peripheral end portion of

the BM picture-frame 8, the internal peripheral end portion of the main

seal 6 does not overlap the external peripheral end portion of the BM

25 picture-frame 8 as long as the main seal 6 does not flow beyond the



frame-shape structure 12 after attaching. Accordingly, since the shading

of the UV light by the BM picture-frame 8 does not occur, a curing defect

of the main seal 6 does not occur. It will be noted that depending on the

curing characteristics of the main seal 6, since there is a case in which

5 curing is possible by spreading the reaction activated species even if

there is a certain shaded area, the generation of the shaded area as wide

as approximately the spreading distance of the reaction activated species

in the BM picture-frame 8 is not a problem. For example, when the width of

the main seal 6 is equal to 1-2 p after attaching the substrates,

10 depending on the BM picture-frame 8, shading the width equal to

approximately 200 |im is not a problem.

[0129] Thus, the liquid crystal display according to this embodiment has

the main seal 6 attaching the substrates 16 and 4 in the external peripheral

portion of the display area 10 of the two opposite substrates 16 and 4

15 sandwiching the liquid crystal 22 and frame-shape structure 12 and the

BM picture-frame 8 formed in the area between the main seal 6 and the

display area 10. The frame-shape structure 12 and the BM picture-frame 8

are formed so that the external peripheral end of the frame-shape

structure 12 is substantially in accordance with the external peripheral

20 end of the BM picture-frame 8 viewed from the vertical direction to the

surface of the substrate 16. According to this structure, when the coated

main seal 6' spreads and becomes the main seal 6 after attaching the

substrates 16 and 4, the possibility that a part of the main seal 6 enters the

external peripheral portion of the BM picture-frame 8 is eliminated.

25 Accordingly, a phenomenon of UV light not to reach a part of the main



seal 6 and to generate curing defects is prevented and the main seal

which does not easily peel off can be obtained. Further, since the coating

position of the main seal can be adjacent to the external periphery end

portion of the BM picture-frame 8, enlargement of the picture-frame area

5 can be suppressed, thereby effectively utilizing the surface of the glass

substrate.

[0130] Next, the structure of an example of a variation of the liquid crystal

display according to this embodiment is described with reference to FIGS.

13a and 13b. FIGS. 13a and 13b show partial cross sections cut at the line

10 A-A of FIG. 12a. FIG. 13a shows a state in which a vertical alignment film

14 is formed in the display area 10 of the array substrate 16 and on the

surface opposing to the frame-shape structure 12. Further, FIG. 13b shows

a state in which a vertical alignment film 13 is formed on the surface of the

end portion of the frame-shape structure 12. Pillar-shape spacers 15 to

15 obtain a predetermined cell gap are formed in both FIGS. 13a and 13b.

[0131] Furthermore, the frame-shape structure 12 has a height which is

more than substantially half the height of the spacer 15 in both FIGS. 13a

and 13b. As described above, when the frame-shape structure 12 with a

similar thickness of the cell gap is only provided in the fringe periphery,

20 liquid crystal flows over the frame-shape structure 12 at instillation.

However, if the vertical alignment film 13 is formed on the surface of the

frame-shape structure 12 and the vertical alignment film 14 exists on the

surface opposing to the frame-shape structure 12, the wettability of the

liquid crystal 22 is reduced due to the vertical alignment films 13 and 14,

25 therefore the liquid crystal 22 can not flow over the space between the



frame-shape structure 12 and the array substrate 16 to reach the main

seal 6 while the main seal 6 is under curing. It will be noted that although

the liquid crystal 22 reaches the main seal 6 if time is taken, if the height

of the frame-shape structure 12 is higher than half of the height of the

5 spacer 15 in the display area 10 (for example, approximately 2 p when

the cell gap is 4 |im), several tens of minutes are required for the liquid

crystal 22 to flow over the frame-shape structure 12 and reach the main

seal 6. If the main seal 6 is cured during that time period, the liquid crystal

22 is not contaminated.

10 [0132] Further, the main seal 6 is required to be formed in a position where

the internal peripheral end portion of the main seal 6 does not flow over

the external peripheral end portion of the frame-shape structure 12 after

the gap is created. Furthermore, the main seal 6 is desired to be formed in

a position where the internal peripheral end portion of the main seal 6 is

15 adjacent to the external peripheral end portion of the frame-shape

structure 12 after the gap is created. If the main seal 6 is coated too

closely to the frame-shape structure 12, the internal peripheral end

portion of the main seal 6 flows over the external peripheral end portion of

the frame-shape structure 12 in the process creating the gap, thereby

20 resulting in curing defects of the sealing material and irregular cell gaps,

on the other hand, if there is space between the main seal 6 and the frame-

shape structure 12, the picture-frame area of the panel is enlarged and a

possibility of not being able to effectively utilize the surface of the glass

substrate is generated and when the liquid crystal panel is expanded or

25 contracted due to extreme variations in temperature, a possibility that



vacuum air bubbles in the space enter in the display area 10 increases.

[0133] Next, the structure of an example of other variation of the liquid

crystal display according to this embodiment is described with reference

to FIGS. 14a and 14b. FIG. 14a shows a part of the upper surface of the

5 active matrix-type liquid crystal panel 1 using the TFT as a switching

element viewed from the CF substrate side. FIG. 14b shows partial cross

section cut at a line A-A of FIG. 14a. The same structuring elements as in

the liquid crystal display shown in FIG. 12a through FIG. 13b are referred

by the same codes and the descriptions are omitted.

10 [0134] In the liquid crystal display shown in FIGS. 14a and 14b, the frame-

shape structure 12 separating the main seal 6 from the liquid crystal 22 is

formed in the area inside the main seal 6 and outside the display area 10

and a second frame-shape structure 12' separating the main seal 6 from

the external peripheral portion of the main seal 6 is formed in the area to

15 be outside the main seal 6, therefore both sides of the main seal 6 is

surrounded by the frame-shape structures 12 and 12". The frame-shape

structure 12' is provided to easily pressurize the main seal 6. By

pressurizing from both sides of the main seal 6, the gap for the main seal

6 is easily created.

20 [0135] The frame-shape structures 12 and 12' have the height more than

half the height of the spacer 15 in the display area 10, and the vertical

alignment films 13 or 14 (the vertical alignment film 13 is shown in FIGS.

14a and 14b) is formed on the surface of or in the area opposing to the

frame-shape structure 12. This vertical alignment film 13 or 14 is formed

25 for the similar reason to the example of the variation described with



reference to FIGS. 13a and 13b. Further, in order to prevent the peeling of

the seal from generating by the reduction of the adhesive strength of the

main seal 6, the vertical alignment film 14 is desired to be formed beyond

the frame-shape structure 12 not to overlap the main seal 6.

5 [0136] Furthermore, the distance of the space between the frame-shape

structures 12 and 12' is more than the width, preferably substantially the

same width, of the main seal 6 after the gap is created, and the main seal 6

is arranged in a position where the internal and the external peripheral

end portions of the main seal 6 do not flow over the external peripheral

10 end portion of the frame-shape structure 12 and the internal peripheral

end portion of the frame-shape structure 12', after the gap is created,

preferably in a position adjacent to the frame-shape structures 12 and 12'.

[0137] Also this example of the variation has a distinctive characteristic in

forming a part or all of the frame-shape structures 12 and 12' in the BM

15 picture-frame 8 and not forming the BM in the space portion between the

frame-shape structures 12 and 12". If the frame-shape structures 12 and

12' are arranged in the BM picture-frame 8, and the space portion between

the frame-shape structures 12 and 12', in other words, the area the main

seal 6 is coated is opened so that UV irradiation can be performed, the

20 main seal 6 can be completely cured and at the same time the area

required to form the main seal 6 outside the BM picture-frame 8 in the past

is no longer required.

[0138] Further, the frame-shape structure 12 is desired to be formed using

a resin material which does not substantially transmit the wavelength of

25 UV. At instillation, UV irradiation is performed from the CF substrate side



which does not have the metal film in the main seal area so that the UV

light is not shaded. Usually, although a mask is covered on the display

area 10, a part of the UV light is reflected on the metal film formed on the

array substrate 16 and enters the display area 10 side. This is a

5 phenomenon called the light incidence or light wraparound by the multiple

reflection. Photolysis of the liquid crystal 22 occurs due to this light,

thereby resulting in the generation of display defects on the edge of the

seal. Therefore, if a resin material which does not substantially transmit

the wavelength of UV is used as the frame-shape structure 12, the multiple

10 reflection component is absorbed by the frame-shape structure 12, the

liquid crystal 22 at the edge of the seal is not irradiated by UV, thereby

preventing the liquid crystal 22 from degrading.

[0139] The structure described above is most effective when an instilling

method is used in the fabrication of the liquid crystal display. Prominent

15 effects such as preventing the main seal 6 from curing defects due to

shading, further preventing the uncured main seal 6 from contacting the

liquid crystal 22, and preventing the liquid crystal 22 from being irradiated

by the UV light when photo-curing the main seal 6 can be obtained by the

instilling method, thereby greatly improving the reliability of instillation.

20 [0140] Further, when instillation is used, as shown in FIG. 16, after

attaching the substrates 16 and 4 and before a liquid crystal boundary 23

of the liquid crystal 22 reaches the frame-shape structure 12, the gap

adjacent to the frame-shape structure 12 is created by pressurizing the

frame-shape structure 12 by a pressure P, thereby preventing the liquid

25 crystal 22 from entering onto the frame-shape structure 12 and largely



reducing the time required to create the gap of the main seal 6 as well.

Next, the fabrication method of the liquid crystal display according to this

embodiment is described by using examples.

[0141]

5 EXAMPLE 1

A colored-resin film (red/made by JSR (Japan Synthetic Rubber))

dispersed by pigment is evenly coated on the CF substrate and the spacer

15 of the display area 10 and the frame-shape structure 12 are patterned

by photolithography process. The height of the spacer 15 of the display

10 area 10 is equal to 4.0 |im in height and three kinds of the frame-shape

structures 12 are formed into 4.0 Jim (Example A), 3.0 \m (Example B) and

2.0 |un (Example C) in height. Further, the spacer 15 is formed in a non-

pixel area of the display area 10 and the frame-shape structure 12 is

formed in the area inside the main seal 6 and at the same time outside the

15 display area so that the external peripheral end portion of the BM picture-

frame 8 is substantially in accordance with the external peripheral end

portion of the frame-shape structure 12 viewed from the direction vertical

to the surface of the array substrate 16.

[0142] Further, comparative example A is structured by entering the

20 external peripheral end portion of the frame-shape structure 12 to inside

of the external peripheral end portion of the BM picture-frame 8 by 0.5 mm.

The vertical alignment film (made by JSR) 14 is formed on the CF

substrate 4 and the array substrate 16. The vertical alignment film 14 is

formed to be substantially in accordance with the external periphery

25 portion of the frame-shape structure 12 viewed from the direction vertical



to the surface of the array substrate 16. Furthermore, comparative

example B is structured without forming a vertical alignment film on the

surface of the frame-shape structure 12 and the area opposing the frame-

shape structure 12.

5 [0143] The main seal (made by Kyoritsu Kagaku) 6 is coated so that the

internal periphery of the main seal 6 is adjacent to the external periphery

of the frame-shape structure 12 after the gap is created. Since the width of

the main seal is equal to 1 mm after the gap is created in this embodiment,

a seal line is 0.5 mm apart from the external periphery of the frame-shape

10 structure 12. In comparative example C, the seal line is 2.0 mm apart from

the frame-shape structure 12.

[0144] The required volume amount of the liquid crystal 22 obtained from

the internal periphery of the frame-shape structure 12 and the height of a

pattern is dropped on the display area 10 and the substrates 16 and 4 are

15 attached in a vacuum. After attachment, atmospheric pressure is restored,

the liquid crystal is spread and the gap is created. After the gap is created,

the spread of the liquid crystal 22 substantially into the display area 10 is

confirmed. Then, the main seal is cured by performing UV irradiation from

upper part of the CF substrate 4. The attached substrates are scribed and

20 broken and the liquid crystal panel is completed. After the liquid crystal

panel is heated (isotropic treatment) at 100[deg.] C. for one hour, a lighting

inspection and a seal peeling test are performed.

[0145] Results of the tests are shown in Table 4. In Comparative Example

A, an overlap (shaded area) with the BM picture-frame 8 is created by the

25 circular arc portion of the corner portion of the seal and display



irregularities and peeling of the seal due to curing defects occur. In

Comparative Example B, a part of the liquid crystal 22 flows over the

frame-shape structure 12 and contacts with the uncured main seal 6 after

attachment and display irregularities occur from the peripheral portion of

the frame-shape structure 12. In Comparative Example C, although display

irregularities do not occur, vacuum air bubbles are generated at corner

portions after the heating. On the other hand, in Example A, B and C, none

of the irregularities occur.



TABLE 4

5

Remarks Lighting Test Peeling Test

Comparativ

e Example
A

Corner portions

shaded
Others same as

Example A

Display

irregularities at

corner portions

and
peripheral portion

Peeling at less

than

1.5 kgf/mm

Comparativ
e Example
B

No vertical alignment

film

Others same as

Example A

Display

irregularities at

peripheral portion

No peeling at1.5

kgf/mm

Comparativ
e Example
C

Space in the seal

Others same as
Example A

Vacuum air

bubbles at corner

positions

No peeling at 1.5

kgf/mm

Example A Improved
comparative

Examples A, B & C
Height of structure 4

|im

Excellent No peeling at 1.5

kgf/mm

Example B Improved
comparative

Examples A, B & C
Height of structure 3

Excellent No peeling at 1.5

kgf/mm

Example C Improved
comparative
Examples A, B & C
Height of structure 2

[Ml

Excellent No peeling at 1.5

kgf/mm

Table 4 Results of the panel tests of Comparative Examples A, B and C

and Examples A, B and C



[0147]

EXAMPLE 2

A colored-resin film (red/made by JSR) dispersing pigment is evenly

coated on the CF substrate 4 and the spacer 15 of the display area 10, and

5 the frame-shape structures 12 and 12' are patterned by photolithography

process. The height of the spacer 15 of the display area 10 is equal to 4.0

p, three kinds of the frame-shape structures 12 and 12' are formed into 4

|im (Example D), 3.0 Jim (Example E), and 2.0 |im (Example F) in heights,

the size of the pattern for the spacer 15 is equal to 10 [im-, the width of the

10 frame-shape structures 12 and 12' is equal to 0.75 mm, and the frame-

shape structures 12 and 12' are similar figures to the main seal 6. The

position of the pattern for the spacer 15 is in the non-pixel area of the

display area 10, the frame-shape structure 12 is in the area inside the main

seal 6' and at the same time outside the display area 10 and the frame-

15 shape structure 12" is apart 1 mm from the frame-shape structure 12. In

this example, the width of the BM picture-frame 8 is equal to 2.5 mm so

that the whole frame-shape structures 12 and 12' can be contained in the

above area. Accordingly, the main seal area which is outside the BM

picture-frame in the past can be eliminated, thereby realizing narrowing of

20 the picture-frame by 1 mm on each side or 2 mm in panel measurement.

[0148] Then, the vertical alignment film (made by JSR) 14 is formed on the

CF substrate 4 and the array substrate 16 so as to be level with the

external periphery of the frame-shape structure 12. Further, as

Comparative Example D, a structure forming the vertical alignment film 14

25 in the external periphery and the opposite area of the frame-shape



structure 12 is structured. The main seal (made by Kyoritsu Kagaku) 6 is

coated so that the internal and external peripheries of the main seal 6 are

adjacent to the internal and external peripheries of the frame-shape

structures 12 and 12\ The following is the liquid crystal panel completed

5 by the similar method to the Example 1 and provided to the panel test.

[0149] Results of the tests are shown in Table 5. In Comparative Example

D, since the vertical alignment film 14 is formed under the main seal 6,

adhesive strength is weaker than the glass surface and peeling of the seal

occurs. On the other hand, peeling of the seal did not occur in Examples

10 D, E and F.

[0150]

TABLE 5

Remarks Lighting

Test

Peeling Test

Comparative
Example D

Alignment film under
the seal

Others same as
Example D

Excellent Peeling at less

than

1.5 kgf/mm

Example D Improved comparative

Examples D
Height of structure 4

Excellent No peeling at 1.5

kgf/mm

Example E Improved comparative
Examples D
Height of structure 3

[im

Excellent No peeling at 1.5

kgf/mm

Example F Improved comparative
Examples D
Height of structure 2

Excellent No peeling at 1.5

kgf/mm



Table 5 Results of the panel tests of Comparative Example D and

Example D, E and F

[0151]

EXAMPLE 3

5 A colored-resin film (red/made by JSR) dispersing pigment is evenly

coated on the CF substrate 4 and the spacer 15 of the display area 10 and

the frame-shape structure 12 are patterned by photolithography process.

Further, as a Comparative Example E, the similar pattern is structured by

transparent resin (made by JSR). The height of the pattern is equal to 4.0

10 p for both and the following is the liquid crystal panel completed by the

similar method to Example 1 and provided to the panel test.

[0152] The UV spectrums for Comparative Example E and Example G are

shown in FIG. 15. In FIG. 15, the lateral axis indicates wavelength and the

vertical axis indicates transmissivity. Although light in the long-

15 wavelength side of more than 300 |im among the UV wavelengths is

transmitted in Comparative Example E (a curved line (p) in FIG. 15), it is

known that the colored resin in Example G (a curved line (a) in FIG 15)

hardly transmits light. The results of the panel tests are shown in Table 6.

In comparative Example E, since the light component of multiple reflection

20 generated by UV irradiation when curing the seal enters into the display

area 10 via the transparent resin, photolysis of the liquid crystal 22 occurs,

thereby resulting in the generation of display irregularities all around the

periphery. On the other hand, display irregularities do not occur in

Example G.

25 [0153]



TABLE 6

Remarks Lighting Test Peeling Test

Comparative
Example E

Above structure

with transparent

resin

Others same as

Example G

Display

irregularities all

around the edge

No peeling at1.5

kgf/mm

Example G Improved
Comparative
Example E

Excellent No peeling at1.5

kgf/mm

Table 6 Results of the panel tests of Comparative Example E and

Example G

5

[0154]

EXAMPLE 4

A colored-resin film (red/made by JSR) dispersing pigment is evenly

coated on the CF substrate 4 and the spacer 15 of the display area 10 and

10 the frame-shape structure 12 are patterned by photolithography process.

The height of the pattern is equal to 4.0 Jim for both and the following is

the attachment performed in a vacuum by the similar method to Example 1.

After being released in an atmosphere, the gap of the frame-shape

structure 12 is created by pressurizing the frame-shape structure 12

15 portion at 1.0 kgf/cm<2 >before the liquid crystal 22 and the main seal 6

reach the frame-shape structure 12. Further, Comparative Example F

releasing the air without performing partial pressurization is structured.

After the gap is created, the time substantially spreading the liquid crystal

22 in the display area 10 is measured and the following is the liquid crystal



display panel is completed by the similar method to Example 1. After

heating at 100[deg.] C. for one hour (isotropic treatment), the cell gap

adjacent to the seal is measured.

[0155] Results are shown in Table 7. Although the picture area equivalent

5 to 15 inches in size is used as the liquid crystal display panel,

approximately 10 minutes is required in Example F to substantially spread

the liquid crystal 22 in the display area 10. Further, although the cell gap

inside the picture area is equal to 4.0-4.1 |im, the cell gap adjacent to the

seal is greater by +0.1-0.2 urn. If the amount of liquid crystal to be dropped

10 is further reduced, this difference can be reduced. However, several tens

of minutes are required to substantially spread the liquid crystal in the

picture area, therefore reducing the amount of liquid crystal to be dropped

is not practical. On the other hand, the time spreading the liquid crystal is

shortened to approximately 3 minutes in Example H and the cell gap

15 adjacent to the seal is approximately the same as the cell gap inside the

picture area.

TABLE 7

Remarks Liquid Crystal Cell Gap
Comparative
Example F

Gap created

solely by
releasing in an
atmosphere

10 min. 4.2 4.3 urn

Example H After releasing in

an atmosphere,
the frame-shape
structure

partially

3 min. 4.0 4.1 |im



I

pressurized
|

Table 7 Comparison of Comparative Example F and Example H

[0157] Thus, the liquid crystal panel can be fabricated with favorable yield

according to this embodiment even if a vacuum injection method or an

5 instilling method is used and the cost of liquid crystal display panel can

be further reduced, thereby expanding the scale of the market as the

display substituting CRT.

[0158] Next, a liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof

according to a sixth embodiment of the present invention are described

10 with FIG. 17 through FIG 24. The black matrix (BM) is formed at a

peripheral edge portion of the liquid crystal display panel and if there is

no margin at a position the seal is coated, a part of the seal overlaps with

the end of the BM picture-frame after attachment. If ultraviolet light is

irradiated from the direction vertical to the substrate, the ultraviolet light

15 is shaded in the portion overlapping with the BM picture-frame and the

seal can not be cured. The adhesive strength of the seal is reduced in this

portion and peeling of the seal occurs. Further, since the seal remains

uncured, when the liquid crystal panel expands or contracts due to

variations of temperature, the seal component is eluted and the voltage

20 retention ratio at the edge of the seal is reduced. If the seal coating

position is sufficiently apart from the end of the BM picture-frame, such

defects do not occur. However, coating the seal sufficiently apart from the

end of the BM picture-frame induces the picture-frame area to be enlarged

and is not appropriate.



[0159] In this embodiment, the above problems are solved by using the

following methods:

(1) By using ultraviolet-light-curing resin for the main seal, the frame-

shape structure hardly transmitting ultraviolet light is formed into a height

5 equivalent to the thickness of the panel in the area inside the main seal

and at the same time outside the display area. The seal-curing is

performed by irradiating ultraviolet light at least to the main seal from the

direction horizontal or diagonal to the substrate surface. If the height of

the frame-shape structure is equivalent to the thickness of the panel and

10 the frame-shape structure has the absorbability for ultraviolet light, a part

(particularly short-wavelength segment) or all of the ultraviolet light

transmitting the seal is not irradiated on the liquid crystal layer, thereby

resulting in the liquid crystal not to be photo-degraded even when

ultraviolet light to the main seal from the direction horizontal or diagonal

15 to the substrate surface is irradiating. Thus, ultraviolet light can be

irradiated to the portion previously shaded viewed from the direction

vertical to the substrate, thereby completely curing the seal.

[0160] (2) Ultraviolet light toward the main seal is irradiated from the

direction horizontal or diagonal to the substrate surface. At the same time,

20 ultraviolet light is irradiated from the direction vertical to the substrate

surface as well. Ultraviolet light can be most easily irradiated from these

directions. Ultraviolet light is absorbed by the resin and becomes low in

intensity of illumination if being apart from the irradiated surface and

depending on a material of the seal, a sufficiently cured substance may

25 not be obtained when ultraviolet light is irradiated only from the above



directions. This is because a seal component low in reactivity is more

difficult to be cured at low intensity of illumination. Accordingly, such a

seal is irradiated from the said directions as well as from the direction

vertical to the substrate surface. Since the intensity of illumination is

5 hardly reduced in the direction vertical to the substrate surface where the

thickness of the seal film is thin, the seal component low in reactivity is

cured and the sufficiently cured substance can be obtained.

[0161] (3) By irradiating ultraviolet light to the main seal from the direction

diagonal to the substrate, the ultraviolet light is reflected to the shaded

10 portion viewed from the direction of irradiation by a reflection film formed

in the area under the main seal. When a seal coating position is apart from

the side of the substrate, the main seal is also on other position besides

the side of the substrate as in gang printing, or a dummy seal is between

the side of the substrate and the main seal, the seal can not be completely

15 cured by only irradiating ultraviolet light from the said direction.

Accordingly, if the ultraviolet light is irradiated from outside the main seal

to the said direction and is reflected by the said reflection film to the

shaded portion from the direction of irradiation, the seal can be

completely cured.

20 [0162] Since the reflection film in plane structure generates the area

difficult for ultraviolet light to wraparound depending on the angle of

irradiation, ultraviolet light is required to be reflected to the whole shaded

portion by taking a broad angle of irradiation. Accordingly, if a concavo-

convex structure is provided under the said reflection film so that the

25 reflected light has directivity by controlling the angle of inclination, the



ultraviolet light at a predetermined angle of irradiation can be efficiently

reflected to the shaded portion, thereby eliminating the requirement of the

broad angle of irradiation as described above.

[0163] (4) The reflection film and a metal film for the TFT substrate are

5 formed together. When a gate bus line or data bus line is formed on the

TFT substrate, generally a metal such as Al (aluminum) and the like is

used for forming a film. If the metal film is also formed together in the area

coating the seal at this time, a new process is not required to be added. In

this case, ultraviolet light is irradiated from the CF substrate side and is

10 reflected on the metal film on the TFT substrate.

[0164] (5) Even if a reflection substance having the concavo-convex

structure in the area to be a the substrate stage and at the same time

under the main seal is provided when the irradiation of ultraviolet light is

performed and the angle of inclination of the reflection substance is

15 controlled, the ultraviolet light can be effectively reflected to the shaded

portion. In this case, although the concavo-convex structure according to

the seal pattern is required to be structured, an advantage of not requiring

to construct a concavo-convex structure or a reflection film for each

substrate is generated. Accordingly, the ultraviolet light at the

20 predetermined irradiation angle can be efficiently reflected to the shaded

portion without adding a new process.

[0165] (6) Particles dispersing ultraviolet light in the main seal as a

measure to irradiate ultraviolet light to the main seal in the direction

horizontal or diagonal to the substrate surface are scattered and the

25 ultraviolet light is scattered to the predetermined directions by the subject



particles. Particle in an order of micron or submicron such as a filler is

selected as the particle dispersing ultraviolet light to give dispersability by

coating the surface with a metal film or an oxided metal film. When

ultraviolet light is irradiated to these particles, all or a part of the

5 ultraviolet light is dispersed and spread to the predetermined directions.

[0166] (7) The frame-shape structure and a color plate for the CF substrate

are formed together and the color plate is laminated in the area forming

the frame-shape structure. Although colored resins of R, G and B are used

for the CF color plate, the colored resin hardly transmits ultraviolet light.

10 Formation of the color plate to the CF substrate is performed by

sequentially patterning the colored resin to each color-plate area by

photolithography process. If each color plate is also patterned and

laminated in the area forming the structure at this time, the structure can

be formed without adding a new process.

15 [0167] (8) The main seal is formed at a position where the internal

periphery of the main seal is adjacent to the external periphery of the

frame-shape structure after attaching the substrates so that the internal

periphery of the main seal and the external periphery of the frame-shape

structure are adhered. Thus, the fixed surfaces of the main seal is made

20 on the three surfaces, interface the upper and lower substrates and the

structure, thereby increasing the adhesive strength.

[0168] Further, even if the liquid crystal expands or contracts due to

variations of temperature, the frame-shape structure is fixed on the

opposite substrate side via the main seal and the panel thickness of the

25 structure portion does not vary. Thus, the liquid crystal and the seal



completely do not make contact after attachment of the substrates as well

and spreading contaminated substances from the seal into the liquid

crystal can be prevented.

[0169] (9) The liquid crystal display is fabricated by instilling using the

5 above methods. In instillation, since the seal is cured after liquid crystal is

injected, improvement effects according to the above methods are

significant. In other words, since the shaded portion of the seal remains

uncured, the seal component is eluted into liquid crystal, thereby reducing

the voltage retention ratio at the edge of the seal. Further, if ultraviolet

10 light is irradiated to the direction horizontal or diagonal to the substrate

surface in order to cure the shaded portion, the liquid crystal layer is also

irradiated by the ultraviolet light, thereby resulting in photo-degradation of

the liquid crystal. Thus, if ultraviolet light is irradiated after forming the

frame-shape structure hardly transmitting the ultraviolet light adjacent to

15 the uncured area, the above disadvantages generated by instillation can

be improved.

[0170] Since the above problems are solved according to this embodiment,

the yield of the liquid crystal display fabricated by UV press and

instillation is improved. Particularly in instillation, since the seal is cured

20 after liquid crystal is injected, an employment of this embodiment

contributes tremendously to practical applications of instillation. The

liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof according to this

embodiment are described below using examples.

[0171]

25 EXAMPLE 1



As shown in FIG. 17, the frame-shape structure 12 equivalent to the panel

in thickness is formed using a black-color resin on the BM 8 in the area

inside the main seal 6 and at the same time outside the display area on the

CF substrate 4. After forming the frame-shape structure 12, the alignment

5 film (not shown in the diagram) is coated on the CF/TFT substrates 4 and

16, the main seal 6 made of an epoxy-acrylate-type ultraviolet-light-curing

resin is coated at the CF substrate 4 side and the substrates are attached

by instillation. In other words, the liquid crystal 22 with the required

volume amount obtained from the internal peripheral side of the frame-

10 shape structure 12 and the thickness of the panel is dropped in the

display area and the substrates attachment is performed in a vacuum.

Then, the atmospheric pressure is restored and liquid crystal instillation

and creation of the gap are performed. After confirming the substantial

spreading of the liquid crystal 22 in the display area subsequent to

15 creating the gap, the main seal 6 is cured by irradiating ultraviolet light

from the side of the substrate to the direction horizontal to the substrate

surface. After performing the isotropic-treatment which heats these

attached substrates at 120[deg.] C. for one hour, the substrates are

scribed and broken and the liquid crystal panel is obtained. The obtained

20 liquid crystal panel is provided to the lighting test and the seal peeling

test. Further, as Comparison Example 1, the frame-shape structure formed

using the transparent resin is formed and the liquid crystal display panel

which cures the main seal is structured by irradiating ultraviolet light from

the direction vertical to the substrate surface, and the similar tests are

25 performed. Results of the lighting test and the seal peeling test of



Example 1 and Comparative Example 1 as well as other examples and

comparative examples are shown in Table 8.

[0172]

EXAMPLE 2

5 As shown in FIG. 18a, an epoxy-type ultraviolet-light-curing resin is

selected for the main seal 6 and creation of the gap are performed by

attachment using the similar technique to Example 1. As shown in FIG.

18a, since the thickness of the main seal 6 is as thin as 4-5 p conforming

with the width of the main seal 6 which is approximately 1 mm in the

10 direction of the substrate surface as shown in FIG. 18b, while the

luminous intensity in the direction vertical to the substrate surface hardly

varies, the luminous intensity in the horizontal direction gradually reduces.

Considering the above, the main seal 6 is cured by irradiating the

ultraviolet light from the side of the substrate to the direction horizontal to

15 the substrate surface as well as from the direction vertical to the substrate

surface.

[0173] The similar treatments and tests to Example 1 are performed for the

following. Further, as Comparative Example 2, the liquid crystal display

panel is structured where the main seal 6 is cured by irradiating ultraviolet

20 light only from the direction horizontal to the substrate surface, and the

similar tests are performed. Results of the lighting test and seal peeling

test of the Example 2 and Comparative Example 2 are shown in Table 8 as

well as other examples and comparative examples.

[0174]

25 EXAMPLE 3



As shown in FIG. 19, a reflection film 152 is formed by depositing Al in the

main seal 6 area on the TFT substrate 16 and at the same time in the area

to be under the main seal 6. After forming the reflection film 152, creation

of the gap is performed by attaching the substrates using the similar

5 technique to Example 1. Then, ultraviolet light is irradiated from outside

the main seal 6 to the direction diagonal to the substrate surface, the

ultraviolet light is reflected to the shaded portion by the reflection film 152

and the main seal 6 is cured. At this time, a broad angle of irradiation is

taken so that the ultraviolet light is reflected to the whole shaded portion.

10 The similar treatments and tests to Example 1 are performed for the rest.

Results of the lighting test and seal peeling test of Example 3 are shown

in Table 8 as well as other examples and comparative examples.

[0175]

EXAMPLE 4

15 As shown in FIGS. 20a and 20b, a concavo-convex structure 154 is formed

using a resistive resin in the main seal 6 area on the TFT substrate 16 and

at the same time in the area to be under the main seal 6 so that the angle

of inclination of the structure is equal to 15 degrees. Next, a reflection film

34 is formed in the subject area together with depositing Al on the TFT

20 substrate. After forming the reflection film 34, creation of the gap is

performed by attaching the substrates using the similar technique to

Example 1. Then, ultraviolet light is irradiated from outside the main seal 6

to the direction 60 degrees diagonal to the substrate surface and is

reflected by the reflection film 34 to the direction vertical to the substrate

25 surface, thereby curing the main seal 6. The similar treatments and tests



as Example 1 are performed for the rest. Results of the lighting test and

seal peeling test of Example 4 are shown in Table 8 as well as other

examples and comparative examples.

[0176]

5 EXAMPLE 5

As shown in FIGS. 21a and 21b, a concavo-convex structure 38 is formed

in the area to be lower part of the main seal 6 on the substrate state 36

made of stainless steel so that the angle of inclination of the structure is

equal to 15 degrees. The concavo-convex structure 38 is formed by

10 creating inverted triangle-shape grooves in the area which is the lower

part of the main seal 6 on the substrate state 36 so that the convex portion

is level with the upper surface of the substrate stage 36. Lamination of the

substrates and creation of the gap are performed by the similar technique

to Example 1. Then, the attached substrates are arranged on the substrate

15 stage 36, ultraviolet light is irradiated from outside the main seal 6 to the

direction 60 degrees diagonal to the substrate surface and is reflected to

the vertical direction to the substrate surface by the concavo-convex

structure 38 formed on the substrate stage 36, thereby curing the main

seal 6. The similar treatments and tests to Example 1 are performed for

20 the rest. Results of the lighting test and seal peeling test of Example 5 are

shown in Table 8 as well as other examples and comparative examples.

[0177]

EXAMPLE 6

Dispersion-type particles 40 depositing an Au layer 44 on the surface of a

25 resin filler 42 having particles of 1 [im in diameter in average as shown in



FIG. 22b is added by the amount of 0.1 wt % in the main seal 6 as shown in

FIG. 22a. Lamination of the substrates and creation of the gap using this

main seal 6 are performed by the similar technique to Example 1. Then

ultraviolet light is irradiated from the direction vertical to the substrate

5 surface and is dispersed by the dispersion-type particles 40 to the

direction horizontal or diagonal to the substrate surface, thereby curing

the main seal 6. The similar treatments and tests to Example 1 are

performed for the rest. Results of the lighting test and seal peeling test of

Example 6 are shown in Table 8 as well as other examples and

10 comparative examples.

[0178]

EXAMPLE 7

As shown in FIG 23, a frame-shape structure 156 equivalent to the panel

in thickness is formed in the area inside the main seal 6 and at the same

15 time outside the display area together with the formation of the color

plates on the CF substrate 4. The frame-shape structure 156 is formed by

laminating the CF color plates. After forming the frame-shape structure

156, attachment of the substrates and creation of the gap are performed

by the similar technique to Example 1. Then, ultraviolet light is irradiated

20 from the side of the substrate to the direction horizontal to the substrate

surface and the main seal 6 is cured. The similar treatments and tests to

Example 1 are performed for the rest. Results of the lighting test and seal

peeling test of Example 7 as well as other examples and comparative

examples are shown in Table 8.

25 [0179]



EXAMPLE 8

As shown in FIG. 24, the main seal 6 is formed at a position where the

internal periphery of the main seal 6 is adjacent to the external periphery

of the frame-shape structure 12 after attaching the substrates. Lamination

5 of the substrates and creation of the gap are performed by the similar

technique to Example 1. Then, ultraviolet light is irradiated from the side

of the substrate to the direction horizontal to the substrate surface as well

as from the direction vertical to the substrate surface, thereby curing the

main seal 6. The similar treatments and tests to Example 1 are performed

10 for the rest. Results of the lighting test and seal peeling test of Example 8

are shown in Table 8 as well as other examples and comparative examples.

TABLE 8

Lighting test at the Edge Seal Peeling Test

of Seal

(3 V, 1 Hz Storage Drive)

Before Heat After Heat Strength Finding

Treatment Treatment (kgf/mm)

Example 1 o o 2.0 A

Comparative
X

1.5
X

Example 1
o 2.5

Example 2 o
o

1.5 o

Comparative o 2.5 X
Example 2 o 2.5 o
Example 3 o

o 2.5

Example 4 o 2.5 o

Example 5 o 2.0 o
Example 6 o

o 3.0

Example 7 o
o

Example 8 o

o
A

o
©

o
o



Table 8 Results of lighting test and seal peeling test of Example 1 through

7, Comparative

[0181]

In Table 8 showing the results of lighting test and seal peeling test of

5 Example 1 through 7 and Comparative Example 1 and 2, judgments are

indicated by X for having a problem in strength, AA for being a less than

adequate heat-cured seal although having no problem, ° for being

equivalent and for @ being more than equivalent.

[0182] While there is no problem in either the lighting test or the seal

10 peeling test in Example 1 through 7, problems occur in the lighting test

after the heat treatment and in strength of the seal peeling in Comparative

Example 1 and a problem occurs in strength of the seal peeling in

Comparative Example 2. Since ultraviolet light is irradiated from the

direction vertical to the substrate surface in Comparison Example 1, the

15 seal remains uncured in the area shaded by the BM picture-frame.

Although elution of the uncured component is suppressed by the frame-

shape structure equivalent to the cell gap before the heat treatment, the

liquid crystal expands and flows over the frame-shape structure after the

heat treatment due to variations of temperature, and therefore the uncured

20 component is eluted in the liquid crystal and the voltage retention ratio is

reduced. Seal peeling also begins from the shaded portion and the seal

has been peeled at 1.5 kgf/mm by stress concentrating in the uncured

portion.

[0183] An epoxy-type ultraviolet-light-curing resin is used in Comparison

25 Example 2. The subject resin requires greater luminous intensity than the



epoxy acrylate type ultraviolet curing resin in Example 1. Accordingly

sufficient luminous intensity can not be obtained only if irradiated from

the side face of the substrate to the direction horizontal to the substrate

surface and the subject resin has peeled at 1.5 kgf/mm. However, if

5 ultraviolet light is also simultaneously irradiated from the direction

vertical to the substrate surface as in Example 2, sufficient peeling

strength can be exhibited.

[0184] The peeling strength is greatest in Example 8 among the examples.

This is owing to the fact that three surfaces which are the interfaces of the

10 upper and lower substrates and the interface of the frame-shape structure

become the fixed surfaces F.

[0185] According to this embodiment, the liquid crystal display panel with

improved yield owing to UV press and instillation can be fabricated.

[0186] It will be noted that when the bus line is formed by a Ti/AI

15 lamination layer as an example of a variation of this embodiment, if Ti is

removed only at portions reflecting UV, concavo-convex is naturally

formed on the Al surface by heat in the fabrication process of TFT

(difference in level of Ti is insignificant and the reflection ratio is also

insignificant). Accordingly, ultraviolet light may be reflected utilizing this

20 and be incident upon the main seal 6.

[0186] A liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof according

to a seventh embodiment are described with reference to FIG. 25a through

FIG. 31c. Although a heat-curing resin is usually used for the main seal of

the liquid crystal display panel, the curing rate of the heat-curing resin is

25 slow and ultraviolet-light-curing resin is used to temporarily fasten in



order to avoid misalignment. However, since the efficiency of operation of

this temporary fastening process is poor, a method is proposed in

Japanese Laid Open Patent Application No. 5-333351 to coat conductive-

type ultraviolet-light-curing resin mixing conductive particles in circular

5 shape at four corners of the external periphery side of the main seal and

temporarily fasten with a transfer seal.

[0187] Further, since UV press and instillation require to cur the main seal

in a short period of time, the ultraviolet-light-curing resin or an ultraviolet-

light plus heat-curing resin is used for the main seal. Since these resins

10 cure quickly, these resins have few misalignment and do not require

temporary fastening. FIG. 25a shows a state in which stress is applied to a

corner portion of the liquid crystal display panel using the main seal 6

containing, for example, ultraviolet-light-curing resin. The ultraviolet-light-

curing resin or ultraviolet-light plus heat-curing resin is weak in peeling

15 strength in comparison with the heat-curing resin, and as shown in FIG.

25b, interface peelings with the substrate are generated at the corner

portions of the main seal 6 where stress is concentrated and peeling by

cohesion [alpha] is generated in the main seal 6 itself.

[0188] Furthermore, as shown in FIG 26, the picture frame 8 of the black

20 matrix (BM) is formed in the fringe periphery portion of the liquid crystal

display panel, and if there is no margin at a position coating the main seal

6, the shaded area [gamma] shaded by a part of the corner portion of the

main seal 6 overlapping with the end of the BM picture frame 8 is

generated and curing defects occur. The peeling strength of the main seal

25 6 is reduced in this shaded area [gamma] and at the same time the seal



remains uncured and elutes into the liquid crystal, thereby resulting in a

reduction of the voltage retention ratio of the liquid crystal.

[0189] In this embodiment, the above problems are solved by using the

following methods:

5 (1) In the liquid crystal display panel using the ultraviolet-light-curing

resin or the ultraviolet-light plus heat-curing resin for the main seal, an

interconnecting structure being adjacent to the seal corner and having the

peeling strength greater than that of the main seal in the area outside the

main seal and at the same time inside the end of the CF substrate. A

10 circular arc (R) is provided at the seal corner in order to make the width of

the lines even at the periphery portion of the seal. However, since the

shape of the substrate is rectangular, an air gap is created between the

seal and the end of the substrate at the seal corner. If the interconnecting

structure having the peeling strength greater than that of the main seal is

15 partially arranged, the peeling strength of the seal corner is more than

equal to the peeling strength of the heat-curing resin and seal peeling

does not occur. The object of forming the resin in the above example in

the publication is to prevent misalignment and the object of this

embodiment is to prevent the seal peeling.

20 [0190] Therefore, this embodiment differs from the example in the

publication in the points that the conductive-type particles in the

interconnecting structure is not mixed, the interconnecting structure

having the peeling strength greater than that of the main seal is used, and

curing of the interconnecting structure is performed simultaneously or

25 following thereafter. If the conductive-type particles are mixed in the



interconnecting structure, the transmissivity is reduced. Accordingly,

since the peeling strength is reduced in the ultraviolet-light-curing-type

interconnecting structure, seal peeling can not be prevented. Further, in

the example in the publication, if temporary fastening can be performed,

5 the peeling strength greater than that of the main seal is not particularly

required and curing of the resin is performed prior to curing of the main

seal.

[0191] (2) In the above (1), the above interconnecting structure is arranged

into a circular shape in the area which is outside the main seal and at the

10 same time inside the end of the CF substrate. If the shape is circular, the

interconnecting structure can easily be formed by dotting coating. Further,

if there is sufficient space, it is possible to make the diameters larger by

increasing the amount of coating to the extent the interconnecting

structure does not flow beyond the end of the CF substrate or to increase

1 5 the peeling strength by coating a plurality of points.

[0192] (3) In the above (1), the above interconnecting structure (resin) is

arranged in the direction opposing the panel and at the same time in a

linear shape in the area which is outside the main seal and at the same

time inside the end of the CF substrate adjacent to the seal corner. If

20 coated in the diagonal direction to the panel, the distance to the end of the

CF substrate can be earned and the interconnecting structure can not

easily flow beyond the end of the CF substrate and if the shape is linear,

an adhesive area is larger than the circular shape and the peeling strength

can be further increased.

25 [0193] (4) In the above (1), the curing contraction rate of the above



interconnecting structure is substantially similar to that of the main seal.

Although the curing contraction rate of the interconnecting structure

differs depending on a selected material, the curing contraction rate for

epoxy-type is equal to approximately 3% and the curing contraction rate

5 for acrylic-type is equal to approximately 6% among polymerized resins. If

a material different from the main seal in curing contraction rate is

selected for the above interconnecting structure, distortion is generated

in the above area after curing and become a cause of cracking or peeling.

Therefore, the material substantially equal to the main seal in curing

10 contraction rate is selected for the above interconnecting structure.

[0194] (5) In the above (1), the curing of the above interconnecting

structure is simultaneously performed with or following the main seal. If

the above interconnecting structure is the ultraviolet-light-curing type and

is cured prior to curing of the main seal as in the example in the

15 publication, the adjacent seal corner is partially cured by multiple

reflection on the substrate interface. If the main seal is cured in stages

from the corner to the whole, the residual stress is generated inside the

seal and the peeling strength is reduced. If the above interconnecting

structure is the heat-curing type, heating of the above area results in

20 heating of the whole substrate as a consequence, the uncured main seal

suffers sagging by heat and the shape of the seal is distorted. Therefore,

when the above interconnecting structure is the ultraviolet-light-curing

type and is cured simultaneously with curing of the main seal and when

the above interconnecting structure is the heat-curing type and is cured

25 following curing of the main seal, the above defects do not occur.



[0195] (6) In the liquid crystal display panel using the ultraviolet-light-

curing resin for the main seal, the interconnecting structure being

adjacent to the seal corner and having the peeling strength greater than

that of the main seal in the step area formed by the CF substrate and the

5 TFT substrate is formed. Since the subject area is an area where

peripheral terminals are not usually formed, the interconnecting structure

does not interfere with a driving circuit even if the interconnecting

structure is partially arranged in the subject area. The same curing as the

above (1) can be expected by partially coating and curing the

10 interconnecting structure in the subject area after the liquid crystal

display panel is formed.

[0196] (7) In the above (1) and (6), the above interconnecting structure is

formed only in the area above the peripheral terminal region. Terminals

connecting a driving element to a driving circuit are formed in the external

15 peripheral portion of the TFT substrate. Since the peripheral terminals are

exposed outside the end of the CF substrate by a margin (several mm) to

connect the driving circuit, seal peeling is easily generated from a non-

terminal region because when stress is applied to the peripheral terminals,

the TFT substrate is considerably distorted and the stress is concentrated

20 on the seal/substrate interface, and because the distance to the main seal

and the stress point is lengthened, the stress is amplified by "the principle

of the lever". On the contrary, since the upper and lower substrates are

level in the non-terminal region, seal peeling hardly occurs. Accordingly, if

the interconnecting structure is arranged only in the area around the

25 peripheral terminals, seal peeling can be effectively suppressed.



[0197] (8) In the above (1) and (6), a polymerized resin for the

interconnecting structure. As the polymerized resin is also coated to the

main seal, the polymerized resin is superior in coatability and stability of

the shape and is also high in adhesive strength to the substrate. Since the

5 interconnecting structure is arranged outside the main seal, the

interconnecting structure is not affected by contamination of liquid crystal,

and any of the ultraviolet-light-curing-type, the heat-curing-type or the

ultraviolet-light plus heat-curing-type polymerized resin can be used as

long as the polymerized resin has the peeling strength greater than that of

10 the main seal.

[0198] (9) In the liquid crystal display panel using the ultraviolet-light-

curing resin or the ultraviolet-light plus heat-curing resin for the main seal,

adjacent to the seal corner, an L-shape structure corresponding to the

shape of the corner of the BM picture frame with the height equivalent to

15 the width of the panel is arranged in the area which is inside the main seal

and at the same time outside the display area. Since the BM picture frame

is formed in the fringe periphery portion of the liquid crystal display panel,

if there is no margin at a position the seal is coated, a part of the seal

corner is shaded by overlapping with the end of the BM picture frame,

20 thereby resulting in the curing defects after substrate attachment.

Accordingly, if adjacent to the seal corner, the L-shape structure

corresponding to the shape of the corner of the BM picture frame with a

height equivalent to the width of the panel is formed in the area which is

inside the main seal and at the same time outside the display area, the

25 seal is blocked by the structure and can not flow inside beyond the



structure even if the seal is coated after attachment so that the part of the

seal corner overlaps with the end of the BM picture frame. The position to

form the structure may be selected either outside or level with the end of

the BM picture frame, or inside the end of the BM picture frame by the

5 wraparound amount of light depending on the kind of ultraviolet light

irradiation (either parallel light or dispersed light) and the sensitivity of the

ultraviolet light of the main seal.

[0199] (10) In the above (9), the structure is formed with a material which

does not transmit a part or all of the ultraviolet light, and the seal curing is

10 performed by irradiating ultraviolet light only in the seal corner from the

direction diagonal to the substrate surface. If ultraviolet light is irradiated

from the direction diagonal to the substrate, curing can be accomplished

to a considerable depth ( 0.5 mm) utilizing multiple reflection on the

substrate interface even if the seal corner is shaded by the end of the BM

15 picture frame. However, the ultraviolet light transmitting the main seal is

also irradiated to the liquid crystal, thereby resulting in a photo-

degradation and a reduction of the retention in the vicinity. Accordingly, if

the structure is formed with the material which does not transmit a part or

all of the ultraviolet light, the above defects do not occur and the shaded

20 portion of the seal corner can be effectively cured utilizing multiple

reflection.

[0200] (11) The liquid crystal display panel is fabricated by instillation

using the above (1) through (10). Although the ultraviolet-light-curing

resin or the ultraviolet-light plus heat-curing resin is weak in peeling

25 strength in comparison with the heat-curing resin, the peeling strength



can be improved by increasing the amount of ultraviolet light irradiation

or by increasing the amount of the heat-curing component to be added.

However, in instillation, since curing of the seal is performed after

injecting the liquid crystal, the liquid crystal is photo-degraded or the

5 retention adjacent to the seal is reduced due to elution of the heat-curing

component if the above treatment is employed. Further, when a part of the

seal corner is shaded by overlapping with the end of the BM picture frame

after attachment, the peeling strength is reduced and at the same time the

uncured seal elutes into the liquid crystal, thereby a resulting in reduction

10 of the voltage retention ratio at the edge of the seal.

[0201] Accordingly, if the liquid crystal display panel is fabricated by

instillation using the above methods of (1) through (10), the above defects

do not occur and effects of improvement are significant. The yield of the

liquid crystal display panel fabricated by the UV press and instillation is

15 improved by this embodiment. Particularly, in instillation, since the curing

of the seal is performed after injecting the liquid crystal, employment of

this embodiment contributes tremendously to practical application of

instillation. The liquid crystal display and the fabrication method thereof

according to this embodiment are described below using examples.

20

[0202] EXAMPLE 1 AND 2

Example 1 is described with reference to FIGS. 27a through 27c. FIG 27a

shows a whole liquid crystal display panel and FIG 27b shows a corner

portion of the liquid crystal display panel. FIG 27c shows a point to

25 pressurize when determining the peeling strength.



[0203] An ultraviolet-light-curing resin A (epoxy resin/curing contraction

rate 3%/made by Three Bond) is used as the main seal 6 and is coated into

a frame-shape on the CF substrate 4 on which a CF 11 is formed so that

the width of the line is equal to 1 mm after attaching the substrates.

5 Sequentially, interconnecting structures 160a, 160b and 160c made of a

heat-curing-type resin (epoxy reins/curing contraction rate 3%/made by

Mitsui Kagaku) are coated into a circular shape in the area which is

adjacent to the corner portion of the main seal 6, outside the main seal 6

and at the same time inside the end of the CF substrate 4 so that the

10 diameter is equal to 1 mm[phi] after attaching the substrates.

[0204] FIG. 28 shows Example 2. In Example 2, the interconnecting

structure 160a which is the same material as in Example 1 is coated in the

direction opposing the panel and at the same time into a linear shape so

that the width of the line is equal to 1 mm and the length is equal to 2 mm.

15 Further, in Example 1 and 2, since the peripheral terminals are on each

vertical and horizontal side of the TFT substrate 16, the interconnecting

structures 160a through 160c are coated in the area (3 points) around the

peripheral terminals.

[0205] Next, the liquid crystal display panel is fabricated by instillation.

20 The required amount of liquid crystal obtained from the measurement of

the internal periphery of the seal and the thickness of the panel is dropped

in the frame-shape pattern of the main seal 6 and attachment is performed

in a vacuum. Subsequently, atmospheric pressure is restored and

injection of liquid crystal and creation of the gap are performed. After the

25 gap is created, the main seal 6 is cured by irradiating ultraviolet light from



upper part of the substrate surface. The attached substrates are heated at

120[deg.] C. for one hour and the curing of the interconnecting structure

160 and isotropic (realignment) treatment of the liquid crystal are

performed. After that, the liquid crystal display panel is obtained by

5 cutting the substrates. Further, the liquid crystal display panel

(Conventional Example 1) without the interconnecting structure is also

fabricated by the similar technique.

[0206] Measurement of the peeling strength is performed separately for

the resin unit and the liquid crystal display panel. For the measurement of

10 the resin unit, the main seal 6 or the interconnecting structure 160 is

coated on the center of the glass substrate equal 50 mm*20 mm in size

into a circular shape so that the diameter is 1 mm[phi] after attaching the

substrates, and is attached into a cross shape by the glass substrate with

the same size and is cured after the gap is created. An area 1 mm inside

15 the end of the glass substrate is pressurized toward lower direction by a

force gauge and the pressure completely peeling the main seal 6 or the

interconnecting structure 160 is read. For the measurement of the liquid

crystal display panel, the CF substrate 4 is arranged on top, the TFT

substrate is arranged at bottom, an area 1 mm inside (refer to FIG. 27c) the

20 end corner of the TFT substrate 16 is pressurized toward lower direction

by the force gauge, and the pressure completely peeling the

interconnecting structure 160 or the main seal 6 is read.

[0207] As a result, the peeling strength of the ultraviolet-light-curing resin

A used for the main seal 6 is equal to 1.6 kgf/mm and that of the heat-

25 curing resin used for the interconnecting structure 160 is equal to 2.5



kgf/mm. Further, the peeling strength of the liquid crystal display panel in

Example 1 is equal to 3.0 kgf/mm, that in Example 2 is equal to 3.5 kgf/mm,

and that in Conventional Example 1 is equal to 1.8 kgf/mm. The peeling

strength of the liquid crystal display panel is required to be a value more

5 than the maximum load on the peripheral terminals in the unitizing

process and the value is usually required to be more than 2.0 kgf/mm

considering the load when replacing a polarizing plate and the attracting

force of the driving circuit. In Conventional Example 1, since this standard

value is not fulfilled, the yield of fabrication is reduced due to the seal

10 peeling. Since the peeling strengths in Example 1 and 2 exceed that of the

conventional example and fulfill the standard value, therefore seal peeling

does not occur.

[0208]

EXAMPLE 3

15 Example 3 is described with reference to FIGS. 29a and 29b. The

ultraviolet-light-curing resin A (epoxy resin/curing contraction rate

3%/made by Three Bond) is used for the main seal 6 and coated into a

frame shape on the CF substrate 4 so that the width of the line is equal to

1 mm after attaching the substrates. Sequentially, the liquid crystal display

20 panel is fabricated by instillation. After fabricating the liquid crystal

display panel, the diameter is equals to 2 mm[phi] and contacts with both

of the substrates so that an interconnecting structure 162 made of an

ultraviolet-light-curing resin B (epoxy resin/curing contraction rate

3%/made by Three Bond) is coated into a circular shape in a step area 164

25 (refer to FIG. 29b) formed by the CF substrate 4 and the TFT substrate 16



adjacent to the corner portion of the main seal 6. It will be noted that since

the peripheral terminals 2 are also on each vertical and horizontal side on

the TFT substrate 16 in this example as in Example 1, the interconnecting

structure 162 is coated only in the area (three points) of two sides of the

5 peripheral terminals and only the interconnecting structure 162 is spot-

irradiated by ultraviolet light and cured. Measurement of the peeling

strength is similar to Example 1 and 2.

[0209] As a result of the measurement, the peeling strength of the

ultraviolet-light-curing resin A used for the main seal 6 is equal to 1.6

10 kgf/mm and that of the ultraviolet-light-curing resin B used for the

interconnecting structure 162 is equal to 2.0 kgf/mm. The difference

between the ultraviolet-light-curing resins A and B is that while the

amount of addition of multi-functional component or low-molecular

component in A is reduced considering the contaminatibility to the liquid

15 crystal, the amounts of those in B are increased to enhance the peeling

strength since B does not make contact with the liquid crystal. Although

the above components are more likely to contaminate the liquid crystal

since those components are high in polarity and solubility, those

components have a function to increase the peeling strength of resin.

20 Further, the peeling strength of the liquid crystal display panel in Example

3 is equal to 2.3 kgf/mm and that of the conventional example is equal to

1.8 kgf/mm. Since the peeling strength of Example 3 exceeds that of

Conventional Example 1 and fulfills the standard value, seal peeling does

not occur.

25 [0210]



EXAMPLE 4

This example is described with reference to FIGS. 30a and 30b. An

ultraviolet-light-curing resin C (epoxy acrylate resin/curing contraction

rate 6%/made by Three Bond) is used for the main seal 6 and coated into a

5 frame shape on the CF substrate 4 so that the width of the line is equal to

1 mm after attaching the substrates. Sequentially, an interconnecting

structure 164 made of the ultraviolet-light-curing resin C is coated into a

circular shape in the area outside the main seal 6 and at the same time

inside the end of the CF substrate 4 adjacent to the corner portion of the

10 main seal 6 so that the diameter is equal to 1 mm[phi] after attaching the

substrates.

[0211] Further, as Comparative Example 1, an interconnecting structure

164 made of the ultraviolet-light-curing resin A (epoxy resin/curing

contraction rate 3%/made by Three Bond) is coated in the similar manner.

15 Then, the liquid crystal display panel is fabricated by liquefactional

injection. As a result, the peeling strength of the ultraviolet-light-curing

resin C used for the main seal 6 is equal to 1.6 kgf/mm and that of the

ultraviolet-light-curing resin A used for the interconnecting structure 164

is equal to 1.6 kgf/mm. Since the ultraviolet-light-curing resin C and A are

20 different resins, the curing contraction rates are different. Further, the

peeling strength of the liquid crystal display panel of Example 4 is equal

to 2.2 kgf/mm and that of the comparative example is equal to 1.8 kgf/mm,

and in Comparative Example 1 as shown in FIG 30b, cracks 166 are

generated prior to the peeling test in the main seal 6 side where the curing

25 contraction rate is high. Since the peeling strength of Example 4 exceeds



those of Conventional Example 1 and Comparative Example 1 and fulfills

the standard value, seal peeling does not occur.

[0212]

EXAMPLE 5

5 Example 5 is described with reference to FIGS. 31a through 31c. As shown

in FIG. 31a, an L-shape structure 166 corresponding to the shape of the

corner portion of the BM picture frame 8 is formed using a resist (made by

Shipley) in the area inside the main seal 6 and at the same time outside

the display area on the CF substrate 4 adjacent to the corner portion of

10 the main seal 6. The structure 166 being equal to 5 mm in length, 0.7 mm

in width and 4 |i in height (equivalent to the thickness of the panel) is

formed at a position 0.3 mm inside from the external periphery of the BM

picture frame 8.

[0213] An ultraviolet-light plus heat-curing resin (partially acrylic epoxy

15 resin/curing contraction rate 4%/made by Kyoritsu Kagaku) is used for the

main seal 6 and coated into a frame shape on the CF substrate 4 so that

the width of the line is equal to 1 mm after attaching the substrates. The

main seal 6 is coated so that the internal periphery of the seal precisely

contacts with the external periphery of the BM picture frame 8. Then, the

20 liquid crystal display panel is fabricated by instillation.

[0214] Further, the liquid crystal display panel (Conventional Example 2

and 3) without the structure 166 is also fabricated in the similar technique.

After irradiating ultraviolet light from upper part of the substrate surface in

Example 5 and Conventional Example 3, as shown in FIG. 31b, only the

25 corner portion of the main seal 6 is spot-irradiated by ultraviolet light from



the direction 45 degrees diagonal to the substrate surface and the main

seal 6 is cured. In addition to measurement of the peeling strength, in

order to examine the shielding effect of ultraviolet light by the structure 21,

transmission characteristics of the ultraviolet light and when the resist is

5 formed on the glass are measured.

[0215] As a result, the peeling strength of the ultraviolet-light plus heat-

curing resin used for the main seal 6 is equal to 2.0 kgf/mm. Further, the

peeling strength of the liquid crystal display panel of Example 5 is equal

to 2.3 kgf/mm, that of Conventional Example 2 is equal to 1.8 kgf/mm, and

10 that of Conventional Example 3 is equal to 2.3 kgf/mm. When the lighting

tests are performed for those liquid crystal display panels at an half tone

(60 Hz, 3V short wave applied), irregularities in brightness occur in the

seal corner in Conventional Example 2 and 3 due to a reduction of

retention ratio. The reduction of the retention ratio is attributed to the

15 curing defect of the shaded portion 168 in Conventional Example 2 and

photo-degradation of the liquid crystal in Conventional Example 3.

However, the peeling strength in Example 5 fulfills the standard value and

irregularities in brightness due to a reduction of the retention ratio does

not occur.

20 [0216] This is owing to irradiation of ultraviolet light from the direction

diagonal to the substrate and wraparound of the ultraviolet light to the

shaded portion 168 and also the resist absorbing the harmful ultraviolet-

light wavelength to liquid crystal. FIG. 31c is a graph showing the

transmission characteristics of ultraviolet light of glass and glass plus

25 resist. The transmission characteristics of ultraviolet light in FIG. 31c



indicates that harmful wavelength band (short wavelength side from 334

nm) to liquid crystal is reduced by the glass plus resist (curved line a) to

less than [1/4] of that of the glass (curved line [beta]). Since the liquid

crystal display panel having an excellent yield can be fabricated by UV

5 press and instillation according to this embodiment, cost reduction of the

liquid crystal display panel can be further achieved.

[0217] The liquid crystal display and the fabrication method thereof

according to an eighth embodiment of the present invention are described

with reference to FIG. 32a through FIG. 35. First, a schematic structure of

10 the liquid crystal display according to this embodiment is described with

reference to FIGS. 32a and 32b. FIG 32a typically shows a part of the

upper surface of the active matrix-type liquid crystal display panel 1 using

the TFT for the switching element viewed from the opposite substrate side.

FIG. 32b shows a partial cross section cut at a line A-A of FIG. 32a. A

15 plurality of gate bus lines G1, G2, . . . Gn (hereinafter, abbreviated as G)

extending in horizontal direction on the substrate, in the diagram are

formed in parallel in vertical direction on the array substrate 16. Further,

an insulation film which is not shown in the diagram is formed on the

plurality of the gate bus lines G and a plurality of data bus lines D1, D2, . .

.

20 Du (hereinafter, abbreviated as D) substantially orthogonal to the gate bus

line G are formed on the insulation film. Each area decided in a matrix

shape by the gate bus line G and the data bus line D which are orthogonal

to each other becomes a pixel area and a TFT 13 and a display electrode

14 are formed in each pixel area. A gate electrode of the TFT 13 is

25 connected to a predetermined gate bus line G, a drain electrode is



connected to a predetermined data bus line D and a source electrode is

connected to the display electrode 14 in the pixel area.

[0218] FIG. 32b shows a cross section along the gate bus line G1, the gate

bus line G1 is formed on the surface of the array substrate 16 facing the

5 opposite substrate 4, and an alignment film 172 is formed on the top

surface. A common electrode 8 is formed on the surface of the opposite

substrate 4 facing the array substrate 16 and an alignment film 170 is

formed on the top surface.

[0219] The opposite substrate 4 formed substantially smaller by

10 approximately the width of the terminal portion 2 than the array substrate

16 is arranged facing the array substrate 16 with a predetermined cell gap.

The array substrate 16 and the opposite substrate 4 are attached by the

sealing material 6 made of the photo-curing resin. The liquid crystal 22 is

sealed in the area surrounded by the sealing material 6 between the array

15 substrate 16 and the opposite substrate 4.

[0220] A plurality of the gate bus lines G and the data bus lines D extend

to the terminal portion 2 formed in the external periphery of the array

substrate 16 and are to be connected to a driving circuit (not shown in the

diagram) arranged externally. An external output electrode 174 is formed

20 in the end portion of each of the gate bus line G and an external output

electrode 176 is formed in the end portion of each of the data bus line D as

well.

[0221] The TFT 13 connected to the gate electrode of the subject gate bus

line becomes an "On" state by a scanning signal output to a

25 predetermined gate bus line G, and the voltage based on a gradation



signal outputted to the data bus line D is applied to the pixel electrode 14.

On the other hand, a predetermined voltage is also applied to the common

electrode 8 on the opposite substrate side so that the liquid crystal 22

between the pixel electrode 14 and the common electrode 8 is driven by

5 the voltage applied to the pixel electrode 14 and the common electrode 8.

[0222] Now, the liquid crystal display according to this embodiment has a

distinctive characteristic in forming a plurality of light-reflection layers R

in the contacting area of the array substrate 16 and the opposite substrate

4 of the sealing material 6. This light-reflection layer R is described with

10 reference to FIGS. 33a through 33c. FIG. 33a shows an enlarged block 30

indicated by the dotted line in FIG. 32a. FIG 33b shows a cross section of

the panel of the area shown in FIG. 33a. Further, FIG. 33c shows a cross

section of a conventional panel corresponding to FIG. 33b for comparison.

[0223] As shown in FIGS. 33a and 33b, the light-reflection layer R is

15 alternately formed in the sealing material coating area of the array

substrate 16 and the opposite substrate 4. A light-reflection layer RL is

formed, for example, simultaneously in the sealing material coating area

on the array substrate 16 by using a metal for forming the gate bus line or

a metal for forming the data bus line in the area coating the sealing

20 material on the array substrate 16 when forming those bus lines. The

light-reflection layer RL is formed in a line-and-space pattern parallel to

the gate bus line G or the data bus line D and having a long side slightly

longer than the width of the area forming the sealing material 6.

[0224] On the other hand, a light-reflection layer RU is formed in the

25 contacting area of sealing material in the opposite substrate 4 side by



patterning a metal layer and has a line-and-space pattern shifted by half a

pitch from the light-reflection layer RL on the array substrate 16 as if

filling a space portion (space) of the light-reflection layer RL when

attaching the opposite substrate 4 with the array substrate 16.

5 [0225] Therefore, when irradiating UV light for curing the sealing material

6 as shown in FIG. 33b, if an UV light UV1 is entered substantially vertical

to the surface of the panel from the opposite substrate 4 side, the light

UV1 is reflected at the light-reflection layer RL on the array substrate 16

and goes and back in the sealing material 6 in the subject area. Thus, the

10 energy of the light UV1 can be effectively utilized to cur the sealing

material 6 of the subject area without waste and degradation of the liquid

crystal 22 can be prevented by quickly curing the sealing material 6.

Similarly, if an UV light UV2 is entered substantially vertical to the surface

of the panel from the array substrate 16 side, the light UV2 is reflected at

15 the light-reflection layer RU on the opposite substrate 4 and goes and

back in the sealing material 6 of the subject area. Thus, the energy of the

light UV2 can be effectively utilized to cur the sealing material 6 of the

subject area without waste and degradation of the liquid crystal 22 can be

prevented by quickly curing the sealing material 6.

20 [0226] While the above UV lights UV1 and UV2 are irradiated from both

surfaces of the panel, an UV light UV3 may be irradiated diagonally to the

surface of the panel. Although light transmitting through the panel exists

in this case, the amount of UV light reflecting once or in plurality at the

light-reflection layers RL and RU and transmitting through the sealing

25 material 6 can be increased, thereby effectively utilizing the energy of the



light UV3 to cure the sealing material 6 of the subject area without waste

and preventing degradation of the liquid crystal 22 by quickly curing the

sealing material 6. It will be noted that, since the major side of the line-

and-space pattern of the light reflection layers RL and RU are substantially

5 orthogonal to the traveling direction (same as a moving direction 211

shown in FIG. 108a) of the UV light source in this embodiment, irradiating

the light UV3 diagonally to the surface of the panel within the surface

created by the normal line of the surface of the panel and the traveling

direction of the UV light source is desirable with respect to effectively

10 utilizing irradiation energy. Furthermore, if the previously-described

surface can be slightly inclined assuming the traveling direction of the UV

light source as an axis, the light UV3 can be irradiated from the center of

the liquid crystal display portion toward outside the display portion. Thus,

the UV light leakage toward the liquid crystal display portion side adjacent

15 to the sealing material 6 can be reduced and degradation of the liquid

crystal 22 can surely be.

[0227] FIG 33c shows UV irradiation according to the conventional liquid

crystal display for comparison. Even if UV irradiation UV4 and UV5 is

performed from the direction substantially vertical to the panel in the

20 structure of the conventional liquid crystal display, all the light such as

the light UV4, except for reflecting at the external output electrodes 174

and 176 of the gate bus line G and the data bus line D such as the light

UV5, only once transmits the sealing material 6. Therefore, the energy of

the UV light can not be sufficiently utilized for curing the sealing material

25 in the conventional liquid crystal display.



[0228] Various variations are possible in this embodiment. This

embodiment is described assuming that the light-reflection layer R has

the line-and-space pattern. However, for example, the widths of the gate

bus lines G and the data bus lines D in the contacting area of the sealing

5 material 6 on the array substrate 16 may be widened to make the light-

reflection layer RL, and the light-reflection layer RU may be formed in the

contacting area of the sealing material 6 on the opposite substrate 4 to fill

the gap between the light-reflecting layers RL.

[0229] Further, in the case of a reflection-type liquid crystal display as

10 shown in FIG 34, the light-reflection layer R can be arranged between the

plurality of the bus lines passing through the contacting area of the

sealing material 6 on the array substrate (reflection substrate). Thus, in

the reflection-type liquid crystal display, by utilizing the reflecting light of

the UV light, the energy of the light also can be effectively utilized for

15 curing the sealing material without waste and degradation of the liquid

crystal 22 can be prevented by quickly curing the sealing material 6.

[0230] Furthermore, as shown in FIG 35, it is effective to irradiate UV light

gathered by a lens 32 toward the sealing material 6 so that the UV light

does not enter the liquid crystal 22. Since the energy of the UV light can

20 be concentrated and provided to the sealing material 6 according to this,

time to cure the sealing material can be shortened, thereby preventing the

liquid crystal 22 from degradation.

[0231] It will be noted that although the sealing material 6 is cured by

making a direct contact on the light-reflection layer R in the above

25 embodiment, in order to improve the adhesive ability of the sealing



material 6, for example, a silicon oxide film (Si02 film) and the like may

certainly be formed on the light-reflection layer R to make the sealing

material 6 direct contact with the silicon oxide film.

[0232]

5 EXAMPLE 1

Next, an example of the fabrication method of the liquid crystal display

based on this embodiment is briefly described with reference to FIGS. 32a

through 33c. Further, since the fabrication method of the liquid crystal

display according to this example has a distinctive characteristic in

10 reducing degradation of the liquid crystal due to UV irradiation for curing

the sealing material so that instillation in the cell process can be

performed with certainty, description is omitted for the similar process to

the past among the processes such as the array process forming a wiring

pattern, switching elements and the like on the other glass substrate, the

15 cell process dealing with alignment layer treatment, arranging spacers

and the like, or the module process installing a driver IC, setting up the

back light and the like.

[0233] First, for example, the array substrate 16 made of the glass

substrate equal to 50 mm*60 mm*0.7 mm is used. When forming the gate

20 bus lines and the data bus lines on the array substrate 16, the light-

reflection layer RL is formed on the contacting area of sealing material 6

by patterning the metal layer for forming the bus line formed on the whole

substrate surface. As the metal for forming the bus line, Cr, Al, Ti and the

like can be used. The light-reflection layer RL is equal to 100 [im in width

25 and is the line-and-space pattern having the width between the adjacent



light-reflection layers is also equal to 100 |im. On the other hand, on the

opposite substrate 4 side, for example, when forming the black matrix

(BM: shading film), the light-reflection layer RU is formed in the contacting

area of sealing material 6 by patterning the metal layer for forming the BM

5 formed on the whole substrate surface. As a metal for forming the BM, Cr

can be used. The light-reflection layer RU is patterned when the opposite

substrate 4 is attached with the array substrate 16 so that the light-

reflection layer RU shifts by half a pitch from the line-and-space pattern of

the light-reflection layer RL. Therefore, the light-reflection layer RU also is

10 equal to 100 |im in width and the width between the adjacent light-

reflection layers is also equal to 100 }im.

[0234] After forming an alignment film (AL 3506) on the substrate surface

inside the contacting area of the sealing material 16 of the array substrate

and the opposing substrate 4 and performing a rubbing treatment so that

15 a TN (torsion nematic) liquid crystal layer can be formed, an UV sealing

material (made by Kyoritsu Kagaku) 6 is coated on the opposite substrate

4. After the liquid crystal (FT-5082) 22 is dropped on the array substrate 16

by an instilling equipment which is not shown in the diagram, both of the

substrates 4 and 16 are attached. By irradiating the UV light of 60

20 mW/cm<2 >in irradiation energy from both sides of the array substrate 16

and the opposite substrate 4 to the coating area of the sealing material 6,

the sealing material 6 is cured and the panel is completed.

[0235] On the other hand, as a comparative example, the UV sealing

material 6 is coated on the opposite substrate where the light-reflection

25 layer RU is not formed, both substrates are attached after instillation, and



the sealing material 6 is cured by performing UV irradiation only from the

opposite substrate side. In this case, substantially twice as much as that

of the UV irradiation according to the above example is required in order

to generate a sufficient curing effect.

5 [0236] When ion densities at predetermined areas of the above two panels

are measured, the ion density of this example is much lower than that of

the comparative example, thereby confirming that damages to liquid

crystal can be substantially reduced by the structure according to this

embodiment.

10 [0237] A liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof according

to a ninth embodiment of the present invention is described with

reference to FIG. 36 through FIG. 39b. FIG. 36 shows a state in which UV

irradiation of the sealing material is performed at the end portion of the

liquid crystal panel. As to a point where the sealing material 6 of a photo-

15 curing type material is provided to seal liquid crystal between the array

substrate 16 and the opposite substrate 4, this embodiment is similar to

the conventional liquid crystal display. However, this embodiment has a

distinctive characteristic that an UV light UV6 for curing the sealing

material 6 is a polarized light and, further, that the liquid crystal 22 is a

20 material which is not degraded in characteristics even if the UV6 having

polarized light is irradiated thereon.

[0238] FIG. 37 shows the characteristics of two kinds of liquid crystal

material (A) and (B). The vertical axis indicates extinction rate and the

lateral axis indicates wavelength. The An (optical anisotropy: difference in

25 refractive indexes between extraordinary ray and ordinary ray) of the



liquid crystal material (A) is smaller than that of the liquid crystal material

(B). As shown in FIG 37, both liquid crystal materials (A) and (B) show

high extinction rates in the short wavelength side and that it is confirmed

that the more the An is great, the more the end of extinction is relatively at

5 a high frequency side. This end of extinction is in the ultraviolet light area

equal to approximately 300 nm to 360 nm in wavelength. Therefore, the

larger the refraction index of the liquid crystal material is, the more

ultraviolet light is absorbed and are more easily changed. In other words,

if the UV light is irradiated when the refraction index of a liquid crystal

10 material is reduced, tolerance against the degradation of characteristics

due to UV light can be improved.

[0239] For example, as shown in FIGS. 38a through 38c, if UV is irradiated

so that a polarizing axis 46 of the polarized UV to be irradiated is in

accordance with the direction of a minor axis of a liquid crystal molecules

15 182, the degradation of the liquid crystal 22 can be suppressed. FIG 38a

shows a part of the area of the liquid crystal display panel viewed from the

opposite substrate side. The alignment film formed on the array substrate

side, as shown by an arrow 180 of a dotted line in the diagram, is

performed the rubbing treatment from upper left to lower right and the

20 alignment film formed on the opposite substrate 4 side, as shown by an

arrow 178 of a solid line in the diagram, is performed the rubbing

treatment from upper right to lower left in the direction substantially

orthogonal to the arrow 180. As a result of this rubbing treatment, the

liquid crystal molecules 182 of the liquid crystal 22, as shown in FIG 38b,

25 are arranged adjacent to the surfaces of both substrate 4 and 16 so that a



major axis is twisted 90[deg.] from the rubbing direction. With respect to

such a torsion alignment as shown in FIG. 38c, if UV light having the

polarizing axis 46 in the direction orthogonal to the half way of the

direction of the major axis of the liquid crystal molecules 182 adjacent to

5 both substrate surfaces shown in FIG. 38b is irradiated, irradiation in a

state that the refraction index of liquid crystal is reduced can be realized.

[0240] An example applied to an arrangement of other liquid crystal

molecules is described with reference to FIGS. 39a and 39b. FIG. 39a

shows a part of the liquid crystal display panel viewed from the opposite

10 substrate side. The alignment film formed on the array substrate 16 side,

as shown by the arrow 180 of a dotted line in the diagram, is performed

the rubbing treatment from up to down in the diagram, and the alignment

film formed on the opposite substrate 4 side, as shown by the arrow 178

of a solid line in the diagram, is performed the subbing treatment from

15 down to up. As a result of this rubbing treatment, the major axis of the

liquid crystal molecules 182 is an arrangement contained in a plane

vertical to the substrate. In such an alignment, as shown in FIG. 39b, if UV

light having the polarizing axis 48 in the direction orthogonal to the

direction of the major axis of the liquid crystal molecules 182, irradiation

20 in a state that the refraction index of liquid crystal is reduced can be

realized.

[0241]

EXAMPLE 2

A panel by instillation is fabricated by using the similar glass substrate to

25 the one in Example 1. The rubbing direction of the alignment film is, as



shown in FIG. 39a, an anti-parallel direction and a liquid crystal cell is

homogeneous. A liquid crystal panel irradiated the polarized UV having

the polarizing axis in the direction of the major axis of the liquid crystal

and the liquid crystal panel irradiated the polarized UV having the

5 polarizing axis in the direction of the minor axis of the liquid crystal are

fabricated. As a result of comparison at predetermined areas, it is

confirmed that the voltage retention ratio is higher and the ion density is

lower in the liquid crystal panel irradiated polarized UV having the

polarizing axis in the direction of the minor axis of the liquid crystal.

10 [0242] Thus, according to this embodiment, degradation of the liquid

crystal 22 can be suppressed in comparison with the case of irradiation of

the non-polarized UV light.

[0331] Next, a liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof

according to a tenth embodiment of the present invention are described

15 with reference to FIG. 40 through FIG. 42b. FIG. 40 shows a state in which

the liquid crystal is vertically aligned due to a vertical alignment film by

instilling the liquid crystal 22 of, for example, a negative dielectric

anisotropy. In this case, since the major axis of the liquid crystal

molecules 182 is substantially parallel to the irradiation direction of an UV

20 light UV7 for irradiating the sealing material 6, dependency of polarizing

direction against the UV light to be irradiated can be reduced. Thus, the

light UV7 can be non-polarized.

[0243] Further, for example, when fabricating a liquid crystal display panel

using the liquid crystal 22 of positive dielectric anisotropy, as shown in

25 FIG. 41a, an alignment film 50 for a horizontal alignment is formed in the



main portion of the display area and adjacent to the sealing material 6

aside from the alignment film 50, a vertical alignment film 52 for vertically

aligning the liquid crystal is formed. Thus, when irradiating UV for curing

the sealing material 6, even if leaked light is incident on the liquid crystal

5 22 adjacent to the sealing material 6, since the major axis of the liquid

crystal molecules 182 is parallel to the irradiation direction of UV light,

dependency of polarizing direction is small, therefore degradation of

liquid crystal can be suppressed even with non-polarized UV light

[0244] FIG. 41b shows a structure of an example of a variation in which the

10 alignment film 50 for horizontal alignment is formed as far as adjacent to

the sealing material 6, and the alignment film 52 for vertical alignment is

separately formed on the alignment 50 adjacent to the sealing material 6.

Further, FIG. 41c shows a structure of an example of another variation in

which the alignment film 52 for vertical alignment is formed as far as

15 adjacent to the sealing material 6 and the alignment film 50 for horizontal

alignment is separately formed on the alignment film 52.

[0245] Furthermore, when the liquid crystal 22 has a positive dielectric

anisotropy, by adopting a structure shown in FIGS. 42a and 42b,

degradation of liquid crystal can be suppressed even if non-polarized UV

20 light is irradiated. FIG. 42a shows, when irradiating UV for curing the

sealing material, that the liquid crystal molecules 182 adjacent to the

sealing material 6 are vertically aligned by applying voltage between a

display electrode 14 on the array substrate 16 adjacent to the sealing

material 6 and a common electrode of an opposite electrode 4 by a voltage

25 supply source 54. Thus, even if leaked light is incident on the liquid



crystal 22 adjacent to the sealing material 6 when irradiating UV to cure

the sealing material 6, since the major axis of the liquid crystal molecules

182 is parallel to the irradiation direction of UV irradiation light,

dependency of polarizing direction is small, therefore degradation of

5 liquid crystal can be suppressed even if UV light is non-polarized.

[0246] Also, as shown in FIG 42b, another electrode 58 electrically

isolated from the pixel electrode 14 may be formed in advance on the

array substrate 16 adjacent to the sealing material 6, and another

electrode 60 electrically isolated from the common electrode 8 may be

10 formed on the opposite substrate 4 adjacent to the sealing material 6. The

electrodes 58 and 60 are connected to a driving power source56.

[0247] When irradiating UV to cure the sealing material 6, voltage is

applied between the electrodes 58 and 60 by the driving power source 56

and the liquid crystal molecules 182 adjacent to the sealing material 6 are

15 vertically aligned. Even if leaked light from UV irradiation is incident on

the liquid crystal 22 adjacent to the sealing material 6, since the major axis

of the liquid crystal molecules 182 are parallel to the irradiation direction

of UV irradiation light, dependency of polarizing direction is small,

therefore degradation of liquid crystal can be suppressed even if UV light

20 is non-polarized. If the structures shown in FIGS. 41a through 41c, and FIG.

42b are used in a normally white-type liquid crystal display, the area

between the alignment films 52 or the area between the electrodes 58 and

60 can function as the picture-frame portion of display area.

[0248]

25 EXAMPLE 3



The panel is fabricated by using the similar glass panel and instillation to

Example 1. The alignment film is rubbed as if forming the TN liquid crystal

cell. When both substrates are attached and UV light is irradiated to the

sealing material 6, the liquid crystal 22 between the electrodes 58 and 60

5 is vertically aligned by applying rectangular wave equal to 5V (30 Hz) to

the electrodes 58 and 60 shown in FIG. 42b and the sealing material 6 is

cured. As a result, excellent results are shown in both voltage retention

ratio and ion density in comparison with when voltage is not applied.

[0249] Next, a liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof

10 according to an eleventh embodiment of the present invention are

described with reference to FIG. 43 through FIG. 55R. It will be noted that

the structuring elements having the same operation functions as in the

first through tenth embodiments are referred by the same codes and the

descriptions are omitted. In this embodiment, an object is to realize a

15 narrow picture frame and a big effect can be achieved by combining a

reflective type LCD or technology to form CF on the array side. Further,

this technology can be applied to an instilling method in a fabrication

process of a polymer dispersion-type liquid crystal display (PDLC). In

recent years, the PDLC providing a picture display high in brightness

20 without using a polarization plate as in the past is proposed by using

polymer dispersion-type liquid crystal in which nematic liquid crystal is

dispersed and maintained in a polymer having the similar refraction rate

to a liquid crystal molecules and performing switching by applying

voltage between the two substrates sandwiching this polymer dispersion-

25 type liquid crystal. Fabrication methods of this PDLC include, for example,



a method of making an uniform solution of liquid crystal and polymerized

material, filling up the liquid crystal panel and then phase-separating by

photo-polymerization and forming a phase-separated structure.

[0250] Usually, since the amount or wavelength of exposure required for

5 polymerizing liquid crystal and curing a sealing material are different, if

UV light required for irradiating the sealing material of a photo-curing-type

resin is irradiated to liquid crystal, the liquid crystal is inadequately

exposed. In this embodiment, a structure and a method to prevent this are

described by using examples. When the instilling method is used in a

10 fabrication process of the PDLC panel, by introducing the technique

described below, reduction of picture-frame width of a panel can be

realized and at the same time a fabrication line to fabricate a polymer

dispersion-type liquid crystal display by a simple process can be realized.

[0251] Although previously explained in the above embodiment, in order

15 to realize a reduction in picture-frame width of a panel in the instilling

method, forming a sealing material in the BM picture-frame portion on the

color filter (CF) side is essential. In this embodiment, light is irradiated

from the array substrate side so that the sealing material at lower part of

the BM picture-frame portion can be sufficiently cured. A wraparound

20 phenomenon of the light is generated by a plurality of wirings formed on

the array substrate side and the light is highly effectively transmitted in

the sealing material. Descriptions based on examples follow.

[0252]

EXAMPLE 4

25 Example 4 is described with reference to FIG. 43a through FIG. 46. UV light



is not necessarily required to be irradiated in the whole area of the sealing

material to photo-curing the UV curing-type sealing material 6 coated on

the opposite substrate 4. Because, the light incident upon the sealing

material 6 wraparounds other areas than the irradiated area by dispersing

5 and internally reflecting. The distance in which the wraparounding of the

light can be expected is equal to approximately 200 |im. Therefore, if a

wiring 78 is within 400 |im in width (L), the sealing material 6 can be

sufficiently cured by the effects of the wraparounding of the light from

both edge of the wiring 78.

10 [0253] Further, in order to realize a narrow picture-frame panel, the sealing

material 6 is required to be coated so that a part or all of the contacting

area with the substrate of the sealing material 6 overlaps inside the BM

picture-frame portion. Usually, the BM picture-frame portion 108 is formed

by depositing a low-reflection chrome (Cr) film or a black-color resin on

15 the opposite substrate 4 side where the CF is to be formed. Since the

transmissivity of light at the BM picture-frame portion 108 is extremely

small, in order to irradiate UV light to the sealing material 6 overlapping

with the bottom of the BM picture-frame portion 108, UV irradiation is

performed from the array substrate 16 side via the wiring 78 just under the

20 sealing material 6.

[0254] FIG. 43a is an example showing a schematic structure of a part of

the cross section at the end portion of the liquid crystal panel. FIG. 43b is

a partial plan view of the end portion of the panel viewed toward the array

substrate surface. In the contacting area of sealing material 6 on the array

25 substrate 16 which is a transparent glass substrate, the wiring 78 of the



TFT (thin film transistor) or formation metal of the gate/drain bus line is

used. In the example shown in FIGS. 43a and 43b, the plurality of the

wirings 78 extending along the coating direction of the sealing material 6

are formed in parallel. The wiring 78 is equal to approximately 400 [un in

5 width (L) as described above. The width between the wirings is also equal

to approximately 400 fim. The sealing material 6 contacts with the array

substrate 16 on the plurality of the wirings 78. The other end of the sealing

material 6 contacts with the opposite substrate 4 where the BM picture-

frame portion 108 is formed. Approximately 80% of the contacting area at

10 the other end of the sealing material 6 overlaps with the BM picture-frame

portion 108. The liquid crystal 22 is sealed between both substrates. If a

UV light UV8 is irradiated from the array substrate 16 side in such a

structure, the light UV8 wraparounds inside the sealing material 6 by the

wiring 78, is further reflected at the BM picture-frame portion 108 and is

15 dispersed inside the sealing material 6 after a part of the UV light is still

more reflected on the back of the wiring 78, thereby sufficiently curing the

whole sealing material 6.

[0255] FIG. 44 shows an example of a variation of the wiring 78 shown in

FIG. 43b. While the wiring 78 shown in FIG. 43b has a stripe pattern, a

20 wiring 79 shown in FIG. 44 has a structure forming a plurality of short light

transmission windows in the area where a plurality of wirings

orthogonally cross. The width (L) of the wirings is also equal to 400 [im in

this example. A wiring 80 shown in FIG. 45 is also an example of a

variation of the wiring 78 and has a formation having a plurality of wirings

25 bridged over the two wirings formed on the side of the contacting area of



sealing material. The width (L) of each wiring is equal to 400 [im. FIG 46

shows an example of a variation of the panel shown in FIG. 43a. The whole

contacting area of the sealing material 6 on the opposite substrate 4 side

overlaps with the BM picture-frame portion 108. By irradiating UV light

5 from the array substrate 16 side, the sealing material can be sufficiently

cured in this case as well.

[0256]

EXAMPLE 5

Example 5 is described with reference to FIGS. 47a, 47b and FIG. 48. As

10 previously described in the above embodiment, the peaks of bright lines

which particularly degrade liquid crystal among the ultraviolet lights

transmitting the glass substrate are the line j (313 nm) and the line i (365

nm). In the case of a UV incidence from the color filter side, the CF color

plate hardly transmits the line j nor the line i and the BM does not transmit

15 the line nor the line I at all. In short, when entering the UV light from the

array substrate 16 side of the transmission-type liquid crystal display, the

degradation of the liquid crystal 22 can be prevented by forming the color

filter on the array substrate 16 side. Further, in the reflection-type liquid

crystal display, a reflection electrode can perform a function of shading to

20 some extent.

[0257] FIG. 47a is an example showing a schematic structure of a part of

the cross section of the end portion of the liquid crystal panel. FIG. 47b is

a partial plan view of the end portion of the panel viewed toward the array

substrate surface. The panel shown in FIGS. 47a and 47b forms a CF 82 in

25 the area forming a pixel on the array substrate side. Therefore, by



blocking at least the line j and the line i among UV lights, the degradation

of the liquid crystal 22 can be prevented. FIG. 48 shows a reflection-type

liquid crystal display panel utilizing a reflection electrode 83 as an UV

shading film to block the line j and the line i. The reflective electrode may

5 be formed on the side where the liquid crystal of the array substrate

surface is filled.

[0258]

EXAMPLE 6

Example 6 is described with reference to FIG. 49. When a photo-curing-

10 type liquid crystal 23 is used, conditions for the light irradiation to the

liquid crystal 23 and to the sealing material 6 are different. In this example,

an UV light UV9 irradiating the sealing material 6 is equal to approximately

1000 mJ/cm<2 >in irradiation energy. Further, an UV light UV10 irradiating

the liquid crystal 23 is equal to approximately 2000 mJ/cm<2 >in

15 irradiation energy without the CF. The UV light UV9 for curing the sealing

material 6 is irradiated from the array substrate 16 side via the wiring 78

and the like. The UV light UV10 for polymerizing the liquid crystal 23 is

irradiated from the opposite substrate 4 side. At this irradiation, the color

filter may be formed on either substrates. By separately using the two

20 conditions for the irradiation with the use of separate light sources in this

manner, performing of the most adequate curing for each is possible.

[0259]

EXAMPLE 7

Example 7 is described with reference to FIG. 50. By previously

25 performing polymerization of the liquid crystal 23 which directly affects to



the display quality of the liquid crystal display, it is possible to prevent

curing of the liquid crystal 23 from inadequately starting by light leakage

or wraparound of UV light when curing the sealing material 6. By curing

the liquid crystal 23 in advance, contamination from the uncured sealing

5 material 6 can be suppressed. Further, a material having a photo-

polymerization characteristic or a liquid crystal material mixed with photo-

polymerization-type resin may be used for liquid crystal and a heat-curing-

type material may be used for a sealing material. In this case, after

attaching the two substrates, the liquid crystal can be cured by irradiating

10 the UV light, and then heat treatment for the sealing material can be

performed. Since the liquid crystal is cured in advance, contamination

from uncured sealing material can be also tolerated for a long period of

time in this manner.

[0260]

15 EXAMPLE 8

Example 8 is described with reference to FIG. 51 through FIG. 53. A

distinctive characteristic is that visible light photosensitive-type resin is

used for the sealing material 6. Therefore, in FIG. 51, the sealing material 6

is first irradiated by a visible light NL1 and cured. At this time, even if the

20 liquid crystal 23 is irradiated by the leaked visible light NL1, since

irradiation is off the photosensitive area of the liquid crystal 23, a problem

does not occur. Next, the liquid crystal 23 is exposed by irradiating a UV

light UV11. At this time, even if the sealing material 6 is irradiated by the

leaked light, curing of the sealing material has already been completed,

25 thereby not resulting in any problem. In FIG. 52, the sealing material 6 is



irradiated by a visible light NL2 and cured in a reflection-type liquid crystal

display and the like. Then, the liquid crystal 23 is irradiated by an UV light

UV12 from the opposite substrate 4 side and exposed. In FIG. 53, the

visible light photosensitive-type sealing material 6 is used to cure by a

5 natural light.

[0261]

EXAMPLE 9

Example 9 is described with reference to FIG. 54. The liquid crystal display

shown in FIG. 54 shows a state in which an UV light UV13 for curing the

10 sealing material 6 is irradiated from the array substrate 16 side without

specifically limiting the irradiation area. A filter 90 for reducing the amount

of irradiation of the UV light UV13 is laminated in the area outside the

irradiation area for the sealing material 6 on the surface of the light

irradiation side of the array substrate 16. When a difference in condition

15 for exposure between the liquid crystal 23 and the sealing material 6

exists in the wavelength of light, the light can be modulated by using a

band-pass filter for the filter 90. When a difference in condition for

exposure between the liquid crystal 23 and the sealing material 6 exists in

the amount of light irradiation, the light can be modulated by using a

20 semi-transmission-type filter for the filter 90. Further, according to this

irradiation method, the UV irradiation for curing the sealing material 6 can

be performed from the array substrate 16 side and at the same time the

UV irradiation for the liquid crystal 23 can be performed from the opposite

substrate 4 side.

25 [0262]



EXAMPLE 10

Example 10 is described with reference to FIG. 55. FIG. 55 shows a state in

which a light dispersion member 92 made of glass or film forming

irregularities on the surface for dispersing irradiated light is inserted

5 between the light source for irradiation and the attached substrate 62. In

this manner, the phenomenon of wraparound of light already described in

the above example can be effectively generated.

[0263] Next, a fabrication method of a liquid crystal display according to a

twelfth embodiment of the present invention is described with reference to

10 FIGS. 56a and 56b. In this embodiment, a fabrication of a liquid crystal

display in which peeling of a sealing material is prevented and instillation

in the cell process can be steadily performed is described.

[0264] FIGS. 56 shows instillation of liquid crystal in the cell process for

the liquid crystal panel according to this embodiment. FIG. 56a shows a

15 state in which substantially the same amount as liquid crystals are

dropped on the array substrate surface in the sealing material 6 so that

distances for dispersion between the adjacent drops of fluid are

substantially the same, and liquid crystals 188 having the amount less

than the dropping amount of the liquid crystal 184 are dropped at

20 positions where the dispersion of liquid crystal is sparse in the external

periphery of the liquid crystal 184. With respect to the dropping position

of each liquid crystal 184, the distances to positions where adjacent liquid

crystals 184 are dropped have a relationship of d1=d2=d3=d4=d5=d6 as

shown in the diagram. FIG. 56b shows a state in which the liquid crystals

25 184 and 188 are dispersed after the array substrate and the CF substrate



are attached. As shown in FIG. 56b, in this embodiment, a gap 186 at

dispersion of liquid crystal after the substrates are attached is small and

dispersion of liquid crystal can be completed as little as less than 5

minutes. Therefore, peeling of a seal as in the past does not occur and

5 neither does a leakage of liquid crystal.

[0265] Thus, this embodiment has a distinctive characteristic in varying

the amount of liquid crystals 184 and 188 to be dropped depending on a

dropping position in the fabrication process of the liquid crystal display

having the process in which the array substrate 16 and the CF substrate 4

10 are attached after liquid crystal is dropped at a plurality of positions on

the array substrate 16. Further, another distinctive characteristic is that

liquid crystal is dropped by combining a dropping pattern for deciding the

positions to drop the liquid crystal 184 and a dropping pattern for

deciding the positions to drop the liquid crystal 188. In this example,

15 according to the dropping pattern for deciding the dropping positions for

the liquid crystal 184, substantially the same amounts of the liquid crystal

are dropped so that the distances for dispersion between the adjacent

drops of fluid are substantially the same and according to the dropping

pattern for deciding dropping positions for the liquid crystal 188, liquid

20 crystal in the amount less than the amount of the liquid crystal 184 is

dropped in positions where dispersion of liquid crystal is sparse at the

external periphery of the liquid crystal 184.

[0266] As explained above, by dividing the dropping amount of liquid

crystal and the dropping patterns into at least two kinds and performing

25 liquid crystal instillation, the liquid crystal inside the liquid crystal display



panel can be rapidly and substantially evenly dispersed. Although drops

of liquid crystal fluid disperse in a circular shape when attaching the

substrates, if liquid crystal is dropped so that the distances for dispersion

between the adjacent drops of fluid are substantially the same,

5 interference among the adjacent drops of fluid is minimized and the

rectangular-shape area decided by the frame-shape of the sealing material

can be densely filled up with circular-shape drops of liquid crystal fluid.

Further, if an area where dispersion of liquid crystal is sparse in the

external periphery of the dropping positions is created, the amount of

10 liquid crystal adequate for that area can be supplemented. Thus,

dispersion of liquid crystal is substantially evenly rapid in both corner

portions and inside the panel, thereby preventing occurrences of defects

as in the past.

[0267] Next, a liquid crystal display according to a thirteenth embodiment

1 5 of the present invention is described with reference to FIG. 57 through FIG.

60. This embodiment relates to a fabrication method of a liquid crystal

display according to the instilling method and is specifically preferable to

be used in a fabrication method of an MVA type liquid crystal panel. First,

an instillation according to this embodiment is briefly described with

20 reference to FIG. 57. FIG. 57 shows a cross section of a substrate cut

vertical to the substrate surface. In the fabrication method of a liquid

crystal display having processes in which liquid crystal is dropped on one

substrate (for example, TFT substrate) 16, the one substrate 16 and the

other substrate are attached by the sealing material made of photo-curing-

25 type material, and the sealing material is irradiated by light and cured, this



embodiment shown in FIG. 57 has a distinctive characteristic that liquid

crystals 192 and 194 are dropped by dividing the liquid crystal instillation

into more than two sessions and at the same time the components

(structure, composition ratio, etc.) of those liquid crystals 192 and 194 are

5 different. In other words, in this embodiment, the liquid crystal 192

contacting the surface of an alignment film 190 under an atmospheric

pressure and the liquid crystal 194 contacting the surface of the alignment

film 190 in a vacuum are made of different materials. In order to realize

this, when instilling liquid crystal, the liquid crystal 192 higher in reliability

10 is dropped on the substrate 16 and to be contacted with the alignment film

190 for the first time and from the second time, the liquid crystal 194

slightly inferior in reliability than the first time is overlappingly dropped in

the area (the same substrate side) where the liquid crystal 192 is dropped

the first time.

15 [0268] Further, as shown in FIG 58, from the third time, by dropping the

liquid crystal 192 or another liquid crystal 196 higher in reliability, the

liquid crystal 194 slightly inferior in reliability may be covered by the liquid

crystals 192 or 196 which are higher in reliability.

[0269] As shown in FIG. 59, the liquid crystal 192 higher in reliability may

20 be dropped on the substrate 16 for the first time to be contacted with the

alignment film 190, the liquid crystal 194 slightly inferior in reliability may

be dropped in the area (the same substrate side) where the first dropping

has been performed and then the liquid crystal 192 or 196 high in

reliability may be dropped in the corresponding area on an opposite

25 substrate 31 facing the substrate 16 and attach.



[0270] Here, the reliability of liquid crystal relates to a characteristic value

(physical property value) owned by the liquid crystal material and,

generally the following relationship is established. In other words, the

resistivity of the liquid crystals 192 and 196 higher in reliability is higher

5 than that of the liquid crystal 194 slightly inferior in reliability, and the

liquid crystals 192 and 196 higher in reliability fulfills the requirement of

resistivity equal to be more than 10<14 >[Omega].cm. Further, the

absolute value (j
A e192| or

J

A E196J) of dielectric anisotropy for the liquid

crystals 192 and 196 higher in reliability is desired to be smaller than the

10 absolute value of dielectric anisotropy for the liquid crystal 194 slightly

inferior in reliability is desirable. The average dielectric constant

[epsilon]192 and [epsilon]196 average dielectric constant:

[epsi!on]=(2[epsilon][perpendicular]+[epsilon]//)/3] of the liquid crystals

192 and 196 higher in reliability are desired to be less than 5.

15 [0271] As an example distinctly differentiating the reliabilities of the two

liquid crystals, for example in FIG. 59, a neutral material (neutral

component) having no strong polar group may be dropped as the liquid

crystals 192 and 196 higher in reliability and a liquid material (P-type IM-

type material) having a polar group of fluorine and the like may be

20 dropped as the liquid crystal 194 slightly inferior in reliability.

[0272] Further, by dropping the second liquid crystal 194 on the first liquid

crystal 192 previously dropped, it is required that the liquid crystal 192

does not contact with the surface of the alignment film under the

atmospheric pressure. So, the surface tension of the liquid crystals 192

25 and 196 higher in reliability is desired to be smaller than the surface



tension of the liquid crystal 194 slightly less in reliability.

[0273] In the above fabrication method of the liquid crystal display,

depending on the dropping position of the liquid crystal inside the surface

of the substrate 16, the liquid crystal to be dropped may be in different

5 structure and component composition ratio. FIG. 60 shows an upper

surface of the substrate 16 where liquid crystal is dropped. A mark in the

diagram indicates the dropping position of liquid crystal. With respect to a

mark with diagonal hatching, the plain mark indicates the dropping

position of the liquid crystal having a higher ratio of liquid crystal low in

10 reliability and a mark with vertical and horizontal hatchings indicate the

dropping position of the liquid crystal having a higher ratio of liquid

crystal high in reliability. As shown in FIG. 60, the liquid crystal at the

dropping position of liquid crystal close to the main seal 6 for attaching

the two substrates has high ratio of the liquid crystals 192 and 196 higher

15 in reliability than the center portion of the substrate. This is because if the

positions liquid crystal is dropped contacts with the main seal 6 or is

irradiated by UV, the liquid crystal having high resistance against the

above is required.

[0274] Furthermore, in the above liquid crystal display, an anneal

20 treatment by the heat treatment and leveling of the liquid crystal layer by

the flow of the liquid crystal layer may be performed. This is because if the

liquid crystal materials are partially different in the liquid crystal layer area,

optical characteristics is scattered and display irregularities occur. The

above fabrication method is preferable to be used in a fabrication method

25 for an MVA-mode liquid crystal display using a vertical alignment film and



N-type liquid crystal material and having a bank-like or protrusion-type

structure on the substrate.

[0275] Next, a fabrication method of a liquid crystal display according to

this embodiment is described using examples.

5 EXAMPLE 1

Glass substrates A and B equal to 50 (mm) in length, 60 (mm) in width and

0.7 (mm) in thickness, forming an electrode X, electrode Y and electrode Z

which is equal to 1 cm<2 >in electrode area are prepared by using ITO

(indium tin oxide) which is a transparent electrode material. By coating a

10 bank-like material S1808 (resist) on the opposing surfaces of the

substrates A and B and patterning, a protrusion is formed. After an ashing

treatment, an alignment film JALS-684 (made by JSR) is formed on both

substrates A and B. An UV sealing material (made by Kyoritsu Kagaku) is

coated on the substrate A and a spacer (micropearl SP-204: 4.0 |im) is

15 dispersed on the substrate B.

[0276] By using the instilling equipment, the liquid crystal equal to A £=-

2.1 is dropped only on the electrode Y on the substrate A side.

Sequentially the liquid crystal equal to A £=-3.8 is dropped on the

electrodes X, Y and Z on the substrate A side, then a UV light equal to 60

20 mW/cm<2 >in irradiation energy is irradiated to the main seal and the

substrates A and B are attached. Then, a polarizing plate is arranged in

cross-nicol and an MVA-mode liquid crystal cell is completed. By applying

a voltage equal to 3.5V to the liquid crystal cell, display irregularities at a

half tone are confirmed. As a result, while there are drop-mark shaped

25 irregularities at the electrodes X and Z, an excellent alignment state



without irregularities are confirmed at the electrode Y portion where

dropping is performed twice.

[0277]

EXAMPLE 2

5 Using the glass substrate of Example 1, a dropped liquid crystal cell is

fabricated by forming banks, protrusions, alignment film, seal coating, UV

irradiation and spacer dispersion in a similar manner. Neutral liquid

crystal having A £=0 is dropped only on the electrode Y on the substrate A

side. Sequentially liquid crystal having A £=-4.5 is dropped on the

10 electrodes X, Y and Z on the substrate A side, then UV light equal to 60

mW/cm<2 >in irradiation energy is irradiated to the main seal and the

substrates A and B are attached. A polarizing plate is arranged in cross-

nicol with respect to these substrates and an MVA-mode liquid crystal cell

is completed. After attachment, the liquid crystal cell is sufficiently

15 annealed and uniformly composed therein by performing an ultrasonic

treatment. By applying a voltage equal to 3.5V to the liquid crystal cell,

display irregularities at a half tone are confirmed. As a result, while drop-

mark shaped irregularities exist at the electrodes X and Z, excellent

alignment state without irregularities is confirmed at the electrode Y

20 portion where dropping is performed twice.

[0278] As described above, by using the fabrication of the liquid crystal

display according to this embodiment, display irregularities at the

instillation panel can be improved and the display quality of a liquid

crystal panel can be improved.

25 [0279] A liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof according



to a fourteenth embodiment of the present invention is described with

reference to FIG. 61 through FIG. 66. Usually, liquid crystal is dropped at a

plurality of positions of the panel by a dispenser. The dropped liquid

crystal 22, as shown in FIG. 61, spreads in a concentric circular shape

5 from a dropping point 198 as time passes. As shown in FIG. 112,

spreading front end portions of a plurality of dropped liquid crystal

overlap with each other and form a corrugated shape. Thus, arrival of the

liquid crystal is delayed in comparison with other portions at the corner

portions of the main seal which is formed in a rectangular frame-shape,

10 thus resulting in a vacuum air bubbles to be remained or a requirement of

a long period of time for liquid crystal to completely spread. If a long

period of time is spent for spreading liquid crystal, the time the sealing

material and liquid crystal contact is also extended, thereby easily

generating a contamination of liquid crystal.

15 [0280] So, in this embodiment, a protrusion is provided on the substrate

to control the spreading speed of liquid crystal. By distributing liquid

crystal at a predetermined arrangement density and an arrangement

shape on the substrate where the protrusion is formed, the spreading

speed and direction of liquid crystal is controlled. Further, a column-

20 shape spacer provided to obtain a predetermined cell gap can be applied

as a protrusion to control the spreading speed.

[0281] Although dropped liquid crystal evenly spreads in all directions on

the substrate, if liquid crystal contacts with the protrusion, spreading front

end portions of liquid crystal spread by wraparounding the protrusion.

25 Therefore, the spreading speed in the direction where the protrusion



exists is relatively slower than the direction where a protrusion does not

exist Therefore, by arranging a plurality of protrusions on the substrate at

a predetermined distribution density and a distribution shape, the

spreading shape of the spreading front end portions of liquid crystal

5 which is dropped on the substrate can be controlled.

[0282] FIG 62 shows a pixel formed on the liquid crystal display panel and

spreading state of liquid crystal which is dropped on the pixel. Liquid

crystal is assumed to be dropped in substantially the center of the pixel

electrode having an elongated rectangular shape in the diagram. A

10 relatively long structure 250a is formed at the center of the long side and

along the long side of the external shape of the pixel electrode 14 and a

relatively short structure 250b is formed at the center of the short side and

along the short side of the external shape of the pixel electrode 14 in the

external periphery of the pixel electrode 14. No structure is formed in a

15 direction of a diagonal line in the pixel electrode 14. By providing such

structures 250a and 250b, the spreading speed of the dropped liquid

crystal 22 to each portion is faster in the diagonal direction in comparison

with the vertical and horizontal directions. So, the outline shape of front

end portions of the spreading liquid crystal changes from a circular shape

20 to a square shape. Therefore, as shown in FIG. 63, by arranging the

structures 250a and 250b in the whole panel, the outline shape of the front

end portions of the spreading liquid crystal can be substantially similar

figures to the shape of the frame-shape main seal 6. Further, if the

arrangement shape and density of the structure are controlled, spreading

25 speed can be also controlled. Furthermore, spacers such as beads and



the like can be used by replacing the structure 252 with the predetermined

cell gap.

[0283] According to this embodiment, the direction and speed of liquid

crystal to spread can be controlled and the liquid crystal can be spread

5 along the shape of the main seal. Thus, the yield can be improved by

reducing the generation of vacuum bubbles remained in the corner

portions of the main seal, thereby fabricating a liquid crystal display panel

having a high attaching accuracy at a low cost. A liquid crystal display

and a fabrication method thereof according to this embodiment are

10 described below with reference to examples.

[0284]

EXAMPLE 1

A structure is formed on the CF substrate. The structure is formed by

overlaying color plates. Further, two kinds of structures are formed. One

15 is a structure 252, as shown in FIG 64, to define a cell gap and the others

are structures 250a and 250b, as shown in FIG 65, to control spreading of

liquid crystal. The structure 252 to define the cell gap is formed on the

whole surface of the substrate 4. On the other hand, the structures 250a

and 250b to control spreading of liquid crystal, as shown in FIG 66, are

20 arranged adjacent to the seal. In this example, the structures 250a and

250b are provided in the internal periphery of the main seal 6a width of

approximately {fraction (1/10)} of the long side of the main seal in the

horizontal direction of the main seal 6, and a width of approximately

{fraction (1/10)} of the short side of the main seal in the vertical direction

25 of the main seal 6.



[0285] It will be noted that the density of the structure 252 defining the cell

gap may be reduced depending on the accuracy of the cell gap. After

liquid crystal is dropped, the two substrates are attached under a

decompressed circumstance. When the circumstance is restored to the

5 pressurized state (atmospheric pressure), the liquid crystal spreads.

However, in the center portion of the panel where the structure 252

defining the cell gap exists, the dropped liquid crystal spreads in a

concentric circular shape having the dropping point as a center. When the

liquid crystal reaches the area where the structures 250a and 250b

10 controlling the spreading of liquid crystal exist, the direction of the

spreading liquid crystal is controlled by the structures 250a and 250b and

the spreading becomes easy in the diagonal direction of the pixels.

Therefore, the outline shape of the spreading front end portions change

from the concentric circular shape to a square shape while spreading, and

15 lastly the liquid crystal spreads having substantially the same shape as

the main seal 6. As a result, since a time to reach the main seal 6 is

substantially the same at each area of the main seal, the generation of the

vacuum bubbles at corner portions can be suppressed.

[0286] According to this embodiment, liquid crystal can be evenly spread

20 and a panel in which vacuum bubbles do not remain in corner portions of

the seal can be fabricated with high yield.

Further, in the above fabrication method of the liquid crystal display, the

arrangement density and arrangement shape of the structures can be also

controlled so that the spreading speed in which the spreading front end

25 portions of the dropped liquid crystal do not contact with the main seal 6



immediately after pressurized state is restored. It will be noted that when a

first dummy seal 6 and a second dummy seal 8 are formed in the external

periphery of the main seal 6, a vacuum area is formed between the first

dummy seal 6 and the second dummy seal 8 when pressurized after the

5 substrates are attached. At this time, the distance between the spreading

front end portions of the dropped liquid crystal and the main seal 6 is the

same as or more than the width between the first dummy seal 6 and the

second dummy seal 8.

[0287] Next, a fabrication method of a liquid crystal display according to a

10 fifteenth embodiment of the present invention is described. An object of

this embodiment is to steadily perform a liquid crystal instillation in the

cell process by reducing substrate deformations and display defects. In

this embodiment, a fabrication method of a liquid crystal display having a

distinctive characteristic in holding method of the glass substrate in a

15 vacuum in order to realize the above object is described.

[0288] FIGS. 67a through 67d show cross section cut vertically to the

liquid crystal panel, and a liquid crystal instillation, a substrate attachment

process and a substrate maintaining operation when attaching the

substrates according to this embodiment is described with reference to

20 FIGS. 67a through 67d. First, in FIG. 67a, the array substrate 16 is mounted

on a parallel surface plate 256. The frame-shape sealing material 6 has

been already formed on the array substrate 16 and liquid crystal 184 is

further dropped on the surface of the array substrate 16 by instillation. In

this example, the sealing material 6 is coated by approximately 20 [im in

25 thickness. The dropping amount of liquid crystal inside the frame-shape



sealing material 6 by a dispenser is determined by taking the thickness of

a cell into consideration after the liquid crystal display panel is attached.

For example, if lengths of the vertical and horizontal sides of the internal

wall of the frame-shape sealing material 6 are equal to 187.4 mm*247.7

5 mm, the dropping amount of liquid crystal is equal to approximately 280

ml.

[0289] The liquid crystal instillation is performed in an atmosphere. An

electrostatic chuck 264 which does not operate in an atmosphere is

provided on the upper surface of the parallel surface plate 256, and the

10 array substrate 16 on the parallel surface plate 256 is mounted on the

parallel surface plate 256 by a positioning pin (not shown in the diagram)

and the like.

[0290] The CF substrate 4 mounted on a parallel surface plate 258 and

held by a mechanical holding device 260 directly opposes the array

15 substrate 16 mounted on the parallel surface plate 256 apart by a

predetermined distance. Although an electrostatic chuck 262 is provided

on the upper surface of the parallel surface plate 258, the electrostatic

chuck 262 does not operate in an atmosphere. Therefore, the CF substrate

4 on the parallel surface plate 258 is held by the mechanical holding

20 device 260. Spacers 254 dispersing a plurality of beads are previously

attached on the substrate 4 surface. The spacer 254 may certainly form a

plurality of column shaped member with a predetermined height from the

CF substrate 4 surface in place of dispersing beads.

[0291] Next, the pressure of an environment is reduced from the above

25 state to approximately 5*10<-3 >torr. After performing a predetermined



pressure reduction, the electrostatic chuck 264 on the upper surface of

the parallel surface plate 256 is operated, and the array substrate 16 is

fixed on the parallel surface plate 256 by an electrostatic attraction.

Further, in a similar manner, the electrostatic chuck 262 on the upper

5 surface of the parallel surface plate 258 is operated and the CF substrate 4

is fixed on the parallel surface plate 258 by the electrostatic attraction. By

the above operations, deformations such as a curvature, deflection or the

like of the substrate are removed from the array substrate 16 and the CF

substrate 4, and at the same time the array substrate 16 and the CF

10 substrate 4 are securely fixed on the surface plates respectively so that a

displacement of substrates and the like do not occur when the substrates

are attached in the next process. Furthermore, the operations of the

electrostatic chucks 262 and 264 can be started if the pressure of the

environment is in a stable condition less than 1*10<-1 >torr and an electric

15 discharge between a circuit element such as TFT and the like formed on

the array substrate 16 and gas in the environment does not occur.

[0391] Next, after an alignment of the array substrate 16 and the CF

substrate 4 are performed, as shown in FIG. 67b, the two parallel surface

plates 256 and 258 are brought closer and the attachment of the array

20 substrate 16 and the CF substrate 4 is performed. A load at the time of

attachment of the substrates is equal to approximately 150 kgf.

[0292] Next, as shown in FIG. 67c, by releasing the attraction due to the

electrostatic chuck, the CF substrate 4 is released from the parallel

surface plate 258 and the pressure of the environment is restored to the

25 atmospheric pressure. Thus, the opposite array substrate 16 and the CF



substrate 4 are further pressurized by the atmospheric pressure via the

sealing material 6, liquid crystal 184 and spacers 254, thereby obtaining a

uniform cell gap and at the same time uniformly spreading the liquid

crystal 184 inside the sealing material 6 as well.

5 [0293] Then, as shown in FIG. 67d, by performing, for example, an UV

(ultraviolet light) irradiation 266 to the sealing material made of photo-

curing-type resin, the sealing material 6 is cured.

[0294] As described above, according to the fabrication method of the

liquid crystal display including the substrate holding method according to

10 this embodiment, a substrate can be securely held on a parallel surface

plate even at the degree of vacuum less than 10<-1 >torr. Therefore, the

fabrication method according to this embodiment is extremely effective to

be used in an instillation process on the premise that substrates are to be

attached in a vacuum. Further, since the pressure at the time of substrate

15 attachment can be sufficiently increased, the substrates can be uniformly

attached. Furthermore, generation of the air bubbles in a liquid crystal

layer inside the liquid crystal display panel can be prevented. Thus, the

liquid crystal display panel superior in attachment accuracy can be

fabricated at a low cost.

20 [0295] Next, a liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof

according to a sixteenth embodiment of the present invention are

described with reference to FIGS. 68a and 68b. An object of this

embodiment is to steadily perform liquid crystal instillation in the cell

process by reducing substrate deformations and display defects which

25 can be produced due to the electrostatic chuck used in the fifteenth



embodiment. In this embodiment, a fabrication method of a liquid crystal

display having a distinctive characteristic in a holding method of a glass

substrate in a vacuum in order to realize the above objects is described.

[0296] FIGS. 68a and 68b are diagrams describing an attachment of

5 substrates by an electrostatic chuck according to this embodiment. FIG.

68a shows, as an example, a plan view of a glass substrate 268 structured

by two array substrates 16 and 16' when the glass substrate 268 is

electrostatically attracted by electrostatic chucks 272 through 278. FIG.

68b shows a cross section cut at a line A-A shown in FIG. 68a viewed

10 toward the cross section when the array substrate 16 and the CF

substrate 4 are attached.

[0297] As shown in FIGS. 68a and 68b, two conductive paths 292 and 294

electrically connecting both array substrates 16 and 16' are formed at an

area between the areas to be the array substrate 16 and 16' (hereinafter,

15 abbreviated as array substrate 16 and 16') which is a two-panel formation

area formed in parallel on the glass substrate 268. It will be noted that

although the conductive paths are provided at two places in this

embodiment, this is not limited to this and the conductive paths can be

provided in one place or more than three places. The electrostatic chuck

20 for electrostatically attracting the glass substrate 268 has four electrodes

272, 274, 276 and 278 on the parallel surface plate. Among the four

electrodes 272 through 278, the electrodes 272 and 276 structure positive

electrodes and the electrode 274 and 278 structure negative electrodes. A

power source 288 is connected between the positive electrodes 272 and

25 276 and the negative electrodes 274 and 278. By an applied voltage from



the power source 288, the surface of one array substrate 16 is

electrostatically attracted by the positive electrodes 272 and 276, and the

surface of the other array substrate 16' is electrostatically attracted by the

negative electrodes 274 and 278. An air gap is provided between

5 boundaries of each electrode 272 through 278. Although illustration of the

plan view is omitted, the electrostatic chuck of the glass substrate on the

CF substrate 4 side also has the similar structure to the above structure

on the array substrate 16 and 16' side, in which positive electrodes 280

and 284, negative electrodes 282 and 286 (illustration omitted), and a

10 power source 290 to apply voltage to the above electrodes are provided.

[0298] Further, the conductive paths (not shown in the diagram)

electrically connecting the two CF substrates 4 is also formed, in the

similar manner to the glass substrate 268 on the glass substrate 270

which is a panel formation area and a plurality of areas to be the CF

15 substrates 4 (hereinafter, abbreviated as a CF substrate 4), are formed.

Particularly, since a common electrode which is a conductive film on the

CF substrate 4 side is formed only in the display area in order to prevent

the display defects caused by a reduction in adhesive strength of a

sealing material or a shortage, usually the CF substrates 4 are electrically

20 separated. Therefore, if the whole substrate surface is electrically

conducted by providing a line-shape conductive path between the CF

substrates 4, the substrate attraction can also accomplished by applying

a voltage of the same polarity to one of the CF substrates 4.

[0299] By mounting a glass substrate on which a conductive film is

25 formed and applying a voltage between the electrode and the conductive



film, and by generating the coulomb's force between the glass and the

conductive film, the glass substrate can be attracted on electrostatic

chucks of such a structure. In the case shown in FIGS. 68a and 68b, the

conductive film on the glass substrate 268 is composed of pixel

5 electrodes formed on the array substrate 16 and 16', gate wirings, data

wirings and the like. Further, the conductive film on the glass substrate

the CF substrates 4 is formed thereon is composed of the common

electrode and the like.

[0300] In order to attach the array substrates 16 and 16' and the CF

10 substrates 4 by using such electrostatic chucks, by contacting the

positive electrodes 272 and 276 to the array substrate 16, also contacting

the negative electrodes 274 and 278 to the array substrate 16", and

applying a predetermined voltage between the positive and negative

electrodes, the glass substrate 268 is electrostatically attracted. At this

15 time, as shown in FIGS. 68a and 68b, the surface of the array substrate 16

of the glass substrate 268 is charged with negative (-) and the surface of

the array substrate 16* is charged with positive (+) by the conductive

paths 292 and 294. Accordingly, since only the electric charges of the

same polarity concentrates on a single array substrate 16 or 16', a

20 boundary between positive charge and negative charge within a single

array substrate 16 is not created as in the past. Therefore, since impure

ion in the liquid crystal is not selectively adsorbed on the alignment film,

display irregularities in which the surface of the liquid crystal display

panel is divided into two equal parts and brightness becomes uneven do

25 not occur.



[0301] Furthermore, when the glass substrate 268 forming the array

substrates 16 and 16" and the glass substrate 270 forming the CF

substrates 4 are attached while being held by electrostatic attraction, as

shown in FIG 68b, if a voltage of the same polarity is applied to the

5 opposing surfaces of the both substrates, electric charges of the same

polarity concentrate on both opposing substrates and repel to each other,

thereby reducing the substrate attraction strength by electrostatic

attraction and preventing substrate deformations and contacts among the

substrates.

10 [0302] Next, a fabrication method of a liquid crystal display according to a

seventeenth embodiment of the present invention is described with

reference to FIGS. 69a and 69b. An object of this embodiment, similar to

the sixteenth embodiment, is to steadily perform a liquid crystal

instillation in the cell process by reducing substrate deformations and

15 display defects which can be caused by the electrostatic chucks used in

the fifteenth embodiment. In this embodiment, a liquid crystal display

having a distinctive characteristic in a holding method of the glass

substrate in a vacuum is described. FIGS. 69a and 69b are diagrams

describing an attachment of substrates with the use of electrostatic

20 chucks according to this embodiment. FIG 69a shows, as an example, a

plan view in which the glass substrate 268 structured by two array

substrates 16 and 16' is electrostatically attracted by electrostatic chucks.

FIG 69b shows a structure of an electrode which includes an enlarged

view of the inside the circular-shape frame of FIG 69a.

25 [0303] As shown in FIGS. 69a and 69b, the two array substrates 16 and 16'



(panel forming area) are formed in parallel on the glass substrate 268. The

electrostatic chucks for electrostatically attracting the glass substrate 268

have two electrode portions 296 and 297 on the parallel surface plate. FIG.

69b is an enlarged schematic view of the electrode portion 296. As shown

5 in FIG. 69b, the electrode portion 296 of the electrostatic chuck is formed

so that the teeth of a comb-shape positive electrode 300 and the teeth of a

comb-shape negative electrode 302 are alternating to face to each other.

The positive electrode 300 and the negative electrode 302 are connected

to a power source 304. By applying a voltage to a circuit from the positive

10 electrode 300 to the negative electrode 302 via the surface of the array

substrate 16, the surface of the array substrate 16 can be electrostatically

attracted.

[0304] In this embodiment, the space (electrode pitch) between the comb-

teeth shape electrodes of the positive electrode 300 and the negative

15 electrode 302 is fined to be equal to approximately 100 to 1000 p.

Therefore, even if a voltage is applied between both electrodes alternating

to each other at minute intervals, the boundary as is in the past becomes

fine. Thus, the fabricated liquid crystal panel can obtain a uniform display

quality on the display surface.

20 [0305] Next, a liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof

according to an eighteenth embodiment of the present invention with

reference to FIGS. 70a, 70b, and FIG 71. It will be noted that the

structuring elements having the same operation functions as the first

through seventeenth embodiments are referred by the same codes and

25 the descriptions are omitted. FIGS. 70a and 70b show a comparison



between a photo-curing process by the conventional (FIG. 70a) instillation

and a photo-curing process by an instillation according to this

embodiment (FIG. 70b). Both processes are the same from a coating of the

sealing material after dropping liquid crystal and vacuum exhaustion (step

5 S1) to attaching the array substrate and the opposite substrate in an

vacuum environment (step S2).

[0306] The attached substrates are returned in an atmosphere and the

liquid crystal inside the substrates is dispersed by a use of the

atmospheric pressure in the past (step S3). In order to completely

10 disperse the liquid crystal, the substrates are further left for several

minutes (step S4). Then, a shading mask is set on the substrate so that

UV light is irradiated only to the area adjacent to the sealing material (step

S5). In order to cure the sealing material, the UV light from an UV light

source is irradiated from the color filter side through the shading mask,

15 thereby completing the photo-curing process (step S6).

[0307] On the other hand, in this embodiment, UV light for curing the

sealing material is irradiated from the UV light source (step S3') in parallel

with returning the substrates in an atmosphere and dispersing the liquid

crystal inside the substrates by the air press (step S3). This step S3' is

20 performed during the air press in the step S3 and at the same time until

the liquid crystal reaches the sealing material and transfer, and the sealing

material is photo-cured by being directly irradiated the UV light on the

color filter side. After completing the air press and the UV irradiation, the

substrates are left for several minutes for liquid crystal dispersion,

25 thereby completing the photo-curing process (step S4).



[0308] It will be noted that, with respect to the relationship of the

substrates arrangement, the opposite substrate forming the color filter

thereon is provided on the upper substrate side and the array substrate is

provided on the lower substrate side in both of the conventional examples

5 and this embodiment. Further, photo-curing is performed without fixing

the substrates in the conventional example, and in this embodiment,

photo-curing is performed by fixing the lower substrate on the parallel

surface plate by vacuum chucks. As a result, in the conventional example,

picture-frame irregularities occur due to press defects and a displacement

10 equal to approximately 7 to 10 p occurs due to waviness and curvature

of the substrate. In this embodiment, picture-frame irregularities do not

occur and a displacement can be suppressed within 3 |im.

[0309] Next, a substrate attachment equipment used in this embodiment is

described with reference to FIG. 71. As shown in FIGi 71, the substrate

15 attachment equipment has a vacuum stage 71 on which a plurality of

vacuum attraction holes 74 for fixing the substrate by vacuum chucks are

formed and a substrate pressing portion 72 which has a plane surface for

pressing opposing the stage surface of the vacuum stage 71 and forms a

plurality of air blow-off holes 76 for air press on the said pressing plane

20 surface. The substrate pressing portion 72 movable vertically in the

diagram so that the opposing distance between the stage surface and the

pressing plane surface of the substrate pressing portion 72 can be varied.

It will be noted that in place of the vacuum stage 71, a stage having the

electrostatic chucks may be certainly used as well. Further, since an UV

25 light source 66 similar to the one described in the sixth embodiment is



installed on the substrate pressing portion 72, the UV light can be

irradiated to the sealing material 6 during air press.

[0310] With the use of the above structure, the array substrate 16 is fixed

on the vacuum stage 71 by attraction using the vacuum attraction holes

5 74 (or electrostatic chucks) and pressurized by air press by blowing the

air from the air blow-off holes 76 of the substrate pressing portion 72 to

the surface of the opposite substrate 4. At the same time, UV light is

irradiated from the UV light source 66 and the sealing material 6 and

transfer are cured. Since the array substrate 16 is fixed in parallel on the

10 vacuum stage 71 according to this equipment, even if the opposite

substrate 4 on the unfixed side has waviness or curvature, after heat

treatment, the stress is released to be along the array substrate 16 side,

thereby minimizing a displacement. Further, since the sealing material 6 is

photo-cured while being pressurized by air press from the opposite

15 substrate 4 side, the sealing material 6 is not pushed back and press

defects can be prevented.

[0311] Furthermore, according to this embodiment, the sealing material 6

and transfer are cured by an irradiation of the UV light before the liquid

crystal 22 reaches the sealing material 6 and transfer. Therefore,

20 contamination of the liquid crystal 22 due to contacts between the

uncured sealing material 6 and the liquid crystal 22 can be prevented.

Also, as in this embodiment, by making the lower substrate as the array

substrate 16 and the upper substrate as the opposite substrate 4 the color

filter is formed, the color filter can be used as a shading mask.

25 [0312] Next, a liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof



according to a nineteenth embodiment of the present invention is

described with reference to FIG. 72 through FIG. 78. First, a fabrication

method is briefly described with reference to FIG 72 and FIG. 73. FIG. 72 is

a schematic oblique view of the array substrate 16 equal to 515 (mm)*404

5 (mm) structured by the two panels. Alignment layer treatment is

performed inside the area of the two panels on the array substrate 16 and

a frame-shape main seal 306 is coated in the external periphery of each

panel area. At the same time, a dummy seal 308 surrounding the two main

seals 306 at a predetermined air gap is coated. A heat combination-type

10 sealing material is used for the main seal 306 and the dummy seal 308.

[0313] After coating the sealing materials, the liquid crystal 22 is dropped

inside the area of the two panels on the array substrate 16 by instilling

method.

[0314] Next, as shown in FIGl 73, the array substrate 16 and the CF

15 substrate 4 are attached. Adhesive spacers are previously dispersed on

the CF substrate 4. This process is performed in a vacuum. Next, when

the attached substrates are returned in an atmosphere, as the cross

section shown in FIG. 74, the liquid crystal 22 between the attached

substrates of the array substrate 16 and the CF substrate 4 is spread due

20 to the atmospheric pressure. At this time, a vacuum area 310 is formed

between the main seal 306 and the dummy seal 308, as shown in FIG. 74,

forces P and P1 from the atmosphere operate according to an area on the

substrate in the vacuum area 310. These forces P and P1 are used for

creating the gap for the main seal. By controlling the forces P and P1 from

25 the atmosphere, a desired gap can be created. For example, when the



viscosity of the main seal is high, as shown in FIG. 75, by making the area

on the substrate in the vacuum area 310 larger than the area shown in FIG.

74, a larger force P2 can be operated to create the gap. FIG. 76 shows a

difference of cell gaps, obtained by varying the area on the substrate

5 surface in the vacuum area 310, adjacent to the center portion of the

display area and the main seal. As shown in FIG. 76, by varying the area

on the substrate surface in the vacuum area 310, the difference of the cell

gaps can be controlled.

[0315] Further, according to this embodiment, since the gap can be

10 created by the vacuum area 310, a conventional gap controlling material

312 made of glass fiber and the like arranged in the main seal 306, as

shown in FIG. 77a, is no longer required, thereby easily creating a gap

regardless of variations in cell gap due to changes in size or structure of

the panel. Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 77b, instead of providing the gap

15 controlling material 312 in the main seal 306, a bank material 314 for

defining the height of a gap can be previously formed adjacent to the main

seal 306.

[0316] Also, as shown in FIG. 78, by installing a thermal heater plate 316

on the substrate attachment stage and mounting the array substrate 16 on

20 which the main seal 306 and the dummy seal 308 are created, attachment

with the CF substrate 4 can be performed. In this case, since the viscosity

of the sealing material is increased by heating the sealing material and

promoting the curing of the seal, the more heat is applied, the thicker the

gap becomes. Therefore, by heating the sealing material just before the

25 substrates are attached or during the time the substrates are attached in a



vacuum, the gap creation can be controlled.

[0317] Thus, according to this embodiment, a preferable cell gap can be

also formed by using the instilling method of liquid crystal. A fabrication

method of a liquid crystal display according to a twentieth embodiment of

5 the present invention is described with reference to FIG 79 through FIG.

87. This embodiment relates to a fabrication method of a liquid crystal

display by the instilling method. When vacuum bubbles are left in the

sealing material in the liquid crystal instillation process, liquid crystal

leaks after attaching the substrates and the vacuum bubbles remain in the

10 panel display, thereby resulting in display irregularities. Further, if a

sealing material with a low to mid-viscosity (80,000 to 400,000 cps) is used,

the sealing material is separated from the substrate before being cured

and the liquid crystal may leak out from the separated portion, thereby

resulting in display irregularities. Furthermore, if a cell gap is created

15 thick due to an excessive amount of the dropped liquid crystal, the

surface of the panel end is shaved and an excess of liquid crystal is

extracted, thereby obtaining a uniform cell gap. However, a problem of a

cost increase can not be avoided.

[0318] In this embodiment, in order to solve the above problems, a main

20 seal is formed in the periphery of the panel area, a first dummy seal is

formed by surrounding the main seal with a predetermined air gap, and

liquid crystal is dropped both inside the main seal and the air gap.

[0319] According to this embodiment, display irregularities at instillation

can be minimized, a problem of a seal peeling caused by the viscosity of a

25 sealing material and the like can be further eliminated, thereby to easily



selecting a material and at the same time easily controlling a cell gap.

[0320] A fabrication method of a liquid crystal display according to this

embodiment is described using examples below.

EXAMPLE 1

5 A CF substrate and a TFT substrate which are performed an alignment

layer treatment thereon and equal to 515 mm*404 mm are used. As shown

in FIG. 79, a first dummy seal 324 is formed by coating a heat-

combination-type sealing material so that the dummy seal 224 surrounds

a main seal 322 on a TFT substrate 320. Further, a second dummy seal 326

10 is also formed by coating the heat-combination-type sealing material in

the external periphery of the first dummy seal as well. Next, as shown in

FIG. 80, liquid crystal 328 is dropped inside the main seal 322 and in the

area between the main seal 322 and the first dummy seal 324.

[0321] Next, as shown in FIG. 81, adhesive spacers (not shown in the

15 diagram) are dispersed on a CF substrate 330 and the CF substrate 330

and the TFT substrate 320 are attached in a vacuum. Then the substrates

are returned in an atmosphere and at the same time a gap is created.

[0322] At this time, if a notch 332 and the like are generated in a part of the

main seal 322 as shown in FIG. 82b, liquid crystal flows out of the main

20 seal 322 through the notch 332 and a vacuum bubble 334 enters inside the

main seal 322, thereby resulting in generating display irregularities.

[0323] In this example, as shown in FIG 82a, the notch 332 is intentionally

provided in a part of the main seal 322 so that the liquid crystal 328 leaks

out of the main seal 322. However, since the liquid crystal 328 is in

25 between the main seal 322 and the first dummy seal 324, a vacuum bubble



does not enter inside the main seal 322 and display irregularities do not

occur.

[0324]

EXAMPLE 2

5 Using the TFT substrate 320 of Example 1 and keeping an area between

the first dummy seal 324 and the second dummy seal 326 as an air gap,

the TFT substrate 320 and the CF substrate 330 are attached as shown in

FIG. 83. Adhesive spacers are previously dispersed on the CF substrate

330. This process is performed in a vacuum. Next, when the attached

10 substrates are returned in an atmosphere, the liquid crystal 328 between

the attached TFT substrate 320 and the CF substrate 330 is spread due to

the atmospheric pressure as in a cross sectional view shown in FIG. 83. At

this time, since a vacuum area is formed between the first dummy seal

324 and the second dummy seal 326, forces P and P1 from the

15 atmosphere are operated, as shown in FIG. 83, according to an expanse of

the vacuum area on the substrates. These forces P and P1 are utilized to

create a gap in the main seal 322. By controlling the forces P and P1 from

the atmosphere, a desired gap can be created.

[0325]

20 EXAMPLE 3

The main seal 322 is formed by a sealing material with low to mid-

viscosity (80,000 to 400,000 cps) and the first dummy seal 324 and the

second dummy seal 326 are formed by a sealing material with high

viscosity and strong adhesion. Although when the main seal 322 and the

25 first and a second dummy seals 324 and 326 are formed by the sealing



material with low to mid-viscosity, a seal peeling and a leakage of liquid

crystal are generated. By using the sealing material with strong adhesion

for the first and second dummy seals 324 and 326, display irregularities

due to a leakage of liquid crystal and the like do not occur although a seal

5 peeling of the main seal 322 may be generated.

[0326]

EXAMPLE 4

As shown in FIG. 84, the notch 332 is formed in a part of the main seal 322.

The first dummy seal 324 is coated in the external periphery of the main

10 seal 322. Liquid crystal is dropped in the whole area inside the first

dummy seal 324, and the CF substrate and the TFT substrate are attached

in a vacuum. After a gap is determined along with the release of

atmosphere, the substrates are put in the oven at 120[deg.] C. for

performing a full curing of the sealing material and the seal is completely

15 cured. At this time, the cell gap inside the panel display is formed to be 0.4

(im thinner than the intended thickness.

[0327] Then, by using a pressurization jig 336 shown in FIG. 85, the area

between the main seal 322 and the first dummy seal 324 is pressurized by

the pressure of 0.3 kg/cm<2 >for 10 hours. Owing to this pressurization,

20 the liquid crystal 328 between the main seal 322 and the first dummy seal

324, as shown by arrows in FIG 86, flows into inside the main seal 322

through the notch 332 of the main seal 322, and a predetermined cell gap

can be obtained.

[0328] On the other hand, when the cell gap inside the panel display is

25 thicker than the intended value, inside the main seal 322 is pressurized by



the pressurization jig 336. By this pressurization, the liquid crystal 328

inside the main seal 322, as shown by the arrow in FIG. 87, flows out of the

main seal 322 through the notch 332 of the main seal 322 and a

predetermined cell gap can be obtained.

5 [0329] As described above, according to this embodiment, display

irregularities at instillation can be minimized and the yield can be

improved.

[0330] Next, a liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof

according to a twenty-first embodiment of the present invention are

10 described with reference to FIGS. 88a and 88b. In this embodiment, a

liquid crystal display which can suppress irregularities in cell gap even if

the amount of liquid crystal drops at instillation in the cell process is not

accurate is described. FIGS. 88a and 88b are diagrams describing an

attachment according to this embodiment. FIG 88a is a cross section cut

15 vertically to the surface of a liquid crystal panel and shows an

intermediate state of substrate attachment. FIG. 88b is a cross section cut

vertically to the surface of a liquid crystal panel and shows a completed

state of substrate attachment. In the diagram, the structuring members

having the same functional operations as the structuring members

20 previously described are referred by the same codes previously used and

the descriptions are omitted.

[0331] As shown in FIGS. 88a and 88b, on the array substrate 16, a

convex-type structure 298 for defining a cell gap is provided in frame

shape inside the sealing material 6 and outside the display area 10.

25 Further, on the CF substrate 4, a convex-type structure 300 for defining a



cell gap is also provided in frame shape inside the sealing material 6 and

outside the display area 10 and at the same time at a position facing the

convex-type structure 298 on the array substrate 16.

[0332] A liquid crystal 184 which is more than the amount required to fill

5 inside the display area 10 and at the same time also less than the amount

required to fill inside the sealing material 6 is dropped inside the convex-

type structure 298 on the array substrate 16. Then, substrate attachment

is performed by the method which is previously described. First, as

shown in FIG. 88a, the array substrate 16 and the CF substrate 4 are

10 brought closer together and the front end portion of the sealing material 6

on the array substrate 16 side contacts with the CF substrate 4. Although

both of the substrates 4 and 16 are further brought closer together by

pressurization, at this intermediate point of substrate attachment, space

between the convex-type structures 298 and 300 still exists, and therefore

15 excess liquid crystal 184' overflowing from the display area 10 is drained

to an air gap 94 in a gap portion 93 between the sealing material 6 and the

convex-type structures 298 and 300.

[0333] In a state in which substrate attachment is completed as shown in

FIGl 88b, both of the front end portions of the convex-type structures 298

20 and 300 are closely adhered, and a predetermined cell gap is decided by

the sum of the heights of both structures. At the same time, drainage of

the excess liquid crystal 184' is also prevented. Even if the air gap 94

exists in the gap portion 93 to some degree, since the gap portion 93 is

outside the display area, a problem does not occur. It will be noted that

25 although the convex-type structures 298 and 300 are formed on both of



the array substrate 16 and the CF substrate 4 in this embodiment, this is

not limited to this. A convex-type structure with a predetermined height

may certainly be provided on only the array substrate 16 side or only the

CF substrate 4 side.

5 [0334] As described above, according to this embodiment, even if the

dropping amount of liquid crystal varies, since the excess liquid crystal

184a

is drained between the sealing material 6 and the convex-type

structures 298 and 300, the array substrate 16 and the CF substrate 4 are

pressurized toward each other by the heights of the convex-type

10 structures 298 and 300. Accordingly, a cell gap is defined by the heights of

the convex-type structures 298 and 300. Therefore, a problem in which a

cell gap varies depending on the dropping amount of liquid crystal as in

the past does not occur. In other words, even if the amount of liquid

crystal drops is not accurate, irregularities in cell gap can be suppressed.

15 [0335] Next, a liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof

according to a twenty-second embodiment of the present invention are

described with reference to FIG. 89. In this embodiment similarly to the

sixth embodiment, a liquid crystal display in which irregularities in cell

gap can be suppressed even if the dropping amount of liquid crystal at

20 instillation in the cell process is not accurate is described. In the diagram,

the structuring members having the same functional operations as the

structuring members previously described are referred by the same codes

previously used and the descriptions are omitted.

[0336] As shown in FIG. 89, in the display panel according to this

25 embodiment, the sealing material has a double structure in which an inner



sealing material is the rectangular frame-shape sealing material 6 as

shown in FIGS. 1a and 1b and the like and another rectangular frame-

shape sealing material 340 is formed outside the sealing material 6. An

opening portion 342 is provided inside the sealing material by cutting out

5 a portion of the sealing material 340 so that liquid crystal can flow out.

[0337] By liquid crystal instillation process, liquid crystal more than the

amount required to fill inside the sealing material 6 but less than the

amount to fill inside the sealing material 340 is dropped. Then, both

substrates are pressurized and attached. At this time, liquid crystal which

10 becomes an excess inside the sealing material 6 flows out from the

opening portion 342 of the sealing material 6 to an area between the

sealing material 6 and the sealing material 340.

[0338] As described above, according to this embodiment, even if the

dropping amount of liquid crystal varies, since an excess liquid crystal is

15 drained between the sealing material 6 and the sealing material 340, a

problem in which a cell gap varies depending on the dropping amount of

liquid crystal is not accurate, irregularities in cell gap can be suppressed.

[0339] Further, in this embodiment, the opening portion 342 of the sealing

material 6 is provided on a side portion 344 where a TFT terminal portion 2

20 is not formed. Since the substrates are cut in the area between the sealing

material 6 and the sealing material 340 after the substrates are attached,

the opening portion 342 is required to be sealed after the substrates are

cut. If the opening portion 342 is provided on a side portion of the TFT

terminal portion 2 side, a plan to prevent a sealing material from flowing

25 to a TAB (Tape Automated Bonding) pressing area is required and the



sealing process becomes complicated. On the other hand, if the opening

portion 342 is provided on the side portion 344 side where the TFT

terminal portion 2 is not formed, the closing process can be simply

performed.

5 [0340] Next, a liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof

display according to a twenty-third embodiment of the present invention

are described with reference to FIGS. 90a through 90c. In the diagram, the

structuring members having the same functional operations as the

structuring members previously described are referred by the same codes

10 previously used and the descriptions are omitted. First, FIG. 90a shows an

upper surface on the array substrate 16 side and FIG. 90b shows a cross

section cut at a line A-A of FIG. 90a. The display area 10 is formed on the

array substrate 16 and the sealing material 6 is formed in rectangular

frame-shape in the periphery of the display area 10. Six sealing materials

15 346-1 through 346-6 which are in a rectangular frame-shape and have a

definite space inside the frame are formed in the external periphery of the

sealing material 6.

[0341] In the liquid crystal instillation process, liquid crystal is dropped

only on the display area 10 inside the sealing material 6 and liquid crystal

20 is not dropped inside the frames of the sealing materials 346-1 through

346-6. Then, the array substrate 16 and the CF substrate 4 (not shown in

the diagram) are attached in the vacuum environment. Accordingly, since

inside the frames of the sealing materials 346-1 through 346-6 where

liquid crystal is not dropped is attached in a decompressed state, the

25 sealing materials 346-1 through 346-6 function as a suction cups in an



atmosphere. Thus, a displacement between both substrates when the

panel is released in an atmosphere after the substrates are attached can

be certainly prevented and the accuracy of attachment can be improved.

[0342] FIG. 90c shows an example of a variation of the sealing material

5 346-1 through 346-6 in which a plurality of cylindrical sealing materials

346, in place of the rectangular frame-shape shape, are provided in the

external periphery of the sealing material 6. Since inside of the cylindrical

frames of the sealing materials 346 is also attached in a decompressed

state in this manner, when the substrates are returned into the

10 atmosphere, the sealing materials 346 function as suction cups. Thus, a

displacement between both substrates when the panel is released in the

atmosphere after the substrates are attached can be certainly prevented

and the accuracy of attachment can be improved. Shape, size, quantity,

position of arrangement and the like are not limited to the examples in

15 FIGS. 90a through 90c and various shapes can be adopted.

[0343] As described above, according to the above first through twenty-

third embodiments, problems in fabricated technology related to a liquid

crystal instillation process in the cell process can be solved and by using

the instilling method, a liquid crystal display can be fabricated with high

20 yield. Accordingly, the application of the instillation process is realized

and the cost of liquid crystal display can be further reduced, thereby

expanding the market size by replacing CRT.

[0344] Next, a liquid crystal display and a fabrication method thereof

according to a twenty-fourth embodiment of the present invention are

25 described with reference to FIG. 91 through FIG. 94. It will be noted that



structuring elements having the same operation functions as the

structuring elements in the above embodiments are referred by the same

codes and the descriptions are omitted. This embodiment relates to a

holding method of a glass substrate in a liquid crystal instilling method

5 and an object of this embodiment is to simply fabricate a liquid crystal

panel at a low cost by holding a substrate on a surface plate in a vacuum.

[0345] In the instilling method, after liquid crystal is dropped on a

substrate, an array substrate and an opposite substrate are aligned and

attached under a decompressed environment. However, an accurate

10 alignment of substrates under a decompressed environment is attended

by difficulties. Further, an alignment system for aligning substrates is

complicated and a equipment tends to be large.

[0346] In this embodiment, protrusions are provided on substrates so that

when substrates are attached, an accurate alignment can be easily

15 accomplished based on the protrusions formed on both substrates.

Structures of the substrates in a liquid crystal display according to this

embodiment are briefly described with reference to FIG. 91. As shown in

FIG. 91 ,
sealing materials 6 and 7 are double-coated on the array substrate

16. A protruding portion 96 having a predetermined height from the

20 substrate surface is formed in frame shape in the area between the

sealing material 6 and the sealing material 7. Further, the liquid crystal 22

is dropped at a plurality of points inside the display area on the array

substrate 16 by a liquid crystal instilling equipment which is omitted in the

diagram, on the other hand, a frame-shape protruding portion 98 is also

25 formed on the opposite substrate 4.



[0347] Using FIG. 92 showing a cross section cut at a line A-A of FIG. 91,

the protruding portions 96 and 98 are described in more detail. As shown

in FIG. 91, the protruding portions 96 and 98 formed between the sealing

material 6 and sealing material 7 are formed so that, with respect to the

5 protruding portion 96, the protruding portion 98 is formed inward by a

predetermined measurement on the substrate surface. Therefore, when

both substrates 4 and 16 are attached after rough alignment, a difference

of level of the protruding portion 98 outside of the substrate and a

difference of level of the protruding portion 96 inside of the substrate fit

10 together. Accordingly, the two substrates 4 and 16 are accurately attached.

It will be noted that sum of the height of both protruding portions 96 and

98 is formed higher than the cell gap of the panel. Further, at least one

protruding portion of the protruding portions provided on the two

substrates is formed so that an envelope of a wall portion is inclined with

1 5 respect to the substrate surface.

[0348] The protruding portion 98, for example, is fabricated by patterning

three color filter forming materials for forming a color filter on the

opposite substrate 4 by photolithography technology and by laminating

the three color filter forming materials in a step shape. The protruding

20 portion 96 is fabricated by patterning and laminating resist used in the

photolithography process when forming elements such as TFT and the

like on the array substrate 16.

[0349] FIG. 93 shows an example of a variation of the protruding portion.

As shown in FIG 93, for example, by forming the protruding portion 96 on

25 the array substrate 16 side into a concave shape and the protruding



portion 98 into a convex shape on the opposite substrate 4 side and then

fitting both protruding portions together, accurate alignment can be

accomplished. It will be noted that, in this embodiment, the protruding

portion 96 is a two-parallel structure, the protruding portion 98 is to be

5 filled between the two parallel structures of the protruding portion 96 and

the protruding portions 96 and 98 are continuously provided all around

the substrates. However, this not essential and, for example, frame-shape

protruding portions may certainly be formed intermittently along the frame.

Further, the protruding portions may certainly be provided at four vertical

10 and horizontal positions, in essence, a protruding portion for deciding one

position in one direction of the two substrates to be attached and for

deciding the other position in an orthogonal direction to the other are

required to be provided. Furthermore, the protruding portion 96 shown in

FIG. 93 may be formed into a conical shape of an annulus ring and the

15 protruding portion 98 into a conical shape to fit in the protruding portion

96 as a whole, and the plurality of the protruding portions may certainly be

formed on the substrates.

[0350] Furthermore, although double sealing materials 6 and 7 are formed

in the above embodiment, the sealing material 7 to be formed outside may

20 certainly be different in quality of a material from the sealing material 6

inside. In this case, the sealing material 6 may be of any material as long

as the material has a quality which does not substantially change the

resistance value of the liquid crystal 22. In order to prevent display

irregularities to be generated due to a reduction in voltage retention ratio

25 of the liquid crystal, the use of a material in which variation of the



resistance rate of the liquid crystal 22 is less than 5% is desirable. Also, a

material different from the inner sealing material 6 may be used as the

outside sealing material 7. It will be noted that, since the double sealing

materials 6 and 7 are provided to further closely fix both substrates by

5 having the structure of the double sealing materials function as a suction

cup between the two attached substrates, for example, the structure may

certainly be of only the sealing material 6.

[0351] Thus, according to this embodiment, a final alignment in substrate

attachment can be decided by the position of the protrusions formed on

10 the substrates. If a protrusion is formed using photolithography

technology, the accuracy of alignment equal to approximately 2 [im can be

easily realized. Therefore, an alignment can be easily and accurately

accomplished under a decompressed atmosphere and the size of a

display can also be kept from being too large, thereby fabricating a liquid

15 crystal panel which is accurately attached without an increase in a

fabrication cost.

[0352] According to this embodiment, a liquid crystal display panel in

which the accuracy of alignment is improved can be fabricated at a low

cost. Further, even if the sealing materials are formed by heat-curing type

20 materials and the sealing materials are weakened by a heat-curing

treatment, a displacement of the substrates and the like can be prevented.

[0353] FIG. 94 shows a liquid crystal instilling equipment used in this

embodiment. A flange-shape liquid crystal scattering prevention member

101 is installed in the periphery of a liquid crystal dropping hole at front

25 end of a liquid crystal dispenser portion 350 from which liquid crystal is



dropped. By this liquid crystal scattering prevention member 101, when

liquid crystal, for example, is dropped in the substrate surface of the array

substrate 16, a splash of the dropped liquid crystal can be prevented from

adhering to the sealing materials 6, 7 and the like. By obstructing a splash

5 of liquid crystal from adhering to the sealing materials 6 and 7, the

adhesion strength of the sealing material can be further improved.

[0354] Next, a liquid crystal display according to a twenty-fifth

embodiment of the present invention is described with reference to FIG.

72 and FIG. 95 through FIG 100. This embodiment relates to a fabrication

10 method of a liquid crystal display according to an instilling method. This

embodiment has a distinctive characteristic in that after the substrates are

attached by the instilling method and released in an atmosphere, the

substrates are left on a stage with a high degree of flatness, and UV

irradiation for curing the sealing material is performed under a state in

15 which the substrates are further attracted on the stage. By attracting and

holding the substrates to the stage with a high degree of flatness, the

substrate surface copies after the state surface of a high degree of

flatness, and steady curing of the sealing materials in which displacement

of substrates and distortion are suppressed can be obtained.

20 [0355] Further, if the same stage can be used for substrate mounting

stages when releasing in an atmosphere and when irradiating UV, stability

against the displacement of substrates can be further increased. If a stage

is changed when releasing the substrates in an atmosphere and when

irradiating UV to the substrates, by always keeping conveyance and

25 waiting periods of the substrates constant until UV irradiation is



performed, distortions become stabilized and displacement can be

controlled.

[0356] Examples of a fabrication method of a liquid crystal display

according to this embodiment is described with below reference to

5 comparative examples and diagrams. Adhesive spacers or column-shape

spacers made of resin are formed on one of the array substrate which can

take two 15-inch planes performed the alignment-film treatment therein

and the CF substrate, and a heat-combination-type UV sealing material is

coated on the other. At this time, by surrounding the external periphery of

10 the main seal 306, as shown in FIG. 72, by a dummy seal 72 and forming a

vacuum area 74, the substrate displacement between the array substrate

16 and the CF substrate 4 when attaching the substrates and substrate

displacement due to vibrations and deflection during the substrate

conveyance can always be substantially constant.

15 [0357] Sequentially, the liquid crystal 22 is dropped on the array substrate

16 and the both substrates are mounted on the stage and attached in the

vacuum environment. Although then the substrates are released in an

atmosphere, since the area surrounded by the main seal 306 is kept

vacuum, when the liquid crystal 22 spreads in the subject area, a gap

20 formation simultaneously begins owing to a pressure difference with the

atmospheric pressure.

[0358] At this time, as a comparative example, the panel is first conveyed

onto the top of an ordinary desk and the like having a low degree of

flatness, then the panel is returned on the released stage in the

25 atmosphere and UV irradiation is performed.



[0359] On the other hand, as an example, after the panel is left on top of

the ordinary desk and the like similarly to the comparison example, the

panel is returned on the released stage in an atmosphere, the panel is

further attracted by an attraction mechanism and UV irradiation is

5 performed.

[0360] FIG. 95 illustrates the result of the above example and comparative

example. In FIG. 95, a scale mark represents 1 nm and the solid line with a

mark A on corner portions shows a position for attaching the CF

substrate on the array substrate taking two 15-inch planes therein based

10 on the design values. In FIG 95, the solid line with a mark on corner

portions shows a displacement of attachment between the array substrate

and the CF substrate according to this example. Further, the solid line

with a mark - on corner portions shows a displacement of attachment

between the array substrate and the CF substrate according to the

15 comparative example. As shown in FIG. 95, while a displacement between

the substrates is as small as approximately 2 pm in this example, a

displacement between the substrate in the comparative example is more

than 5 [im due to a large distortion generated in the panel.

[0361] Next, as an example 2, a panel is mounted on a stage having a

20 degree of flatness equal to +-50 [im and attached in a vacuum, the panel is

left attracted on the subject stage after releasing the panel in an

atmosphere until a gap is completely created, and the sealing material is

cured by UV while the panel is still attracted on the stage. FIG. 96

illustrates the result of the example 2. In FIG. 96, a scale mark represents 1

25 [im, the solid line with a mark X on corner portions shows a position for



attaching the CF substrate on the array substrate taking two 15-inch

planes therein based on the design values. In FIG. 96, the solid line with a

mark - on corner portions shows a displacement of attachment between

the array substrate and the CF substrate according to this example for the

5 first time. The solid line with a mark on corner portions shows a

displacement of attachment between the array substrate and the CF

substrate according to this example for the second time. As clear FIG. 96,

according to this example, a displacement between the substrates can be

less than 2 nm and at the same time the amount of displacement between

10 the substrates can be suppressed to a substantially constant and stable

amount.

[0362] On the other hand, as a comparative example 2, a panel is mounted

on a stage having a degree of flatness equal to +-50 nm and attached in a

vacuum, and the panel is carried out of the stage after releasing the panel

15 in an atmosphere and irradiated by UV on top of a desk. FIG. 97 shows the

result of the comparative example 2. In FIG. 97, a scale mark represents 1

p, the solid line with a mark X on corner portions shows a position for

attaching the CF substrate on the array substrate taking two 15-inch

planes therein based on the design values. In FIG. 97, the solid lines with

20 marks and on corner portions show displacements of attachment

between the array substrate and the CF substrate according to this

comparative example for the first through third times respectively. As

clear in FIG. 97, according to the comparative example 2, large

displacements between the substrates occur due to the distortions

25 generated in the panels.



[0363] Next, as shown in FIG 98 as an example 3, taking a distortion of the

panel into consideration, the panel is supported by five pins 352 at four

corners and substantially the center under the panel for a predetermined

period after releasing the panel in an atmosphere. Subsequently, the panel

5 is again mounted on the stage used for attachment and attracted, and

performed the sealing-cure by UV irradiation. The result of the example 3

is shown in FIG. 99. In FIG. 99, a scale mark represents 1 p and the solid

line with a mark x on corner portions shows a position for attaching the

CF substrate on the array substrate taking two 15-inch planes therein

10 based on the design values. In FIG 99, the solid line with a mark on

corner portions shows the result in which after the panel is supported by

the pins 352 for 30 seconds, the panel is mounted on a stage, attracted

therein, and cured the seal by UV irradiation. The solid line with a mark A

on corner portions shows the result in which after the panel is supported

15 by the pins 352 for 60 seconds, the panel is mounted on a stage, attracted,

and cured the seal by UV irradiation. Further, the solid line with a mark

on corner portions shows the result in which the panel is mounted on a

stage without being supported by the pins 352, attracted, and cured the

seal by UV irradiation. As clear in FIG 99, distortions vary depending on

20 the period the panel is supported. If the amount of distortion is as small,

constant and stable as shown in FIG 99, a displacement between the

substrates can be controlled by correcting the stage apparatus for

mounting the panel and the like.

[0364] FIG 100 shows the result of consecutively fabricating five

25 substrates in which each panel is conveyed by the similar operation to the



above, the period from the time the panel is released in an atmosphere to

the time UV irradiation is performed is constant, and the panel is attracted

and cured by UV. As clear in FIG. 100, the amount of displacement is

contained within a 3 (im square area at four corners of the CF substrate

5 and can be sufficiently controlled by correcting the offset at the

attachment even in the mass production process. Further, when an UV

lamp generating a UV wavelength of less than 280 nm is used, liquid

crystal is degraded and display irregularities reducing the retention ratio

are generated. However, by using a filter to cut the UV wavelength less

10 than 280 nm, a panel without display irregularities can be formed.

[0365] Thus, according to this embodiment, by using the instilling method,

distortions generated in the glass substrate and a displacement between

the two substrates facing each other can be steadily controlled and a

stable fabrication process in which display irregularities do not occur and

15 is feasible for mass production can be obtained.

[0366] Next, a fabrication method of a liquid crystal display according to a

twenty-sixth embodiment of the present invention is described with

reference to FIG. 101 through FIG 103. This embodiment also relates to a

fabrication method of a liquid crystal display according to the instilling

20 method and is particularly ideal for using in a fabrication method of an

MVA-type liquid crystal panel. First, a structure of an active matrix-type

liquid crystal display fabricated by a fabrication method of a liquid crystal

display according to this embodiment is briefly described with reference

to FIG 101. FIG. 101 shows a plane surface of a substrate and equivalent

25 circuits of the pixels viewing the array substrate of a liquid crystal display



from the liquid crystal layer side. As shown in FIG, 101, a plurality of drain

bus lines 353 extending vertically in the diagram are formed on the array

substrate 16. Further, a plurality of gate bus lines 354 which are

orthogonal to the drain bus lines 353 and extend horizontally in the

5 diagram are formed on the array substrate 16. The areas decided by these

drain bus lines 353 and gate bus lines 354 are the pixel areas.

[0367] A TFT 356 is formed adjacent to the intersection of the drain bus

line 353 and the gate bus line 354 in each pixel area. A drain electrode 358

of the TFT 356 is connected to an adjacent drain bus line 353. A source

10 electrode 360 is connected to a pixel electrode 364 formed in the pixel

area. A gate electrode 362 is connected to an adjacent gate bus line 354.

Further, a storage capacitor bus line 355 is formed crossing each pixel

area.

[0368] Further, one end portion of each gate bus line 354 is electrically

15 connected by a gate bus line bundle wiring 366. The end portion of the

gate bus line bundle wiring 366 is pulled out to the end portion of the

array substrate 16 and connected to an external connecting terminal 368.

Similarly, one end portion of the drain bus line 353 is electrically

connected by a drain bus line bundle wiring 370. The end portion of the

20 drain bus line bundle wiring 370 is pulled out as far as to the end portion

of the array substrate 16 and connected to an external connecting

terminal 372.

[0369] Further, one end portion of the storage capacitor bus line 355 is

electrically connected by a storage capacitor bus line bundle wiring 374.

25 Furthermore, a common electrode (not shown in the diagram) formed on



the CF substrate 4 side is also connected to the storage capacitor bus line

bundle wiring 374 via a transfer 378. The end portion of the storage

capacitor bus line bundle wiring 374 is pulled out to the end portion of the

array substrate 16 and connected to an external connecting terminal 376.

5 The external connecting terminals 368, 372 and 376 are adjacent to one

another and arranged in a row on the end portion of the array substrate 16

so that a signal from in an inspection device at the time of a panel

inspection can be input Also, the end portion of the external connecting

terminals 368, 372, 376 arranged on the array substrate 16 are formed with

10 a shift from the end portion of the CF substrate 4.

[0370] These bundle wirings 366, 370 and 374 are utilized as common

electrodes electrically connecting each bus line 354 in order to protect

from static electricity in the fabrication process of the array substrate 16.

The gate bus line bundle wiring 366 and the drain bus line bundle wiring

15 370 among these bundle wirings 366, 370 and 374 are cut and separated

after attaching the array substrate 16 and the CF substrate 4 and

performing the panel inspection. On the other hand, the storage capacitor

bus line bundle wiring 374 is left alone and functions to supply common

electrode potential to the storage capacitor bus line 355.

20 [0371] In a fabrication method of a liquid crystal display, for example,

having the process in which liquid crystal is dropped on the array

substrate 16, the array substrate 16 and the CF substrate 4 are attached

by a sealing material made of photo-curing-type material and the sealing

material is irradiated by light and cured, the liquid crystal display panel

25 shown in FIG. 101 can be obtained by attaching the array substrate 16 and



the CF substrate 4 so that the end portions of both substrates are

relatively shifted and by arranging the external connecting terminals 368,

372 and 376 for panel inspection in the shifted area. It will be noted that by

varying the sizes of the substrates for the array substrate 16 and the CF

5 substrate 4 beforehand, the external connecting terminals 368, 372 and

376 may also be arranged in an open area created when both substrates

are attached.

[0372] Next, an example of a panel inspection is described with reference

to FIG. 102 and FIG. 103. The lateral axis in FIG. 102 represents time and

10 the vertical axis represents voltage. FIG. 102 shows each voltage wave

when gate voltage (Vg) is applied from the external connecting terminal

368, drain voltage (Vd) is applied from the external connecting terminal

372 and common voltage (Cv) is applied from the external connecting

terminal 376. The object of the panel inspection shown in FIG. 102 is to

15 inspect irregularities in cell gap and liquid crystal instillation

(uninstillation, leakage, etc.). Therefore, by fixing the common voltage (Vc)

at 10V and further fixing the gate voltage (vg) at 22V and reversing the

drain voltage (Vd) at an interval equal to 16.7 ms within a range of plus or

minus 1.6 through 5.0V based on the common voltage, display

20 irregularities in the display area are detected. Display irregularities can be

detected with the visual observation or automatically a solid image pickup

element such as CCD and the like.

[0373] FIG. 103 is a graph showing the variation of transmissivity

according to a difference in cell gap. In FIG. 103, the lateral axis indicates

25 the drain voltage Vd and the vertical axis indicates transmissivity. Further,



a solid curved line in the diagram shows a case when a cell gap is equal

to 4.2 [im and a dotted curved line shows a case when a cell gap is equal

to 3.8 urn. Therefore, as clear in FIG. 103, by performing the panel

inspection described with reference to FIG. 102, a display irregularity in

5 which brightness varies depending on the distribution of a cell gap in the

panel display area can be detected.

[0374] When irregularities in liquid crystal instillation or gap creation are

found from the panel inspection on described above, the array substrate

16 and the CF substrate 4 can be peeled off and recommitted to a

10 previous process. In a fabrication process of a liquid crystal display using

liquid crystal instillation, since cutting of a gang printing mother glass and

the like are performed at the end of the process, the array substrate 16

and the CF substrate 4 which are peeled off respectively keeps the same

glass size as that in the previous process. In a reproducing treatment,

15 liquid crystal is washed by a solvent such as alcohol, acetone or the like,

an alignment film and sealing material are removed from a substrate with

a use of ashing, solvent and the like, thereby resuming again from the

alignment film printing process.

[0375] As described above, the present invention can be described as

20 follows:

(the first Invention)

A liquid crystal display having a sealing material made of a photo-curing

type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates

comprising:

25 a blue-colored layer formed at an area of a shading film contacting with



the sealing material; and

a light reactive area for a wavelength of blue color band characterized in

the photo-curing type material of the sealing material.

[0376] (the second Invention)

5 A liquid crystal display provided as set forth in claim 1, wherein the

shading film comprises;

a shading area overlaying the blue-colored layer transmitting blue light

with a red-colored layer to transmit color light and a green-colored layer

to transmit green light;

10 wherein the red-colored layer, the green-colored layer and the blue-

colored layer are respectively made of the same material as a forming

material of color filters of red, green and blue formed corresponding to

each pixel.

[0377] (the third Invention)

15 A liquid crystal display comprising:

a sealing material made of a photo-curing type material sealing liquid

crystal sandwiched between two substrates, wherein at least one of areas

of the sealing material contacting with one of the substrates overlaps with

a shading film formed on one of the substrates.

20 [0378] (the fourth Invention)

A liquid crystal display having a sealing material made of a photo-curing

type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates

comprising:

a shading film formed on one of the two substrates;

25 a transfer added colored particles, formed at the lower portion of the



shading film, and electrically connected to the two substrates; and

a light incident hole opened at the shading film above the transfer.

[0379] (the fifth Invention)

A liquid crystal display comprising:

5 two substrates sandwiching liquid crystal and opposing to each other;

a main seal attaching the two substrates at an external peripheral portion

of a display area of the substrates;

a frame-shape structure formed in the area between the main seal and the

display area; and

10 a black matrix picture-frame shading an area between the main seal and

the display area;

wherein an external peripheral end of the frame-shape structure and an

external peripheral end of the black matrix picture-frame are formed to be

coincide with to each other viewing from a perpendicular direction to the

15 substrates.

[0380] (the sixth Invention)

A liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 5, wherein the frame-shape

structure has a height substantially half of that of a spacer arranged in the

display area, a perpendicular alignment film being formed on at least one

20 of a surface of the frame-shape structure and an opposing area thereof.

[0381] (the seventh Invention)

A liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 5 comprising:

a second frame-shape structure formed in an external area from the main

seal;

25 wherein both sides of the main seal are surrounded by the frame-shape



structure formed in an area between the main seal and the display area

main seal and the second frame-shape structure.

[0382] (the eighth Invention)

A liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 7, wherein a part or all of the

5 second frame-shape structure is formed in the black matrix picture-frame

and black matrix is not formed on the seal formation area.

[0383] (the ninth Invention)

A liquid crystal display having a sealing material made of a photo-curing

type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates

10 comprising a light-reflection layer having a concavo-convex structure

formed in an area contacting with the sealing materials of at least one of

the two substrates.

[0384] (the tenth Invention)

A liquid crystal display having a maim seal formed in a frame shape

15 containing a photo-curing type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched

between two substrates comprising a interconnecting structure having a

peeling strength greater than that of the main seal partially arranged

adjacent to a corner portion of the main seal and in an area being outside

of the main seal and inside from an end portion of one substrate.

20 [0385] (the eleventh Invention)

A liquid crystal display having a maim seal formed in a frame shape

containing a photo-curing type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched

between two substrates comprising a structure having a thickness

equivalent to a cell gap and a L-shape in accordance with a corner shape

25 of Black Matrix picture-frame for shading, and arranged adjacent to a



corner portion of the main seal and in an area being inside of the main

seal and outside of a display area.

[0386] (the twelveth Invention)

A liquid crystal display having a sealing material made of a photo-curing

5 type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates

comprising a light-reflection layer formed in an area contacting with the

sealing material of the two substrates.

[03787] (the thirteenth Invention)

A liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 12, wherein the light-reflection

10 layer has a line-and-space pattern and formed with a displacement of

approximately half pitch between the two substrates.

[0388] (the fourteenth Invention)

A liquid crystal display as set for in claim 12, wherein the light-reflection

layer of at least one of the two substrates is made of the same material as

15 a formation material for a bus line.

[0389] (the fifteenth Invention)

A liquid crystal display having a sealing material made of a photo-curing

type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates

comprising an alignment film formed adjacent to the sealing material of

20 the two substrates for perpendicularly aligning the liquid crystal

molecules.

[0390] (the sixteenth Invention)

A liquid crystal display having a sealing material made of a photo-curing

type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates

25 comprising:



two electrodes opposing between the two substrates and provided at an

area between pixel display areas and the sealing material.

[0391] (the seventeenth Invention)

A liquid crystal display sealing liquid crystal by attaching opposing two

5 substrates using a sealing material formed outside of a display area

forming a plurality of pixels comprising a plurality of structures formed

inside the sealing material for controlling spreading of dropping liquid

crystal.

[0392] (the eighteenth Invention)

10 A liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 17, wherein the plurality of the

structures are distributed on the substrate at a predetermined

arrangement density or a predetermined arrangement shape.

[0393] (the nineteenth Invention)

A liquid crystal display sealing liquid crystal by attaching opposing two

15 substrates using a sealing material formed outside of a display area

forming a plurality of pixels comprising a concave shape structure

provided in a frame shape inside the sealing material and outside the

display area, at least on one of the two substrates.

[0394] (the twentieth Invention)

20 A liquid crystal display sealing liquid crystal by attaching opposing two

substrates using a sealing material formed outside of a display area

forming a plurality of pixels further comprising a hollow frame-shape

sealing material formed at an external periphery of the sealing material.

[0395] (the twenty-first Invention)

25 A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having processes of



sealing liquid crystal by attaching two substrates with a sealing material

made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the sealing material by

irradiating light to the sealing material comprising:

using a photo-curing type resin having a light-reactive area to light of a

5 wavelength of blue color band as the photo-curing material; and

forming only a colored layer transmitting light of a blue color band at a

shading film area contacted by the sealing material when attaching the

two substrate.

[0396] (the twenty-second Invention)

10 A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 21,

wherein the forming step comprises simultaneously forming the colored

layer at a formation time of a blue color filter formed on a pixel.

[0397] (the twenty-third Invention)

A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having processes of

15 dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates,

attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate via a sealing

material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the sealing

material by irradiating light thereon comprising:

forming at least a part of a contacting area to the other substrate of the

20 sealing material so as to overlay with a shading film formed on the other

substrate; and

curing the sealing material by irradiating light on an area containing a

color filter formed on the other substrate.

[0398] (the twenty-fourth Invention)

25 A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display comprising:



forming a main seal by depositing ultraviolet-light-curing resin at an

external peripheral portion of a display area of a substrate;

forming a frame-shape structure, which shades ultraviolet light, at an area

between the main seal and the display area;

5 sandwiching liquid crystal by attaching the substrate and an opposing

substrate; and

curing the main seal by irradiating ultraviolet light from a horizontal or

diagonal direction to the substrate surface.

[0399] (the twenty-fifth Invention)

10 A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 24

wherein the curing step comprises mounting the substrate on a substrate

stage forming a concavo-convex structure, and reflecting ultraviolet light

irradiated from the diagonal direction to the main seal with the concavo-

convex structure.

15 [0400] (the twenty-sixth Invention)

A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having processes of

dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates,

attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate via a sealing

material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the sealing

20 material by irradiating light thereon comprising:

using a polarized light in the curing process.

[0401] (the twenty-seventh Invention)

A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 26,

wherein the using step comprises making a polarized axis of the light to

25 be coincident with a minor axis of molecules of the liquid crystal.



[0402] (the twenty-eighth Invention)

A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having processes of

dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates,

attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate via a sealing

5 material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the sealing

material by irradiating light thereon comprising:

irradiating the light after perpendicularly aligning the molecules of the

liquid crystal adjacent to the sealing material.

[0403] (the twenty-ninth Invention)

10 A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 28,

wherein the irradiating step comprises perpendicularly aligning the

molecules of the liquid crystal having a positive dielectric anisotropy and

being at lest adjacent to the sealing material by applying a voltage

between the substrates.

1 5 [0404] (the thirtieth Invention)

A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having processes of

dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates,

attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate via a sealing

material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the sealing

20 material by irradiating light thereon comprising:

including a photo-polymerization-type material in the liquid crystal; and

curing the sealing material after curing the liquid crystal by irradiating

light thereon.

[0405] (the thirty-first Invention)

25 A method of fabricating liquid crystal display having processes of



dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates and

attaching the one of the substrate with the other substrate comprising:

varying dropping amount of the liquid crystal depending on a dropping

position.

5 [0406] (the thirty-second Invention)

A method of fabricating liquid crystal display having processes of

dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates and

attaching the one of the substrate with the other substrate comprising:

dropping the liquid crystal by combining a plurality of dropping patterns

10 deciding a dropping position.

[0407] (the thirty-third Invention)

A method of fabricating liquid crystal display having processes of

dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates and

attaching the one of the substrate with the other substrate comprising:

15 dropping the each liquid crystal at a position the spreading distance of the

liquid crystal is equal to that of liquid dropped adjacently.

[0408] (the thirty-fourth Invention)

A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 33,

wherein the dropping step further comprises dropping the each liquid

20 crystal having substantially the same amount of liquid crystal, and the

dropping step comprises dropping liquid crystal having less amount of

the liquid crystal at a position the spreading distance of the liquid crystal

is different from that of other liquid crystal dropped.

[0409] (the thirty-fifth Invention)

25 A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having processes of



dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates,

attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate via a sealing

material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the sealing

material by irradiating light thereon comprising:

5 dropping the liquid crystal so as to overlap more than two kinds of liquid

crystals having different component in the same dropping area in the

dropping step.

[0410] (the thirty-sixth Invention)

A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 35,

10 wherein the more than two kinds of liquid crystal having a first liquid

crystal with relatively high reliability and a second liquid crystal with lower

reliability, the second liquid crystal being dropped on a first liquid crystal

dropped on a substrate after dropping the first liquid crystal.

[0411] (the thirty-seventh Invention)

15 A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having processes of

dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates and

returning the substrates to a pressurized state after attaching the one

substrate and the other substrate via a sealing material under a pressure

reduction comprising:

20 forming a structure for controlling spreading of dropping liquid crystal on

the substrate.

[0412] (the thirty-eighth Invention)

A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 37,

wherein the step of forming comprises controlling an arrangement density

25 or arrangement shape of the structure so that spreading speed of the



dropping liquid crystal is high in the diagonal direction of the sealing

material formed in a frame shape.

[0413] (the thirty-nineth Invention)

A method of fabricating liquid crystal display having processes of

5 dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates and

attaching the one of the substrate with the other substrate comprising:

reducing a pressure of an atmosphere under a state mechanically

retaining at least the one or the other substrate when attaching the both

substrates; and

10 switching the retention of the substrate from a mechanical retention to a

retention by a electrostatic chuck when reached to a predetermined air

pressure.

[0414] (the fortieth Invention)

A method of fabricating liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 39,

15 wherein the switching step comprises attracting and retaining the

substrates at the air pressure less than 1*10<-1 >torr by the electrostatic

chuck.

[0415] (the forty-first Invention)

A method of fabricating liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 39

20 wherein the switching step comprises electrostatically attracting the

substrates by applying a voltage of the same polarity for each panel

formation area of a plurality of panel formation areas formed on the

substrates by the electrostatic chuck.

[0416] (the forty-second Invention)

25 A method of fabricating liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 41,



further comprising a step of forming a conductive path electrically

connecting between the plurality of the panel formation areas on the

substrates.

[0417] (the forty-third Invention)

5 A method of fabricating liquid crystal display as set forth in any of claim

39, further comprising a step of respectively attracting both of the one and

the other substrates by the electrostatic chuck, and applying a voltage of

the same polarity to opposing areas of the one and the other substrates

when attaching the one and the other substrates by opposing to each

10 other.

[0418] (the forty-eighth Invention)

A method of fabricating liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 39,

further comprising the steps of forming an electrode of the electrostatic

chuck by alternating a positive electrode and negative electrode to be

15 opposed like a comb shape, and electrostatically attracting the substrate

by applying a voltage to the comb shape electrode in a panel formation

area formed on the substrate.

[0419] (the forty-fifth Invention)

An electrostatic chuck comprising:

20 an electrode attracting a substrate by applying a voltage having comb

shape electrodes opposing by alternating positive and negative comb

shape electrodes.

[0420] (the forty-sixth Invention)

A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having processes of

25 dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates,



attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate via a sealing

material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the sealing

material by irradiating light thereon comprising:

fixing the one substrate on the one of a parallel plates, pressing the other

5 substrate attached to the one substrate by the other of the parallel plates,

and curing the sealing material by irradiating light thereon.

[0421] (the forty-seventh Invention)

A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having processes of

dropping liquid crystal on one of substrates, attaching the one of the

10 substrates with the other substrate via a sealing material made of a photo-

curing type material, and curing the sealing material by irradiating light

thereon comprising:

forming a main seal in periphery of a panel area;

forming a dummy seal like surrounding the main seal at a predetermined

15 space; and

forming a vacuum area in the space when attaching the substrates, and

creating a gap of the main seal utilizing a power operating to the vacuum

area under an atmospheric pressure.

[0422] (the forty-eighth Invention)

20 A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having processes of

dropping liquid crystal on one of substrates, and attaching the one of the

substrates with the other substrate via a sealing material made of a photo-

curing type material, and curing the sealing material by irradiating light

thereon comprising:

25 forming a main seal in a periphery of a panel area;



forming a dummy seal like surrounding the main seal at a predetermined

space; and

dropping the liquid crystal inside the main seal and in the space.

[0423] (the forty-nineth Invention)

5 A method of fabricating liquid crystal display having processes of

dropping liquid crystal on one of substrates and attaching the one of the

substrates with the other substrate comprising:

providing a concave shape structure defining a cell thickness inside of

frame-shape sealing material formed on a substrate for attaching

10 substrates and outside of a display area;

dropping liquid crystal having the amount sufficient for filling the display

area and the amount not sufficient for filling inside of the sealing material;

and

draining a residual liquid crystal overflowing from the display area to a

15 space portion formed between the sealing material and the concave shape

structure when attaching the one and the other substrates.

[0424] (the fiftieth Invention)

A method of fabricating liquid crystal display having processes of

dropping liquid crystal on one of substrates and attaching the one of the

20 substrates with the other substrate comprising:

forming a frame-shape sealing material on a substrate for attaching

substrates in double frame structure;

providing an open portion to flow out liquid crystal to the sealing material

inside;

25 dropping liquid crystal having the amount sufficient for filling inside of the



sealing material inside and the amount not sufficient for filling the inside

of the sealing material outside; and

draining residual liquid crystal from the open portion to between the

internal sealing material and the external sealing material when attaching

5 substrates.

[0425] (the fifty-first Invention)

A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 50,

wherein the providing step comprises providing the open portion at a side

portion not facing to a terminal clamp portion of the sealing material

10 inside provided on the substrate.

[0426] (the fifty-second Invention)

A liquid crystal display having a sealing material made of a photo-curing

type material sealing liquid crystal sandwiched between two substrates

comprising protrusions, for positioning when attaching the two substrates,

15 formed on the two substrates.

[0427] (the fifty-third Invention)

A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having processes of

dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates,

attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate via a sealing

20 material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the sealing

material by irradiating light thereon comprising:

curing the sealing material by irradiating the light after attracting attached

substrates on a stage mounting substrates when attaching the substrates.

[0428] (the fifty-fourth Invention)

25 A method of fabricating a liquid crystal display having processes of



dropping liquid crystal at a plurality of positions on one of substrates,

attaching the one of the substrates with the other substrate via a sealing

material made of a photo-curing type material, and curing the sealing

material by irradiating light thereon comprising:

5 attaching both substrates so as to relatively shift end portions of the one

and the other substrates; and

arranging an external connecting terminal for a panel inspection at a

shifted area.

[0429] (the fifty-fifth Invention)

10 A liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 12, wherein one of the two

substrates is an array substrate on which a switching element is formed

on a plurality of pixel areas, a transmission area being formed on both

sides of the light reflection layer formed on the array substrate and the

light reflection layer between the light transmission areas being within 400

15 [mu]m in width.

[0430] (the fifty-sixth Invention)

A liquid crystal display as set forth in claim 55, wherein a color filter or a

reflection electrode functioning as a mask when irradiating light from a

back face of the array substrate to the sealing material are formed on the

20 array substrate.

[0431] As described above, according to the present invention, curing

defects of a sealing material in the cell process can be reduced. Further,

according to the present invention, peeling of a sealing material in the cell

process can be prevented. Furthermore, according to the present

25 invention, substrate deformations and display irregularities in the cell



process can be reduced. Also, according to the present invention,

variations of a cell gap which may be generated in the cell process can be

reduced. Finally, according to the present invention, liquid crystal

instillation in the cell process can be steadily performed.

5 [0432] As described above, according to the present invention, even if UV

irradiation for curing a sealing material is performed, liquid crystal is not

degraded, thereby realizing a liquid crystal display having a display

quality with excellent picture using the instilling method.

[0433] Further, according to the present invention, a sealing material made

10 of a photo-curing-type material can be cured with certainty. Furthermore,

according to the present invention, displacements of attached substrates

occurred when curing a sealing material can be reduced. Also, according

to the present invention, press defects of the substrate at the time of

instillation can be improved. Furthermore, according to the present

15 invention, an enlargement of the external dimensions of a panel at the

time of instillation can be suppressed.

[0434] Therefore, according to the present invention, a liquid crystal panel

with improved yield can be fabricated by using the instilling method,

thereby further reducing the fabrication cost of a liquid crystal display.

20 [0435] As described above, according to the present invention, in a liquid

crystal display in which a frame-shape structure and a black matrix

picture frame are formed in an area between a main seal and display area,

peeling of a sealing material can be prevented, thereby realizing a liquid

crystal display in which contamination of liquid crystal due to uncured

25 sealing material can be prevented.



[0436] Further, according to the present invention, the instilling method of

liquid crystal in a fabrication process of an MVA-mode liquid crystal

display can be improved, thereby reducing display irregularities.

Furthermore, according to the present invention, an inspection of display

5 irregularities can be easily performed.

[0487] Also, according to the present invention, even if an instilling

method of liquid crystal is used, an excellent cell gap can be formed.

Further, according to the present invention, even if an instilling method is

used, generation of displacements of two attached substrates and

10 displacements due to distortions in a substrate and gap irregularities can

be prevented.

//

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG 1 is diagram showing a schematic structure of a liquid crystal display

15 panel according to a first embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a diagram showing a light transmission spectrum of a red-

colored layer 28, green-colored layer 26 and blue-colored layer 24 when a

film thickness is equal to 1.3 nm.

FIG. 3 is a diagram showing a photo-absorption spectrum ([beta]) of a

20 photo-curing-type resin of a sealing material 6 according to the first

embodiment of the present invention and a blue-color transmission

spectrum ([gamma]) of the blue-colored layer 24 and further showing a

photo-absorption spectrum ([alpha]) of a conventional photo-curing-type

resin for comparison.

25 FIG. 4 is diagram describing an overlap of the sealing material of a liquid



crystal display according to a second embodiment of the present

invention and a BM picture-frame portion.

FIG. 5 is diagram showing a comparison example with respect to the liquid

crystal display shown in FIGS. 4a and 4b in the second embodiment of the

5 present invention.

FIG 6 is a diagram describing a relation between the sealing material for

corner portions of a liquid crystal display according to the second

embodiment of the present invention and a BM picture-frame portion.

FIG. 7 is a diagram showing a comparison example with respect to the

10 liquid crystal display shown in FIG. 6 in the second embodiment of the

present invention.

FIGS. 8a and 8b are diagrams describing a relation between a transfer of a

liquid crystal display according to a third embodiment of the present

invention and a BM picture-frame portion.

15 FIG. 9 is a diagram showing a comparison example with respect to the

liquid crystal display shown in FIGS. 8a and 8b according to the third

embodiment of the present invention.

FIGS. 10 is diagram describing a schematic structure of a light source for

UV irradiation according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention.

20 FIG 11 is a diagram showing a comparison example with respect to the

light source for UV irradiation shown in FIGS. 10a and 10b in the fourth

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 12 is diagram showing a schematic structure of a liquid crystal

display according to a fifth embodiment of the present invention.

25 FIG 13 is diagram showing a schematic structure relative to an example of



a variation of the liquid crystal display according to the fifth embodiment

of the present invention.

FIG. 14 is diagram showing a schematic structure relative to an example of

an other variation of the liquid crystal display according to the fifth

5 embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 15 is a diagram showing a UV spectrum of Comparison Example E

and Example G in the liquid crystal display according to the fifth

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 16 is a diagram describing a creation of a gap adjacent to a frame-

10 shape structure 12 by pressuring the frame-shape structure 12 by a

pressure P before a liquid crystal boundary 23 of a liquid crystal 22

reaches the frame-shape structure 12 in the liquid crystal display

according to the fifth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 17 is a diagram showing Example 1 in a liquid crystal display and a

15 fabrication method thereof according to a sixth embodiment of the

present invention.

FIG. 18 is diagram showing Example 2 in the liquid crystal display and the

fabrication method of the liquid crystal display according to the sixth

embodiment of the present invention.

20 FIG. 19 is a diagram showing Example 3 in the liquid crystal display and

the fabrication method of the liquid crystal display according to the sixth

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 20 is diagram showing Example 4 in the liquid crystal display and the

fabrication method of the liquid crystal display according to the sixth

25 embodiment of the present invention.



FIG. 2 is diagram showing Example 5 in the liquid crystal display and the

fabrication method of the liquid crystal display according to the sixth

embodiment of the present invention.

FIGS. 22 is diagram showing Example 6 in the liquid crystal display and

5 the fabrication method of the liquid crystal display according to the sixth

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 23 is a diagram showing Example 7 in the liquid crystal display and

the fabrication method of the liquid crystal display according to the sixth

embodiment of the present invention.

10 FIG. 24 is a diagram showing Example 8 in the liquid crystal display and

the fabrication method of the liquid crystal display according to the sixth

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 25is diagram describing a problem in the past in a seventh

embodiment of the present invention.

15 FIG 26 is a diagram describing other problem in the past in the seventh

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 27 is diagram showing Example 1 in a liquid crystal display and a

fabrication method thereof according to the seventh embodiment of the

present invention.

20 FIG 28 is a diagram showing Example 2 in the liquid crystal display and

the fabrication method of the liquid crystal display according to the

seventh embodiment of the present invention.

FIG 29 is diagram showing Example 3 in the liquid crystal display and the

fabrication method of the liquid crystal display according to the seventh

25 embodiment of the present invention.



FIG. 30 is diagram showing Example 4 in the liquid crystal display and the

fabrication method of the liquid crystal display according to the seventh

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 31 is diagram showing Example 5 in the liquid crystal display and the

5 fabrication method of the liquid crystal display according to the seventh

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 32 is diagram showing a schematic structure of a liquid crystal

display according to an eighth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 33 is diagram showing a structure of a light reflection layer provided

10 in the liquid crystal display according to the eighth embodiment of the

present invention.

FIG. 34 is a diagram showing a structure of a light reflection layer

provided in a reflection-type liquid crystal display as an example of a

variation of the eighth embodiment of the present invention.

15 FIG. 35 is a diagram describing an example of an irradiation method of UV

light according to the eighth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 36 is a diagram showing a partial horizontal cross section of an end

portion of a liquid crystal display according to a ninth embodiment of the

present invention.

20 FIG. 37 is a diagram showing characteristics of two kinds of liquid crystal

materials (A) and (B).

FIG. 38 is diagram describing a direction of a polarizing axis 46 in

irradiation of a polarized UV according to the ninth embodiment of the

present invention.

25 FIG 39 is diagram describing the direction of the polarizing axis 46 in



irradiation of the polarized UV according to the ninth embodiment of the

present invention.

FIG. 40 is a diagram of a partial horizontal cross section of an end portion

of a liquid crystal display according to a tenth embodiment of the present

5 invention and showing a state in which a liquid crystal 22 of negative

dielectric anisotropy is instilled and vertically aligned by a vertical

alignment film.

FIG. 41 is diagram of a partial horizontal cross section of the end portion

of a liquid crystal display according to the tenth embodiment of the

10 present invention and showing a state in which a liquid crystal 22 of

positive dielectric anisotropy is instilled and vertically aligned by the

vertical alignment film.

FIG. 42 is diagram of a partial horizontal cross section of the end portion

of the liquid crystal display according to the tenth embodiment of the

15 present invention and showing a state in which the liquid crystal 22 of

positive dielectric anisotropy is instilled and vertically aligned by applying

voltage to the liquid crystal 22.

FIG. 43 is diagram describing Example 4 in a liquid crystal display

according to an eleventh embodiment of the present invention.

20 FIG. 44 is a diagram describing Example 4 in the liquid crystal display

according to the eleventh embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 45 is a diagram describing Example 4 in the liquid crystal display

according to the eleventh embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 46 is a diagram describing Example 4 in the liquid crystal display

25 according to the eleventh embodiment of the present invention.



FIG. 47 is diagram describing Example 5 in the liquid crystal display

according to the eleventh embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 48 is a diagram describing Example 5 in the liquid crystal display

according to the eleventh embodiment of the present invention.

5 FIG. 49 is a diagram describing Example 6 in the liquid crystal display

according to the eleventh embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 50 is a diagram describing Example 7 in the liquid crystal display

according to the eleventh embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 51 is a diagram describing an example 8 in the liquid crystal display

10 according to the eleventh embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 52 is a diagram describing Example 8 in the liquid crystal display

according to the eleventh embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 53 is a diagram describing Example 8 in the liquid crystal display

according to the eleventh embodiment of the present invention.

15 FIG. 54 is a diagram describing Example 9 in the liquid crystal display

according to the eleventh embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 55 is a diagram describing Example 10 in the liquid crystal display

according to the eleventh embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 56 is diagram showing an instillation of liquid crystal in a cell process

20 of a liquid crystal panel according to a twelfth embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 57 is a diagram briefly describing an instillation in a fabrication

method of a liquid crystal display according to a thirteenth embodiment of

the present invention.

25 FIG. 58 is a diagram briefly describing the instillation in the fabrication



method of the liquid crystal display according to the thirteenth

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 59 is a diagram briefly describing the instillation in the fabrication

method of the liquid crystal display according to the thirteenth

5 embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 60 is a diagram showing an upper surface of a substrate 30 where

liquid crystal is dropped in the fabrication method of the liquid crystal

display according to the thirteenth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG 61 is a diagram describing a dispersion state of,dropped liquid crystal

10 in a fourteenth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG 62 is a diagram showing a pixel formed in a liquid crystal display

panel and a dispersion state of the liquid crystal which is dropped in the

pixel formed in the liquid crystal display panel in the fourteenth

embodiment of the present invention.

15 FIG 63 is a diagram showing a state in which an outline shape of a front

end portion of dispersing liquid crystal is controlled to be substantially a

similar shape to a shape of a main seal 6 in the liquid crystal display

according to the fourteenth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 64 is a diagram showing a structure 29 for determining a cell gap in

20 the liquid crystal display according to the fourteenth embodiment of the

present invention.

FIG. 65 is a diagram showing structures 28a and 28b for controlling liquid

crystal dispersion in the liquid crystal display according to the fourteenth

embodiment of the present invention.

25 FIG. 66 is a diagram showing an example of arrangement of the structures



28a, 28b and 29 in the liquid crystal display according to the fourteenth

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG 67 is diagram describing liquid crystal instillation, a substrate

attaching process and a substrate holding operation in the substrate

5 attaching process in a liquid crystal display according to a fifteenth

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 68 is diagram describing substrate attachment with a use of

electrostatic chucks in a liquid crystal display according to a sixteenth

embodiment of the present invention.

10 FIG. 69 is diagram describing substrate attachment with a use of

electrostatic chucks in a liquid crystal display according to a seventeenth

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 70 is diagram showing a comparison between a photo-curing process

in an instillation according to an eighteenth embodiment of the present

15 invention and a photo-curing process in a conventional instillation.

FIG. 71 is a diagram showing a schematic structure of a substrate

attachment equipment according to the eighteenth embodiment of the

present invention.

FIG. 72 is a diagram briefly describing a fabrication method of a liquid

20 crystal display according to a nineteenth embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 73 is a diagram briefly describing the fabrication method of the liquid

crystal display according to the nineteenth embodiment of the present

invention.

25 FIG 74 is a diagram briefly describing the fabrication method of the liquid



crystal display according to the nineteenth embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 75 is a diagram briefly describing the fabrication method of the liquid

crystal display according to the nineteenth embodiment of the present

5 invention.

FIG. 76 is a diagram briefly describing the fabrication method of the liquid

crystal display according to the nineteenth embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 77 is diagram briefly describing the fabrication method of the liquid

10 crystal display according to the nineteenth embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 78 is a diagram briefly describing the fabrication method of the liquid

crystal display according to the nineteenth embodiment of the present

invention.

15 FIG. 79 is a diagram showing a fabrication method of a liquid crystal

display according to a twentieth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG 80 is a diagram showing the fabrication method of the liquid crystal

display according to the twentieth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 81 is a diagram showing the fabrication method of the liquid crystal

20 display according to the twentieth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG 82 is diagram showing the fabrication method of the liquid crystal

display according to the twentieth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 83 is a diagram showing the fabrication method of the liquid crystal

display according to the twentieth embodiment of the present invention.

25 FIG. 84 is a diagram showing the fabrication method of the liquid crystal



display according to the twentieth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 85 is a diagram showing the fabrication method of the liquid crystal

display according to the twentieth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 86 is a diagram showing the fabrication method of the liquid crystal

5 display according to the twentieth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 87 is a diagram showing the fabrication method of the liquid crystal

display according to the twentieth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 88 is diagram describing substrate attachment in a liquid crystal

display according to a twenty-first embodiment of the present invention.

10 FIG. 89 is a diagram describing substrate attachment in a liquid crystal

display according to a twenty-second embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 90 is diagram describing a liquid crystal display and a fabrication

method thereof according to a twenty-third embodiment of the present

15 invention.

FIG 91 is a diagram showing a schematic structure of a substrate of a

liquid crystal display according to a twenty-fourth embodiment of the

present invention.

FIG. 92 is a diagram describing protruding portions 96 and 98 of the liquid

20 crystal display according to the twenty-fourth embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 93 is a diagram describing an example of a variation of the protruding

portions 96 and 98 of the liquid crystal display according to the twenty-

fourth embodiment of the present invention.

25 FIG. 94 is a diagram showing a liquid crystal instilling equipment used to



fabricate the liquid crystal display according to the twenty-fourth

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 95 is a diagram showing the results of Example 1 in a fabrication

method of a liquid crystal display according to a twenty-fifth embodiment

5 of the present invention and a comparison example.

FIG. 96 is a diagram showing the result of Example 2 in the fabrication

method of the liquid crystal display according to the twenty-fifth

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 97 is a diagram showing the result of Example 2 in the fabrication

10 method of the liquid crystal display according to the twenty-fifth

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 98 is a diagram showing a pin 90 used in the fabrication method of

the liquid crystal display according to the twenty-fifth embodiment of the

present invention.

15 FIG. 99 is a diagram showing the result of Example 3 in the fabrication

method of the liquid crystal display according to the twenty-fifth

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 100 is a diagram showing the result of the examples in the fabrication

method of the liquid crystal display according to the twenty-fifth

20 embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 101 is a diagram showing a schematic structure of an active matrix-

type liquid crystal display fabricated by a fabrication method of a liquid

crystal display according to a twenty-sixth embodiment of the present

invention.

25 FIG. 102 is a diagram showing an example of a panel inspection in the



fabrication method of the liquid crystal display according to the twenty-

sixth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 103 is a diagram showing the example of the panel inspection in the

fabrication method of the liquid crystal display according to the twenty-

5 sixth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 104 is a diagram showing a schematic structure of a conventional

liquid crystal display panel.

FIG. 105 is a diagram showing a liquid crystal instillation in a cell process

of the conventional liquid crystal panel.

10 FIG 106 is diagram describing substrate attachment by conventional

electrostatic chucks.

FIG. 107 is diagram showing irregularities of a cell gap in the conventional

liquid crystal panel.

FIG 108 is diagram describing a fabrication process of a liquid crystal

15 display panel according to an instilling method.

FIG. 109 is a diagram showing a partial horizontal cross section of an end

portion of the conventional liquid crystal display panel.

FIG. 110 is diagram showing a schematic structure of a conventional liquid

crystal display.

20 FIG. 111 is a diagram describing a problem in a fabrication method of the

conventional liquid crystal display.

FIG. 112 is a diagram describing the problem in the fabrication method of

the conventional liquid crystal display.

FIG 113 is a diagram describing the problem in the fabrication method of

25 the conventional liquid crystal display.



FIG. 114 is diagram describing the problem in the fabrication method of

the conventional liquid crystal display.

(Description of the Reference Numerals in the Drawings)

10 1, 1100 Liquid crystal display panel

2, 1102 Terminal portion

4, 1104 CF (color filter) substrate

6, 1106 Sealing material (Maine seal)

8, 1108 BM (black matrix) frame section

15 10 1110 display area

12 Frame-shaped Structure

13 1112 TFT (thin film transistor)

14 1114 Pixel areas

15 Spacer

20 16 1116 Array substrate (TFT substrate)

18 1118 BM

20 Field

22 Liquid crystal

24 Blue-colored Layer



26 Green-colored Layer

28 Red-colored Layer

30 32 Light

42 Resin Filler

5 44 Au Layer

58,272,274,276,278 Electrode

66 Transfer

98 Protruding portion

182 Liquid Crystal Molecule

10 234 Transfer Pad

314 Bank Material

352 Pin
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WfljWWrO**.
[0009] ( 1 ) 5/-/l**MM5Fft

is-)im iio6. 1202 «o*wtfi!t^aafc%m
rasi/ovt^ *e>mx'nmzmztix^tz*)ir$>

^SrfflV^*&<0i/-;U»Il 10 6. 1 2 0 2fcli«ft

[ 0 0 1 0 ] k Z. bX\ jfi%-cr>m&'^l' 1 1 0 0<7)±

i i 0 6«. hi 0 4fc^tBMSsaii 1 oso^ja

W3SS1 1 16kCFS$l 104fc£BE*LfclK

fc, ^-;HH1 1 0 6#BM«8S1 1 0 8fc«»Lt:
(HI 04*. MtCSLaWW*) #*fc*

tf. BMfflKffll 10 8***1/0 i*5/-/WHl 10

[0011] ( 2 ) 5/-;MH^>H«

HI 0 5tt^w»fi^*;U<?)-fe7Wxefc:fc*tl»ffi H
HB^

SFFiiAfcSl/O**. Hi 0 5 (a) (i, S'-A^ll

1 0 6 rt<0TW ^-/U9J 1 1 0 6*>ft«

#kffi«UBTtBJ^&HP8 (*MT(i3ff4WeO"7b

'J*X*> X^b (OWCS* > 1 1 4 4*8TFLfc«
BSrSl/O^S. 14 4tO«T{a»(c»Lr.
Ko^aaB

BHi 1 44<o»reBi*coffiB(i. h^
J::)fcd2 = d4 = d6 = d8>dl = d3 = d5 = d

7i:^3«ttTt^. H105 (b) fct 7M
£«k C FSfifc £K 9^*>*fctt<oaft 1 1 4 4

K«W£iRl/0**. HI 0 5 (b) fcjft-$\fc3fc:, #
7X«KLbeo^-/HBl 1 0 6UBft»Ott»ttCc«j£

SivO**tf>fc#U ^LfciSffil l4 4<0ffl»ttS

T*iaaH±3WF»r*fc«>. rki i 4 s*«-hm^

[0012] £<0J: -5fc:ft**S£T'(i. ^-/Uffll 1 0

6nmztxi&ihtf&mhwtmiazmth ztiz

wzis-jmm®mmtfmLixffi&mtiz±tx

[00 13] ( 3 ) SBBBfcSSjSFft

x*cFWfc*mmLX7\/4mmtmizh#hJL

#fc±tf&wk#T*#&v\ j^ot, MHRfc-HMrli

[ o o 1 4 ] a*u *MKftnTUS4E^)ft]«aa»t

&mmcDmnmcom^&%.^fr boytbtitfmi lx

[ 0 0 1 5 ] H 1 0 6 •/ ? K J:imm
h#zmi-tz>mvf>z.mio6 (&)i,mtixr
WSSl 1 16cO2ftK0»«^^xS«7OO3&«

y ? 7 4 0-7 7 0T'»««*SixT V>4«B
<7)¥ffiH£^t/0*6. HI 0 6 (b)fcL 7WS«
1 1 16kCFS^l 104k£K9£;btf6|gl<?)Hl
06(a) fc*rA-A«Tfl»fL>tKBB#|ftl*»fe£fe

[00 16] SI 0 6C?irf£3£. #7XfflS7 0 0

±"C2tfc07W*«l 1 l6fc&£W0i«»ncffi
Stc«SStLT^5. #7XgM7 0 0£f?m©«-&

*y ^(i. W£lit:4o^lS7 4 0.75
0. 760. 7 7 0£*l/O*S. 4OC0SS7 4 0-
7 7 0C0 3*>. mffi7 4 0. 7 5 0T'iEmSS:flS^L.

m^760. 7 7 0TfittSSr««tTV^. IEm©7
4 0fc«S7 60fc"C-*^)rM3HRl 1 1 6®^
»*»# L . iE«ffi 7 5 0 7 7 0 k T'ffi^T

MWR1 1 16®S-»«*S-r&J:-3(c^o"0^,
E«ff74 0kfl«fi7 6 0fcO«ff. Rt/»1Bff7 5

o knmmnot^«*(ctts« 6 s o *<Bwt tfit

^S. TOHfcJ:&HStt««Lfc3&«CF»Sl 104
S:»«fS^7XS«7 2 OM^HBf-Y -y ^^>±5i^

tf7*mWL 7 0 0Mft4l«f+ -y ^ k

[0017] ^oj: -3 7 9

1

% mmm
mf&ztifztfyxmmzmx^tm^mrmzn

Hi 0 6 HvxmU 7 0 0 ±c02im

is, y-hs». T-fwmx-hh. *tz % cfs
ki 1 0 4m&mmziitz$yxmui2 o±o^i
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COO 18] Z<0*o&»'%**v??tfvA&R7Q
o. 7 2o^mixmm^m^bitiiz{±, tm
ski 1

1

6ffi£Zim2m#Lt:-iimmz]Em®
740. 7 5ozmMzm*)<7)mmz%mm7 6o.

7 7os«tts*T. jEmmmizmfenmfczmui

6 (b) iz^rtXdiZ. li7XW6L7 00<7>Tl>4WBL

1 1 1 6fg«tf)IE«ffi7 4 0.7 5 OfcitffrFSScffili

It (-) tt«U j^&7 6 0. 7 7 0fc*Hfrr&fl

ffiliiE ( + ) (cff***. jEa*fi*o**

[00 193 tzbx\ Tu^mmi i6<Dmmm±
mz&mfamtfM&ztix&r). ^±kst&a£J:

WSfil 1 16S«£:»«ift*£-£&fc. 7L-fS«
1 1

1

6mm*ft&2mft+z%m<mmx\ m&
*>*tt»4 *y3&«iail(Ltfc:aHlWt:i»StiT L£

[00 20] TUJgffiLl 1 1 6£J£jft-f

*#7X&K700fcCFg«l 104«:B*f
X» 7 2 0 1 i 0 fttt Loott 0 £*>tf

&P£. ill 0 6 (b) *c^riat^7xss7o
0.72 OcOWiSjffitEftifiSttotEflEWJpSr^o h

.

ttft?&mm±iz?-n>xmmLx»wmiiz£

0 . SSIS|±*fSll!l!LT9f«K««riB^ Lfc

1 0 0 2 1 ] ife, a««ft*3Wt2KtO|«!*S*t^r

h^tcotzMzi^K^^mLt^^xya-itm^±
tx 1

1

1\ s«±<oiug&*T f T^tcpt l

TLi3^#a*k^HHiWLTVv&. 4fc. t»

? ? tmm^mz^Ltz^zx ohms** v

[00 2 2] (4) *;W?tf>tf£>o£

&*%&MT^h<mmh 0 L*>L5r#*>. SRI®

am t>& \ l&imTm<rtsjm4mmt%£Mz

£3. *<0fSSL SSfiH<0-b;ufft0tt%o*^«4L

[ 0 0 2 3 ] m 1 0 7ii«A^^;i/ffi(zSi:i:*i6lHflJ

H 1 0 7 { a ) ttftfflO«BmFfc: J: 0 . j3ra<0-fe/WS

imbtltzffi&iTikLX^l. 01O7fc*5VvC. TU
^mmi 1

1

6tcFmmi 1 04t^>—M>ii 1 o

-Xi l 5O(cJ:0^co-fe;uS*W$iiTV^ o k

WL&<r>ffiT&tf%<%h t . Hi 0 7 < b ) £
3 (c. *»i«B

H
Ht J: 0 /Uffl 1 1 0 6

Sffl) lzm^tthtf%£lXLtdk^offim$:±t

7(c) iz^rtxo^ rux^&zmz Ltzi/-)vm

1 1 0 6 J: 9^*^*»OJr*s»^^L4 olft&tf

x±mizm^tsh ztix it o .

[0 0 24] (5) SM^tfffl:

xttot^mm^tx^h. f^KHoiotH
1 0 9£ffiVvt|ftHjH-£ # Hi 0 9tt. ««g,^**;u
a«W)-aaBKBBt*Lrv^. tms« 1 2 0 0

t

JtlfilSRl 204fc^-;l*ll 2 0 2£:frLT*f|tnL

Tt*ft. 7NSS1 2 0 0^)«IpISK1 2 04fc«|fiJ

"fSffit:«iB*«S^<X7>f v (Hl09r(i. Cix

^Srifc^TflF^-l 2 1 2fc LX^t) tfB&LZti. %
c^m^im. 1214 tm&zti* nfomwL 1204
^rw«*i 2ookwm-riiBt:*iftai«K>*7

(HI 09T1i. Ztit>£ttihXV&l 2

1 6 h LT^) ^'ffM$tl. f(QiaiCSWttl 2 1

s*%m^ fix v^ . wmr ft«ai»ii»ffio-fe/wf

-/r«i^$ix-cfcBBi 2 0 6*«s±$nrv^s. h^
. ^'^/UfflfflOffifi 1 2 0 6tt5'-/Wn 12 0 2

^mttx^h.
[0025] CLnXttffi&tZii^X. is-JmmtO
tzMZis-im 1 2 0 2(zmx U VHBJtJrff 3 t U V

3K 1 2 1 0 «ii?*f*H3teft LT S/-/MPI 1 2 0 25S»co

m^mm-^tmrncomik 1220^ tsst lt
3 0 fci%#, HR«c, Ss

BB^tcUV5£^HS^tl>k
^BBB^#14^bLT L£iK «fc:JUSa3&T?*{ ft«|pI

tCftOTFT-LCD^T'S* ^^-^riil

[0026] 4^. STaAffitii. uvsaim^y-
;L*J 1 2 0 2 k$BBB 1 2 0 6^Jtt"f-&SJS^/£^^
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1 o o 2 7 ) tti . amw uzx o iz s mizxmv

X^^^tr^^gPJ^^^ft (SBBTO 9-6 1 8

2 9^4MH> *±T*K<OjS«»S^l«BfflB"Cfi
&fc£v\k3»|6]EB-f**ft (^^0 9-9 0 38

*>it«eo»ffif-ir wtyw>EAi:*>SfiEfc:J: fV«*/kO

E*Srff-3¥& (SSm 0-267 6 3-^*8)

[0 0 28] Cftt<^ft£ffllvct,«T&

ft*a*. fiSEtiKBflLTtfcfeo. asfci^hs^fflitsfi

S$M 9-6182 9*&« ) KKKSftfc

^!>^<k##;L^ftl># N y-/PA7-yil:7X^^

[0029] 3* 2 fcfcL /^/WtJEWtfe^ffcfc^Jffe

**fe4&fl»W»ieS*iTv^ # ±iBMt (W0 9
- 9 0 3 8 3^fS) <0i o fc±T*tE*«jKSfc s/-

[0030] S3 fcli. fiffl"«l(50|HIH3&«*& . 7t@ft

[003 1 ] ^4tcti. ri/x?MW*i>. sff
&A-ra±fe&fg mm5? 1 o - 2 6 7 6 3^&«> ^

^K^f-vyA'rtcoff^t^HEt«J: 9£&&tt£hE
LT^^ra^rlloT^I, . anEaa«i»*)&«^-;l/

tHjSlt v ^c^y~/i*j«iRiawcff$ *i

.

s^a^fiASft^x^-^astci-crux^ft^

imi&ztixLto. fammz^-fiztizx*)
^*}ismm«ifzmfcmz&< £*\ ^-/i^nt/

^i/-;ufflt«a**ffiftSft&fe^, 3a»iTS **flt

[0032] ±ld^^^?±A^^T?iA^T1i^-;U
£SB*Hf«ft$*htzMZis-Mzftmm^ L

ti&tnrLx^i. m&wzis-wmftmthLti
o . is-firmmmmtmmmi-m&izmlt

OtSEftft^^ffiTLT^^^^LT Li 9

.

[0033 3 £<o™c#»t*fc*>. WiiiSBffFe
- 1 9 4 6 1 5^«f«i. -W^SSfO^-Tft**-*

EBLfcffiS^iSBtfB^SftT^*. Ztibwi
7*MJy^7-fIg*Clp|ftfc:»«Sft, ffi

TaAS^fflv^B
B
a^%/UMit^fflv^ftl>.

[00 34] SI 10 <a) fcL TFT^X^yfy/
S^i: LTfflv^Hl 0 4^L^C>^fc*ij3to«*60
7^f^7h'j; XS^SSfl^*/!' 1 0 0 £ C F

(#5-7 mwmfrh%tz±m<?>-UttLx
^•H110 (b)llB110 (a) cOA — A|&T
WffiLfcS#Brffi£^LTUS. SiS^?^*^ 1 10
OWP^Mlll 6ffl*cl±vM;^x«t:EBSft

tzwmmmmi 1 1 4*%M^ft, #B%fgj«i 1

1 4rt(=*iTFT (la^-r) ^®«sftrv^. w&
towm&Mi 1 1 4-ca«coa^ffl«i 1 1 ojWms
ft i,.

[003 5] CFSRl 10 4tt. rWllil 1 16
AWiffSS^SBl 1 0 2<0S^t^S<®KSftT. F/r

£<0-fe/UWtiB&ft 2 2 SrSih LT 7U ^ £^ 1 1 1 6 £
ttflLTf£lt£>ftTV^. TU^mmi 1 1 6hCFS
ki ioAk\±m\m®mfr^%h*4>i/-}i>i i

oeriAo^^ftrv^. 0+2*^K»T**sft3t
Si l 06' lis y^-;n l 0 6^B$c7)i|g^

LT^S, ^-fVy-;H I06hi^il 1 1 0 t

(OT^mmz\X^ A y 1106i:IB
H
H 22i:^

m-hmmwh\ 1 1 i*^M$ftT^i». 7iwg
tRl 1 1 6&^CFS^l 1 04H<9#tt«jS*ll 1 1

1 t-Hift?ta«(c(i» fl

H
B 2 2*««jhSftTV^.

[00 36] CFS^l 10 4(C<i. =7^ym^(d^
It?) t&lZ. 1)7-7 4)1? (04«. R (*) % G
(») s B (W) CO^-C^LTV^) ^i§(t^>ftr^

6. *fcCF«fil 1 0 4fc«5B3K«lffi*qrr&BM||

81 1 0 8&^a*»JSHS:iiSfSBM/^jgfig$ftT
v^. ft*«5i*l 1 1 l^SSSJi. Sfil 1 1 6ffi

tSit^|fi]3&^aT BM«»1 1 0 8cO^Sffii 9rt
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MWWBMUl 1 0 8««W»k«WfO««
1 10 7jWBKS*i* # BMffiftl 10 8C

[0 0 37] HI 1 lfcjjrfJt^fc. -fe/WWiS

^fttt^-lfl 106£S«1 1 16. 1104jg»
tf£ftfc<WCti. jST2iA^(Cfi^x^—t 1 1 1 1

ttttx^-m 1 1 l^Dii.TUK ^SMt^
-;HH 1 l 0 6 1 fcaH 2 2 LtSMMMOk LT
L£3. 4fc. Hi 1 2tc^rfJ:?C -feyWfjWS^fc

ffiB
B
a2 2A«lsatL»i5Si?t:}SB

e
B2 2(iSSfc:»ttx^

1 1 izmmixLto. hi i2irru4&
Willi 6a®£CFgt£l 1 0 4«tt*^SX:«!B^

2 0(,zm&2 2zmTLxmw>i 1 ie. no4£B4
0**)**t. PiO^W«BB

a 2 2^^1 123
fciMW !> . 2 2 #Sft L £ &ifr^BBB*&

ASK1 1 2 l3WB*S^ -fe/l/i?(i:^fJ7gB
HB^<r^

JWcT^-^1 1 1 2^^J:0/fi^. m&mftl
1 2 3(i^±^^-^i 1 1 1 zmmixmumw
1 1 2 2{CioV^T^^to^-f V^-;H 10 6U£M
LTL£e>. HI 1 3^'fJ:^ mm*)G

mtZtztb^ WJyzs-jV l 106 J: OS
tiLQ&imts&gk* fiMfcx^—9-1 1 1 l*WS±#o
TL£^b

bh2 2#vM y>—;H 1 0 6lCt£MLT L

[0038] l^LLl^L^i^li^Jn^T . «#4«ST&

(6) «M?FJlfcJ:&^-/mil

flSB^^ss^ss mm) as, 777^7

—w>ek* 3 * < Jig l^: v *t is-jimtfrnm 9£

[0039] ( 7 ) smrngk^mtx^-^mmi

[0040] (8) STJ*£J:*A7
STEARIC J: Om&UzM&m^mZ. STLfciS
Rommz. rmTMj &j±yt tx&immz^L
X^l. HI 14fi r ?ST5*j OWtSLTV**. Hi
14(c) tt»fi}8TS:*Lr*5 0 . OT£il^aBa 1

3 6#SKl 32±OgJ^l 3 4±fcf«Lfc«Bfc
^Ul^. r^TS^j fc:J:&***^7li. HI 1 4
( a ) nz^tx o zmTim^mRtf&ihJ*? 1 3 0

t . m 1 1 4 ( b ) fciftt J: 9 =Sr?arF««^**<S3a»

SfcSfr&ffifcOA? 1 3 1 SSTftA^^/U

[004 1 ] rjgr^j ^H
s
a^A^E^T'i^Mh

m • EfiRtffifcioT r$nF$j ^u</i/#S5r&,r

^'A^v^ i: r^T^j j*jtfj:£<&.th. mz. M
VA (Mu 1 t i - domain Vertical
Al i gnment) =£- K(C «t €>fc

BB^E^i»H

<rm?%w ^t, ^m.^x^im±im-thm¥n

zx-twjhmmtm^mt* -ox^h.

[0042] (9) -t^fls^aas

$^ , ^TiiA^T-ii . mho h 7 J; O^T

%<7)x\ m&mzg&mtmtxoizifrn.ii'^
x&w&&wz&imi~&zbimmx'h&. Sot,

[0043] $tz. m^tmit^-imt^mmz

[0 044] 4fc % aTttAffi*5BW*±T. K2+
CIS OAtirftaBRtAJRHMWc u VRHLT x-;WB

B^wfc, * * ^**** v7w*i*^)»se»^)^Ke
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mmzmfe-thztizhz. *»HB<oaw

^/^^^tc *j»iob

<OB»;^fc^«;:kfcft*. *W!toa

.rktcft&o *IHBOH«tt, fST&Afc
felt£ Sfi<^r l/ L^^b^^M^^
<0S^^*«ft?-*£kfc:**. ifcSWc. *5MJ

M L^«H
a
H|^a&t/^^l8t^^ SAW-* £ k £

ft&„ *sgofl^aw«±. ^-fy^-/ukii^ia«koH

k 6iRa«^IK^I!JS*SS«R-r6 - k (eft

^SiSfi«^»oi8S*»SrSfitt-S^kfc:ftS. 4

<?mmmiz& o^b^xu^mmm^zx &xv#%±

[0046]
[aasrwst-r&^o^ai ±ie@ft%j:. 2o^g$
®lzmix?zM&Z®±thmitm®frC>Z2>
/WHfc. fl^*iMStf*#fe*fe«k. &feft£j§

k^Mb^^^^^^^^il^k
S^^fcfc^T* MC^-/l*JkS«!tSH}ieig3K

£^ix^&z\tzmmtthm&m^mmz±'oxm

[0047] ±Mtt%ammghmK%mz&^x . mm

«-BiR*c«JCLT»fi!cStLS*fe. life. fffe^7-
7 ;U^^»«Hfik*n-ffiH-»«-C»*$iiTv^

[0048]^, ±BB«B> «R<oa**qg«Sii

KSfcis . KC 2 otf)£ffic^& < fe . fir

m^-mm^mmmmm&mmmmzim^

[0049] ZUz^ iJEBWIi. «R^B*3K»jfi$

\*rtz> 2^<7)mmm^bitxm^^±uzm^0i

[0050] 4/i§ £(£±iebw«\ 3BBfttt»*kos/

-)mx2^mmm^b^xm^^±L. mti

^r^7SB
B
B^^^g}t^Cfc^T. fiflBIMHbtt

&2Bas***fe«^^»«-r6c:k*»ak-r&«

[0051 ] *fc±EH«*A. -*^0Sfi±^«i»S^

[0052]$ ^iCHEgfTO. -*<0S«±<r)fl@RH

m&m&nmT^-yzmfrSbitxmm&ikzm
Tt&zt mmt^hWL^m^mm<r>mmjmzx->
xmfcztih.

[0053] ttz. ±ie@w«i. -^ross±oaaffi
»(c^^^LT^4>flWoa«kK0^*rti:&lS

TSn/cfflfik ^«oHBffi8«E«MJ^ L < ^^{i^tc

mM&m&£ffiT?& z k twak-f-sffliiassji^
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i o o 5 4 ] £ hi,z. ±e@mu\ --n^mm^zm^

[0 0 5 5] ^LT. BWE»«f-v v luia^E^*

lXlO-'tor rjaTr«nE»K«:»*«i#*r^c:fc

«»«cl«Iffl4coaES:ain LTMESS£»«iftrfS

mzmmwzmmt&mw>^zmtmM±.i,z&&L?h

-v-y ? tcj: 0m LX . «E-*2M;fl!5*0»R^«*t

[ 0 0 5 7 ] ^^O^^^loMii^^^

ftffi fc *»***>*"C»fit* «fc 3 L

.

[0 0 58] ttc. ±ie@wii. -;fr<os^«8fi«:

ttmttfrwtiaszt*mmmmmzm. me

m^-mtmzmffimtcomzmtfiztLhts

mz±~>Tmi&zti2>.

[0059] ±ieiw«i. -t^mwL^zWi^

m&m*mmcommmi,zio^x . msLmsbitmiz

mzmvis-jmnftijmKtRatx'h^
x . R^>mmi&-)mmi7mfzz%^m<7)ffi

-mtommmztm^ntzm^mnmzm lzkm

[0060] JLiee^ii. ±ia*^^B
0
0^

n&zm*Lxmmtmmi^hmm±. mmmm

tmmt v ? \z& ~>x&tfLZtiz .

[oo6i] ijeaww. 2->cr,mmmizmttitim^

mtmmzytmm&B$LZtix^z> z t mwtt -t

m^m^m^-yxm^ix^.
[0062]^ ±ieaw*i. 2^coMM^zmtti

KfoiamTfkmmzh^^x . mi2^mu(r>mti^-tv
m^mmim^mm^^uim^^tix
^hztzw&ttmi%m^m(,z£^xm<2ti

[006 3 3 sfc«c±eswtt. 2o^s«at«*it

fcSfiflSgBfcfc v . MIS 2o^I^M^I

[0064] ztziMmmz. -if^mm±(omWimwr

v^ <! h i£B "T* JKfi^fia<?«!a»ftfc: <k o T

[0065] SfetU:EBW«, -*^«R±^fflW

i:^mk-r^^B^^^^^^tc J: oT5i^^

[0 06 61 ifcJJEBWU. 2o<0S«aaicK**ufc

^BaB^fM^^^b14«^^^^i/-;^J^fi^?t:

3 ^>c7)-*t <7)Stt®^>=5r < t !>—SP^Haie—

m kthmb
h
bwk?mmzx ot $ *i*

.

[0067]$ ^fciiEBWii. -^s«±<?)«aa
^r(c?lQ

a
BtmiXfrb. *flHfctt*m^ 4S ;P
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[0 0 6 8] 4fcSfe*c±Ea««i. 2ocoffiRHtK

£ h y yxyr t . wHE h 7 r ±2f<OifrEjIftjI

m&-jm£mmixm.Zitzxmtt'tm
gk^%wcomM-%mz&^x . mt--^<omsL^to

[00 7 0] ifc±EBttti, -#<0£«±<0«a«»
«&& fe«T trKb , m.wm®fr u-im
zftLxm%i-%<7>m&tm<mM.t zm^hit,
mn^-^zmm^Lxm^^hxm^-tm

mt$*. «rieaat*fe»jfLtafts^a. Mid

[oo7n $ t>iz±Mzm&. 2^comwmzmtn

tzm&m^mz&^x. mvii^mmzm^b^

ztix\f^zbsmttmikm&miz£~>xmi&

[0072] ±EB«fcL MikmftlXttfotZ> 2ft

nmut, mmfcnm&mwmmjn&xmteft

%+&7yv?*?hv?xmttti. mffitmm
mmmmtmiry v^^v vtAW&mwat
\$. miwm\zm&i>m^x\m-%cth

x

a

[0073] *^Bfl^feHH^gltcfc^T . Mififttt

fom<?>'j?%< t L^ttiMzmm&fomtfBf&ztix
^zzt zm&k+&. ±tz*%tycomikm$imz
ts^x. mi* 4 y>>-)vx vmicommizmtfLZtit:

S2<o«*f»i**ii:?UE*4 y^-/i/co^iifeiS3 «r

Wie»2^)1»««56ftco-SXtt*»«i. Baier^

v?-?hV7xw£fttzmtitzti. mwtyis-tw

[0074] ifttf s XSaASeWSTitAffi

LT*Saffl^TIE«rt <r> t Z 1 1tX*% h cfc o lz%

[0075] ttz. ±mma. -*<oa«±t:aaa

mismz&^x. mm&ffiTu. rSLWwthin
y±<7>&&m-m®®\HizmtexffiT~?z>z tm
mttm^^mmcomm^zx^xm^tii.
^wm&ikm^wcommxmzh^T , ne2aci

inWL&ZmTUzik. S«Ltt:»TS<i«:SnEfiSlo

Ma
BH±(cM^2^B

a
a$:^Tri>- Sr^ah-TS

,

[0076]$ ^(C. ±Ei«(±. -^S^±(C^aBa
fflTfeftiK xmtmmfr^hi'-jmzitLxm

mkzmm^Lxmit^hxu^^hm^mm
commmz&^x. mi-^mm^mw&tm
nmz^h£okzmm.zm&h#. -rtitzmmiz

m&m^mwnmmmizx^xmj&ztii.
[0077] ZtzZ htzJJRBMi* -*r^)«S±(cffi

/U»C3t^^JfLT^$^^I^^^|»^eBa^^
wnm&ftmizto^x . '^Mmmmiz* 4 vis-iv
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[0078] ztzmma. -*<os«±(=»h
bb8st

[0079] XEgftli. -jfircoSKitaflSST^fi 1

4 yy-^m^m^xmux oizmi?*-

mmizx^xm^tih.
[0080] ttc. iieawfi. ifio^mi
u Mifi^^ yy-ji'tmzm^wMtcomcoffi.miz.

imfctmmwLtxi&B%zmixm^hit. me

[0081] mm&m^i&mvmkxmz&^x . m

[0 0 82] S£fc:±fEa«W:. 2^<omsssizmtti

[0083] ttzZ^Z, ±iEB«fcL
«sixtzmmmmizftmz&tiiz tut y-)i,m

at -r i>?sH
s
a^^E(c j: o xm.zti&

.

[0084] m*mn<om£hm*mmz&^x . mm

[0085] ±£§W(i. ^^^Mffilcjt

oWKSiBcfiv^. Mfig«±«T$BBaofc8££

BOggtffclci; oTiM£ til .

[0086] ±ISffiB
BB^^-lc7)^^£(-is^T. »

B
BB^^i^jijt^< * j: o izmmmi<7)%m®%h

[0087] ±ESWli. 2-^)*«Hfc:«iii

y^~;UOftS(cSSSU BE* 4 v^-/WHBrfio
-#*>£«tf>ssj: omt%$>mt&ilzim*4 yy-

tm®ttm&m*mwiz£^xmtfiztiz>.
[0 088] ±ieBWJi. 2o^*«Btctt*

i,z&->xm&&tiz>.

[0089

]

m^xmt-tz. $mm<7)BBz-&, ^-^m^wt^

^a
B
a^^^?/^^i^}i^^o^Tl^1-^ 0 ^

(a) l±. TFT^>f v*y?m=f-tLXmWcT2

feftfe±HO-»*3RLTV^. HI (b) « % Hi
(a) OA~A«TflJBfUcffl#KffiSr^LT^S. ?S

B
B
aa^N°^/u ior w& i 6 aKcttv b ip ^

14rtt«iTFTl 33WB*S<iTt^, % LT. Hi

4OTFT 1 3<oy-hSffliy-hS£&SS

titzntmmmmzmmztix^z. ipt-^m

[OO9O]TU-fS^16J:0 (3(^3^3 2 OWtftt

a
B
a$r^ihLTTU-fS^l 6fc#|p]LTft«tfc#lTC*

i>o ru-fS«16i:CFSffi4ktt*«ftttfflll§*^

4e 6 T'fii o^$ tiT ^ . y-jvm 6 cok

Kfcmi^LX^h. 7MSSl6St/CFIfi4S
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6XfflZ tLtzffl&lZim& 2 2 iffi±ZtiX

[009 1] CFS«4fcfcL 3*>«a (EKWr-T)

fc*fc* *y-7 4frf R (*) . G <») .

CFS«4tc(i. *7-7-r/U^»««»*WIS*r
«^ttfc»fctffcBM8, IBim&StiX^h. B

m 1 8 tt . i ommwommm® i 4 s@£

BM«a38li**»«10^6(507FS3KS:i6
3ffr*fcfcfclMt6ft'0**. BMfflSfflSli. HI
( b ) iZTfcfX o C F£«4 fflitfUfe

0»RS:*ftS*fefflJIS3&»^5fl:&#ft«fe«2 4. life

tOfflfiS:^ftS*3tfflllg*^^5life*feJ12 6.

r*teo^t^s^tt»fe4**©iHyi 2 8

SrHJILT (feBESiat:J:>J)»lKSfLTV^. H2
fctRflWftl. 3nm<«*OjSf«feI2 8, life

^t^Ji 2 6 . &t/WfetfeJi 2 4<93£jgjSx^ WU£

v*£. B2fc5tf\fc3fc:* *fet£/f 2 8^ii^x^
7 h;l^>e-^«[»i 650 + 1 0nm, ^fe^fel 2

6«Ii§^^ hn^t-?$£{£5 4 0± 1 0 n

m. Wfe^fel2 4^^^^h;U^f-^^(i
460±10nmm B ffei24, 26. 2 8 £H
mth ZLtbzJ:*) t&EM£flWa&bZtiX%t:X&
Ztt^&ftmtf&fSLZtih. ftfc, BM18CH1
(b) tmm^mmhizxm^tii.
[0092] ttz. mi (b) liZTFtxo^ Bumm
8HH7?S/-/P«6fcSai«-S««fc:tt, Hffei£Ji

24fc'*t3WBlfiS*iTi/-;WH6i:fla!tL, i&feiftJi

2 6&l^fS?fe«feJ|2 83^»«$tLTUirV^«2 0#

[0093] COi 2o?)g&
4. 1 6mmttifzm&2 2£%±th%mkmt®
frt>%h 6 k s fel 2 8 k . Sfe*fe8
2 6t. -nm&m 2 At iwt&mt&mi&tt
-ti^ms .1st zmuzm&mmw. 1 xh->
x. zs->m6tm^&mffl&8commzi±neL%£
m&z^ift&m^2 4mwffif&zti. ^-;u»j6

tti % 5636IR8. 1 8^563tffi«S:JBjsEf4*fe*fyi

28k. »fe*feS2 6k. fffe*fe»2 4ii:.

[0094] ia±ift^L^««&^-rs*iiffi^so

COT. ft^'7XS«Jit:E8A^-y^x>f y^y^

[0095] H3ML *SSfcO«!Bt J: & ^-rt*J6<0

*8ftttfflBg^)*»«x^^ h;K/3 ) kfffei&jf 2

4^Wfei§i&x^ WMr) fc*U SfcfcitlJtofc

TV^. flHHUttfi (*tt: nm) fc*U £H*)1IN

m<omm±. ^m^M24m^mmx^h^
(r ) (Otztbco&m (mfi: %) ^Ut^. H3

/Kr) Wc^? h LT^&. £tz. hJUco^W.

^tfmMttmLx±*<. t-^^imMt
mw&^feg&mzmvx^i. ^cotzfr.

miz±hftmmmmmwA^? wm * ) tw
feifeJI 2 4 ^WfeTfrgiix^? h;K r ) t (iH 3 <o

[0096] CiiKcJ: 0 . *Hft^®Sfc:«fc 6*»&tt
fflUB^^^&^-^Sieii. S«2 0-CBM«Sffl8fc

»*UTv^ri>. *iHitcj:&«fla:s-c«^«yH2

ii^CTfi ^^te^-ti:l>^<!:^< t <T k ^'

^ L3t<t 9 (C*7- 7 /U^i&feiOaax^^ bMZ

[0097] 3t^tt^«0*»SBiaaDt&*BBtt

hJlstX-^-yvrt&fc^mZtt&Xo

[0098] ^O3£®ftft$!§£J^vC0 1 tSLfctt

l^f^t^^r «t -3 S/^Uffl 6 S:TU >f 1 6

Hzffijfcth. m&nmT&xz'ii^tz'ik. cf^4

S8e0«fe*fe«2 4 kv-/U»]6cO^< k t-ffl**

««2 0t:t>^Tfi*S. Z&imX\ CFSl4Ii
Hfrhlt 3 0 $:B3JfLT ^-/WBftS- 5

.

[0099] ^OJ:d(CBMffl»»8(0S«2 0(Cfffe
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&®2 0*»fe«feO»fi«Stf)ft3 2frTEflLT>'-/U

SI 6 £JHIW*OTx-/WB 6 «fflt#ffirfl& . H 2

e-^Ct5*3J:*3 8O-5 5OnmiOKHt:i>0, -

m^tltt. BM(R«20(Cx-^M63&«»fSS*LTtW

Wkft4j*a*t waffle* s £ < & o

.

[01001 M±mWUz£ o frc. #jlteo«iBfc:J;*

16$rlA r)^t>-frTSB
H
a 2 2^±

*4 . 1 6 *H^-r^fflfi^SIS^»®*^t5^

mm o wiwfewseo^e^aas-frswfejtffe* 2 4

«2 4ii. S*^®«$^»fe^7-7-fyU^iO»

(B*2 0t:»fi«fe«24^)^»je<-SCfct:
ct 9> 1Sffeff*O5e3 2(iffl«2 0(c««LTV^^-
)Vffl6WzMtt&ZtWX'£&£o£.%2> m ^t.

ffl 1 vfc 6 £8ft$*5 £ r # & i 3 £*

[0101]^:, *«BB<OS2^Hte^S(cJ:-5 > at

[0 1 04] *2fcj&5-7^***T»Mi

E-*" ->" fct UVfisjfc7)mff^OSHt£7FLT ^£

.

ffi-b^±**^«^IIS:HBjft&fc r C F (#7-74

tf\ B4JbS07£jmvctIMH'f 4*5. *1*>SB*

%ftLT*OKWl»-*-ft, H4 (a) li % *»(e
^HK: Jt ^ffli^iliiS»ft»R4«*»^£)t«!B
£i*LTO£. H4 ( b ) fcL H4 ( a ) CORTH/W:
««2 9 0 rt<oifcfcBrffiH-c*-& . k 1 nrnmrmmx*
l«Wfc«LTSfc*«, 04lc^fidle. HRfctt

fiS«4<9;$7-7-f/U? (CF) 2 3 0*98*5*1*:

fig«4 o3i5^^ji]H£$j£$*is >--;Hffl 6 coft

mm&-~® b missis 1 0 8 izmtch x o t *>-;wn 6

m^ix^z&mmziiLx^h. mmm. r
lsX'<k<Oi/~)Um6cr>m (A) if I . OmmgJfbtzh

£BMffi«Sl0 8rt:fr£iat(B) =0. 2mmA0

[0 102] m*m^Xfiy-y (CF)

* (R) . S (G) . ff (B) <^ZJI£<7)&CF£;&£

-?lifilK^*J;?K:. ji{313nm)^'i
i(365nm) *7-7 -f /U^OfiRIi j

8L iHSrWfc'aa^f (5BW1-2X) . BMiij

[0 1031
[.an

3 6 5 nm ( i )

86%

1. 5%

)V9)tcLiXUm^%%^^iU^X'hhCO
\,zttL. rcFfeOj X^mmmx^W
[0105]
[fi2]

2 5 0 nra 3 1 3nm ( j)

3 5% 7 9%

CF 0% 0%
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(p c/cm 2
)

mff&tf^ (%)

CFfcL 20->463 9 8. 9->8 8. 2

18-> 35 9 8. 9->9 8. 9

3< 2. cF©wssta:«»s*a«ftt*«-r«

[0 106)^t^7-7 </U*£UVfti;:*ft63e

x% . is-)m6<7>B&rt?-ymzWim3fr?x9 £

[0107]-*. JHSffte LTflSteOjBft«^B*«:

05£jK*\ (a) (i. f^^«fi*I^S£*t|n]
ffi«2 0 0ffl*^I.^«ffiS:^LT^S. H5 (b)

1185(a) «nmW« 2 9 2

• #Jt«fflTti. 200o^a«^a
Bfc»jKS*i&s/-;MB2 0 2*>rt@ffllfcBMW

i

rU^ftOx—;^I604® (C) #1 . Omm^Jgh^:

l>J;-3^. ifc^--yW«J6ffiSi:BMIi8aJ108ii8»

fcOfSjjMES (D> =0. 5mmfc^J:9fc»|fij3£R

2 0 0±fcS/-;WH2 0 2 ^LTttfiS^
2 0 0 0»HB»«Jifr*»6 U Vj&fcBBIt LT x-/WH
2 0 2<0«Mk£fto. *<0£H. *itKMT1iUVSait

6SSfcBMfflR»lO8SSfccOg0£ (D) fl^t*^

[0108] ±EjBBOTrttS/-/l«l 6 fc BMH»S
10 8OtfS:9EIBi (B) =0. 2mmtU^ •

#\ S&OSgl&ti <B) = 0. 5mmSa4rfi<-fft

.1 & . HWC > 6 i: B MffiSS$ 1

o 8 o £ < tch t is-jum 6mmmmt i

ttt&fcA, &&m£<om%mmx'htiim%Mtfh
r>Xi> is-JVM 6 iiSft-fh £ t tfX't* h. iti

i^ufi±mmx^«mlxuv^x^#m
mmzuh. ztiiimicommcommtmmxhh. z

(B)tt0. 5mmmmz£X~tZ>ZttfXZ&£ol,Z

[0109] mizis-ji^mmtmmcoimt:^

^)^imLx-u^-me^m%Lxn^m.A^

Ofif-ot ^ £ . iBSIS**»fe«iffJriai3&»fe^gajt«rt'

ttSHt-IIBftiBeraitt ( B ) = 0 . 2mm^
*l^jBi5^Br*WUfcJ:ot:ru>fa«16

ht&>. mmti&&aasm±m = o. 3mmss
iz%h. 7M««16fc9KRIfJI#a»h ao«W>4

(B) - 0. 5mmgj£fc:^-&. H3£fc^T. BBfaft

t)te 9 . ** t*fcMEft»*^T*« 1 XKLht

o*£tt0-CSl/O*6.
[0 110]
[S3]

0. Oram O

0. 2mm mm O

0. 3mm m X

0. 3mm mm 0

0 . 5 mm ftas X

0. 5mm ^4 5° 0
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[0111] dtlz > ^-;WR|6kBMaiKffll 0 8<OW.

SrOffitt <B) (cBBLTKRLfe«SHov^H6S:ffl

0. 5 mm^)fitl4-)tUS BMJBJS 1 0 8OSS
t>¥& 1 mmOHK«t:iBl*fT»jfiSftT^*.

[0 112] i*lW^*Jt«WfcLTH7S^r. m
7(^rfBMSHtffll0 8t0ftS{i. ^-/U#JORM£

HS^O^-;MH6fcBM«IWl0 8fcoS4

[0 113] ,:(7)J:3(:BMW10 8»^y-^

T. 2/-/Pffl|6 2:BM«B8l 0 8fc<0JKr91R«fe^

[0 1 1 4 3 <Kfc. *«W^»3<0Stlt^»Bfc:J:*a

k z^mmrmtz. H8(iBM«»sio8^is
tthtltz^mmmmizX l>h7yX7r233£^L

imitzKMmmio&ftmz^Lx^h. H9tc^

ssi o 8mzB&&tix^h. *$m<mmizkh v

7>X7r233 t«*tH«^i/-;U»|6j6«<!OB M
SSffil 0 8rt(CjgfigS3h.r^S. ^b7y^7r23
1. 233Hh7y^7rA9

7 F232. 234£;fr

[0 115] mSiZTjk-thyyxyr^y K234_L<7)

BM«8lCli, M«^Qfl««C<7)Xy y h 2 3 6**«ft
BBPLTt^. A i)vh23 6<7)£mcO%Z {H) \m
1. Ommt'J)!}, ffijSO^S ( I ) «»0. 2mmt
hh. I^o^x«;^h2 3 6<7)»;o^ (j) n
0. 2-0. 8fnmt$)^ h7^7 r 2 3 3£te-

teSUgJfoO h 5>X7 r 2 3 1 ±£ti*
U v h ti £tit B MWCWt%h.X^h.
[0116] uvmcotmmiziiwutiMmMw
mmtmrnx-hz. wmtmsi* mmxnhyy

^7r231 <m\tT-&lZ£hm.^J±7tf%t£.Ltz. *
mmmmz&^x i>*m*)£oAV*/b236

( J ) #0 . 6 mm^itliMJ: NiJMrC

jWS*U:. X'J 7 h 2 3 6^>ISIROAS ( J ) #0

.

4mmHTTJi^A7<0»£&5:<. '^7-f

[0 117] h7yX7r2 3 3$r>—;U»l6^MPJj(C

fckthtzth, m^m^uxn by>*77233$:

y*7 t23 3teBMmm® 1 0 8rtic»j£t&.r fcfc

j|fec7)^CJ:^^0
a
B^^^J:3(^ BMTO^IO

8^ h rmmiZX U v h 2 3 63^7cig*§ig£

f£tt. h 7 >A7 7 2 3 3 tr«±lfic0Hfe*«X^—9"

2 3 3fc:fflfei^«iafeco»«e^SraA*ri»^ fci

0ym&mfrhvmti*n* & <r t &

.

[0118] ife, ±jfe3 J: 3 JBKB80»tt^*a
Ifflfc 'J 7 h fc L . m 0£ 3 x y -/ hH^HBfi

^0fi$ (J) ^#

0. 4mmetT(c=5r*J:'5EB-rS^i:

»^#*L-CtX»J-/ hBJIS^S (J)(i0. 4 mm
WT^'M^ U*. Srfc . *Htt^ST'tt h 7^77
2 3 3<C«fift:PSa*Lrv^^. UVfUh7V
X777 2 33^1Mf, ffii^^SRStfcJ:*

1 0 1 1 9 ] jfc5a5aB^»ttta»n»R^K'y
h^L. (J)^0. 4 mm KIT 4:

j: 3 iz&m ixL*\*\ ±j$tmmz h ^ h

r

mw&vkh z. t #?i h

.

[0120] mz, ^wm^AcommcoBmizx^m
ihm^iERVtwmmjjmz^xmi owi 1

zm^xmttz. *±5. mi^^m3^^s^

T*OHWtt»»^6 . a«Mt(?D»!BIJi/-;uJH6CU

SrSJf-r 0 . »^t»«{kffl]ig^«-& 50-1
0 0mW/cm2gJK^JfSJS#j»gT*^. «e*<^)
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*ot^fi»m<o?&£fc^\
[ 0 1 2 13 HI 0 ( a ) fcL *HiS^SOU V*iS

&r/^^ffiffl«.c***rfflffl@rft o . H i o ( b ) ii

01 (a) ^A-Alt«L«CO-^itTt^
l>. HI 0(C^fUV5e«6 4<i. 7H£«1 6k*t
ftSS 4 h ^te 0 6 2±*tcH»SESt^Jt«

[0 1 22] HI 0 (b) iZ^i'XolZ. ^-/Wfl6±
ffil*6X£(tBM«Sffll 0 8cortfflfcA0a^V^

6±HrBM«S«l 0 8tW&^X^*\ffl&frt>y'

AIWWE^tt««3f4 5
-
T-£>6. £<9J:3£fiiJS(c*f£

k 7 Vr3H« 6 4 £ 6 fcifi-W§ Z k tfiv S

*. ftoT. aHW^ffi^7>7"aj*T«*i:|5|^(7)3K

fiTjk^tfrSS-kaicfc*. S4>fc. ISO****

8Wl£H#>#r*J (Hx.tf«W>4 5
#

) ^«B8att-*<0
•cuvjb^BMWWi 0 8T#*rig 9 &tr£ ha*?

^T, ^~/P«l6fcBMffl»»l 08<7)S&9
X£0. 8mmgl{^tt^^l);i:»;^

tcotiib. rtfrltWttiZbkMfct&Zktfi

y^f'J 6 fc B MSSSP 1 0 8 <?)S£ 9 X£ £ ^ fcj»f& £
ktf-CZ . £ /^yl^»ii£eo«/jN^H^c: kit

& . »WHIWc J: 9 B Mffi»SB 1 0 8T*^

<fc & ft® 9 S^t^ffifflT^SSSfiftKtt h

feS!*£±lf*

c o 1 2 4 ] \mnt&m 1 1 £ts*<o uvmmm
0 £*cf „ H 1 1 £7r?1Wk%M 7 0lz£& MSSHtli

*

1 0 0 mW/c m*o*m^£»*fcttftkWtf>*
^yyr\b1)tf£mk%h. «9£**t*R6 2(i£ffi

BpJtS*i6^tcJlffliSiiTSffl(c=S:0 7-1 0//mfi

«<^fff*u^4LTL4 3.

SK£H1 2JSB1 66ffl^tBWJ. 41*. *H
fctfWBSMC J: S»BHB*^Sffl:<0«ie(?)««S:H 1 2

V^ffiSti. HI 2 (a) tt. TFT£;U «y^>^

HI 2 (b) fct HI 2 (a)^A-AMIM
#Brffi£*UO*S. SH

BB«^^;H<oru^Sfil
6Mfctt-7 h 'J ^x«(^i9tSti^«ft^BMRH 1 4

#BJ&£tU #B«a«14rtt(i:TFT (HiStf-f)

mti&tix t • «a^B«fa« 1 4 THft^oasffl

«1 0#«i£S*U>. ffffl^H^tt^Lfc**.

SSI 1 h»£Jg«3*u

fcTFTOV-xWHiBWiB 1 4rt<c«jSSiirt:B

ii> TU>fS«16co^jafflC»*Sn^SiFS2t:ft
»S fit. ^(ctStt^fi^KBiHK (H^-^-f) tig

[0 126] CF-S^4(i. TU>fS«16J:0««2^a

2 2 £Sih Sfi 1 6(C»f6j LTS*t4>tLT

TWSffil6i:CFSK4k(i7C«fteffllB*^

»12*«»«S^rv^. rM««16&lXCFSK
4IBO»«l«a*l 2"CH*nfeiR«t:tt»*2 2**S

[0 127] CFM4di, (H^-tfl*)

tftfc, ^^-7^;^^ R <*K G (tt) .

c FSK4triiiB*iaiEtS1-4 BMSBS8XIXBM

1

^mftzmxthtzMzmbtix^i. bmis
tt. *^«W 1 0 rtco«80)B*«« 1 4 $rli^ LT 3

yh^XhSrec^ aiXTFT^JBJELTJt'J-^

[0128] mmmm 1 2^jas«, rw s« i

6 BKcSiI'5r*|fil^^MTB MHIB8 fc

Stt^J:atcffiBSnT^«6. got, ^^yy~yU6
rtohms#tbM^e 8mnwaccmfi ltjmsn
t fc . J4 9 ^itfttrfe ^ >f y )V6 ^ftttflfaflj

1 2 zm o iBiftir« 9 ^ 4 yy-/u 6 rtffli^ss^ b
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280. 2 84. £1^7 9. 286 (0S£«W&) &
t/fii^>fc:«ES:9iJirr&«S2 9 0#K«*WiT^

[ 0 2 9 8 3 *fc . /<*;WBjS<BWC*oTC F«S4
(WT. CFg^4tB&^-g>)

S*lfc#7*S«2 7 0fc:fc. #7*£«2 6 8k|5im

fc, 2ft^CFSfi4*««W(Cffa-tS««y\-X (H
7F&f) tffB&ZtlXm. tt^CFXK4H^ICR

X\ a»CF«K4H«i«SvWfc:*«SiiTt^. fto

T. CFSK4iat7>fy«0*«/«$rS^T»fiffi
^Ti&i£fciifcf. l ooc FSS4 Kz\mW(L<r^

j±zwmtx i>msmwv$ hxo tsr*

.

[0 2 99 3 ;oJ;9^W«ft */

&Zlt&Ztlz£V#yAmLi:to*-t-&ZttfVZ
h. H6 8lciicf«£fcL #7X£«2 6 8±eo»«R
7WSK16. 16' ±fc#«S*iTV>*H3IHI

mvhh.
[0300] ^^5491^-/^^^71/^1
$U6. 16" fcCF^4fc£I49£fc-£££kL 7
W»Kl 6fciE«ffi2 7 2. 2 7 6£*£JttStf7M
SKI 6* (Ctm@2 74. 278$rSJ»$^T. IES

SSH(CBlf^*ff?:Ep»iLT^7^S«2 6 8?:»*
<r<7)k£. H6 8 (a) % {b) {ZyfktXo

»tt/«2 9 2. 2 9 4£J:9;tf7X£fi2 6 8tf>

7WIS1 6fiffiti£ (-) £*«U 7MS«1
6' m&iE ( + > tc««f§. dcoj^t-tsk. i

o<07W 1 6X(i 1 6 ' CttlPH^om??*£lt
^ftiSOT, «*Oj:9*1^7U>fSSl6rt^

xn&tfm%^xLZom^mimLi%\<\
[030 1 ] ttiZktz. 7WSK16, 1

6'

m-hfiyXg&2 6 8 1 C FS«4 ^Mtl»i7X
SM2 7 o fc£»«R*fc:± 9«ftLooB9£;fotf*

rl H6 8 { b ) tc^-tj: 5 iznmB&ttitnmtmm.

mm&nmm<M£^xK%L<£\,\ mtuii

[0302] ate, 1 7^mmmmifzi &
m&mmm<nw£}>mz^xm6 9m^xmat

*mm&mhmi6<vmmwBBt®M(,z. m\
5 <7>mm<n&Bv&m ttzmm^ ? ?

m^^x^xmv^i^mTm

^m^co^mmzmm^tm^m^m^z^x
miLx^z>.m6 9 i±*mtfe<DBmv<D&m** ? ?

lizzhmisiiQ&httimthwv&z. me9
(a) liWtLXTU-imWtie. 16' <7)2tm*)ffi

mr>fiy*WR2 6 8 «y ^T'»*«aSitr
V^^S^ffiHSr^LTl^. H6 9 (b)(i. 06

[0303] H69(c^r<fc-3fc:. Xr7X*«268fc:
2f^71/>fai6. 16' (^*;Wg|fiiRK)

WLTflM£*vO*& # ^^SS2 6 8«:»S«*-r
^Wfm^^ 7 ^ (i. «t^±(^ 2 2 9 6^:

2 9 7fc£3fl/0*£. H69 (b) iiBSaS2 9 6^
t£*«BSHT*l>. H6 9 ( b ) tz^T«J: 3 tc. »«f-
ry 7 com@^ 2 9 6. e^J^KcOiEm® 3 0 0 mi
^3 0 2 fc^'»fi$:3cS^^t>ii:TM^-r^ J: a £
*fiSc3*iT^£. IE«ffi3 0 0^a«ft3 0 2hJi«S
3 04fcSa$^-CtJO. ««304tJ:»). IEm®3
0 0^^>7l/^fSKl 6ffi£^LT£®S3 0 2C^I>
0BC€E«:WJDL-C7U^S«1 6ffiSr»mi»#-r^

[0304] *mm<?)&mviiiEmfc 3 0 0 1g«s 3

0 2 ^o»*««s^ri» (mme .y f- > « 1 0 0-

1

OO0jLtmgJStc:ajfflft;LTV^. t^-oT. SS/J^PST'

[ 0 3 0 5 ] 1 8^HIS^)®St: J: h

ms^&WM*<nm&Wfor>\\xmi omi7

m^coimt<rmtz> 9 H7o«, (1170
(a) ) O^TaA^±3^l)7c^Lrn-trxk.

ff^FJ (H7 0(b)) c0SSTaA^fcttS3t«fl:7-n-fe
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I 0 3 0 6 ] fiHTCtt. IS0**H«r3SKt*«*t:lS

Uf7rs3) . afi^tettSr^fetc-r

(^T7 7S6) .

[03 07] dfUCttU **it^»STtt.

(xf77*S3) <OfcifcfTLTv-;USl»

3*
) . ^f7rs3' fa. atyrs3«xrr

LT3K«ftra-b^t*T-t4 (Xf77'S4) .

C 0 3 0 8 3 ft*«aiX*jaBgffifc t tc««co

EXHffili. illi^7-7>f^«^^

3es*r5K«ft^ff->3t. -tots*, sawe-uri^x

J: 0 7- 1 0 v m«0tt*f*i#J6* Lfc. #g8»B!B

[ 0 3 0 9 ] <ttc. *j»<0»!BTffli^«lRaSO**)
g«Stco^TB7 l£jB^TgWf£„ H7 llcijrf

<R*?L 7 4 #*T-yTB±«cSR»«S Jt2*x-

ffi UL7 6 «fM$^i/-cICTEg|57 2t£%
LXm. AT-iSffitmfcWEm7 2<r)WEM¥ffit

-nftiz®m^mz%->x\<\z>. i^f-y7i

^WBTKW LfccDi: R^co u 6 6tm 0 flit

£>ftT&9. X77VX+tCi/-/UffJ6(CUV*^^

[03 1 0] ULL^OWdctcJ: 0 . 7Wifil6«5
9HK17 4 (t>L<imi&1-*v9) ?X&At-zS7

i±izm$itx®3£L. mmssii7 2<?)gsffi:zft

L7L7 6*>^^^4 0i^xr^fl^{iitrx77o
l/

U V3fc£BpjtLT i/-)Vm6RtfhyyA7r Qifflttt

fo. zvmmicxixtfTujmm 6tmmAT-- :J
7 l±T^tT^§*iTv**fctf>. Itffl^flloWifiias

4(c3fe9^R0***oTt»«isat:r^-f a«i 6

Mfc»9 J: * (cjE*^»ttsn&3t«>flaW*3liS/hS <

t£<rfctfT*£&. *3tJtrfii»K4(B*^xrruxt:

[03 11] £tz. *WfcOWJBt:J:*itr. ffib2 2tf

6 &tf h ^ yx 7 r (c^JJif& ffl U V3t»8W

2 2 ^ife-r& c: t zmitth <r t #-e£ & ± a k&

ZttfX'Zh.

[0312] mz. 1 9commcoBmizx h
ffi8m^ERv*<n^tim*m7 2mmi sm
^mnmmxmzmth. t-r. 072x1^73^

OT0^5 1 5 (mm) X404 (mm) <07U>f»&
1 6<m»*fttfmmx*hh. rwitti 6±^)2

h a ^fitMz, 2-oco*4y>'-jU3O6£rJife0)Q

1V30 6Rx/y$->>-/u3 osit^mmm^-jum^
fft^x^h.

[03i3] i/->i-mmmmb->tzt>. mr&Amz

[0314] <X^XW7 3(,Z9jkt*0lZ s TU^mUl
6i:CF3HR4fctBS0**S. CF3HR4Wi^«

its. JRv^T. B«S9^^SS$:^^cM1-fc. 0
74fc^Brffi®oJ:9fc:. te9^Sti^T^^»«
1 6hCF^4^^H

B
e 2 2tf*g(J£££ OtfeflM"

Vx-yU3 0 6h^$-i/-;l/3 0

8t^H(4SS««3 1 O^ffM^it^^.
3 1 oos«±(5o®atietT07 4(c^rj:'3(c^«

1 t(J»r& i fc: J: 0 Bfa<0^f«r «y rffi L $:^l> Z t
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t\k-3$r»££t±. H7 5fc*?\J:3fcl27 4<fl%&J:

137 6 11. «£ffi«3 1 OaffiE9f±<OB3ff

Mr*.
[0315] $ fe«c*jBbO»!B^J:*Ltf , XSM«3
lotcio^vrasLt-j-ftiksW**^ mi

vT&LtfVZhXolzZh. H7 7

( b ) ifZTfctx o ic % >4 y >—yU3 o encc*?* ?r
»J»«3 1 2£EfftSffcfo9£. **y7"K$£«j£
t6±#tt3 1 4 £>>f y>--/U3 0 65fi»fc:W»JS

LTfc<£k#r#*J:3fc:i4.
[03 16] ifcSfcfc, H7 8fciF*\fcofc:. 1»
0^MXf~y^t-^i3 1 6£tt9WtT* *

6£t£MLT. CFg&4kOffi9£M!:£

-/l^bWHiSfiT ^-;u*]oftJK#i§< «r 9 . Sft
**ii£*+*rjW!K»jR3*i*. Hot, g«K9

i$:MLT^ * rajUM^^ff 3 Z k & J:

[0317] *%9|co£2 0 OWtPMWBfc <fc

^Sa<08!jt*a*H7 9JSB8 7£fflvvcBHM-

it3r&(cBW"& . afflSSTr n-fex lets v vt

?*>fc<K*te« ( 877-4 077c p s ) Os/-/WH?li

?Sa
BH^lft^£BLT^r«*^fik4*Ck*«*^. t

fefi=5r^k^9HH#*>^.

[0318] aBltt^»BBTtt. ±ieofiIS£&?*-fh

[0319] #§9H&«lc Jfifcf . ffiT&AKfcit&S

h.

1 o 3 2 o ] kit. *m&m!R(z£m&&*%m

(IQSffll) 5 15mmX4 04mm^i«CB|6l«I
£LfcCF2i«kTFTS«£ffllvg>. H7 9*C^tJ:

TFT*R3 2 0_tC*>( yy-;l,3 22»
J: 3 WRffifflMS'-^fflfcgffiLTS 1 -is-fr3

-^-/l^HgB£t> 2^5 -S/-/P3 2 6

£JFM^£, H8 0(3irJ-J:5Cc. ^Vv-rt/
3 2 2 ftfiSXf* 4 V is-fr 3 2 2 k» 1 ^ $-
k OHcO««CJKbhb 3 2 8 SrfflT-fh

.

[0321] mz. ms i iztik-tx o ci. c f^o 3

O^g^x^-^ (H^*-f ) tmiLX. KSS+TC
FS^3 3 0 kTFTS$3 2 0<OBS0*i?*€:fft^

[0322] Cic7)k #«*<?)aBV^/l^)«^. H8 2

(b) tc^-fJ:3tc;M yy-;H2 2<^-St:fl)0X

&3 3 2®^4tTV^k. t^0^#3 3 2^^LT^
yy-;u3 2 2^^>^B

B
H^iiiL, ^^»-;P3 2

2 3 3 4 tfXnX t * I £31 £&

[0323] *SaSMTH. 182(a) tz^j: 9

m>i/-)i>3 2 2<?>-mzMmmz® 0^:^33
2£f^tr^OT^Bea3 2 8*0*4 y^-;P3 2 23+*

2S^1 ^5-^-;U3 24^t37SHBB 3 2 8#A^T
^4y^-/I/3 2 2^^K^^A0}iO

1 k < ««3Fftttt«r ^ 4: v^
[03 24] (mm2) jBfc«l<OTFTa«3 2 0

£fflv\ ®l^$->—/l/324k^2^^-V-;U3
2 6 k^HliiafcOttST, U8 3 Cc^-f J: 3 £T FT
SR3 2 0kCFS«3 3 0k*rWO^I». CF^«
3 3 0fc(iWg»X^-^ftffi§iiT^4, ^^X

%wzw^t. mssiZTjktmmm^xoifZ^ m$±>
$fL^TFTS^3 2 0kCF^3 3 0^O7gB

B
B 3 2

)V3 2 4 k 35 2^ $- ^-/U 3 2 6 k <Offlli3G£S«#

3^^i:dtc^^J:l)^P, Pl^ffl-fS.
p y^-;U3 2 2 ^^vrajU^Jffl

Six. P. Pl*Si]«tSC:kCJ:Oma
vra L h Z k ^> i 3 14 ^>

.

[032 5] (5aSW3) ^>fy^-^3 2 2S:fi+W

jg (87T-4 07Jcps) co^-;Ujp]T'JB«L.
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S- 3 2 4 t% 2 ^ a- 3 2 6liSISST

077c p s ) C0iy-Jmx^^yi^-Jl3 2 2tmiR
tfg2^5->—/l/3 24. 3 2 6£B&Z#t:m£V

2^5-^-^3 2 4. 3 2 6fcffi*tt<0»i^-/l^

£ffiffl?-*«L*:fc«fc9. >My>-/U3 2 2<7)i/-/Uj|l

[0326] (£tfeM4) H8 4£*-tcfc5£>>f
-/U3 2 2i^SM0^3 3 2^«-r^. *>f>

2 2WSBfcSI 1 ^$-i/-^3 2 4 £M?trf

fir3„ ^iSh^vr^^dl 1 2 0*00

[0327] *ZTm8 5fc**1IDE&M3 3 6£ffl

W ^c>f ^322tmi^$-^-/U324h^
H^fSJSSrO. 3kg/cin2^E*T*10B$K|jDE"t

^cOMEti: 1^ *4>i/-fl'322tmiy$i-
is-)\>3 2 4 fc^H^{g«^fflaHa3 2 8#. H8 6<7)^

EnT'iFf J: 3d. >-fy^-;U3 2 2<7tffl')££3 32
SriioT^'f >>--yU3 2 2rt*(cSSALTBfr£o-fe/P

[0328] — '**/U«CTrta-fe/Hf* 7^S1
fiJ:0W^*&(c{i. SnE&S3 3 6£J:9;>M>'>'--

;l/3 2 2rt*SrUnE'r-S>. C:<7)flnE£J: 9. ^^Vy-
;P3 2 2^^1B

B
B 3 2 8*\ B8 7^WT^-r<t 5

Vis-}V3 2 2^cabBLTWgO-fe^^ 7/^1

[0329] l,ltoa943^^»3B«cJ:lttf, SSTft

[ 0 3 3 0 ] *%mM2 1 <0iafcc0jgJBfc:«k *

mtth. *m&<7)BBX'&. Hr;Hgf^fflT^A(C
felt !> ^aea?iTft^iE5ST^ < T i -fe/PStotf£o# £

8 8ii*3tt<^Wc J: 9**>**coi

H8 8 (a) fcfc. Sft/t*/PB6fc:Stt**

AMUR Lfcffi®T*-oT££P2iD^^^^ti
£^L. H88 < b ) li. Ib^n'^/HCII^^iSK;

[033 1 ] 118 8tC^t J: 3 (C TW«ftl 6±K
tt-fe;UJSSffl£t^fcW0fl«flIJift2 9 8#5^-;WH

3 0 0 tf^-yWB 6 f&rtWimM 1 0 tftfHIL a
orwa«i6±^fl««ai*i2 9 8fc*traj-r5iaB

[033 2] TMII1 6^fltt«5gBj2 9 80rt*

rtSrafc-t(cttms4*a<o*o«H
H
B 1 8 4 *sst-t

frd* 2"f. H88 (a) tc^-rj:3(c. 7NH1
6 fc C Fg&4 h #£56 LT 7U >f 1 6

M6jB8»yCFaHR4(c«S«t4. S^WWEASriO

it<7)&Wz&^X li. QtfflBtftl 2 9 8. 30 Of^Cfi:

^tif^mm^ 1 8 4
' «s/-;wh 6 fc 2

98. 300i:^ia»aJ93OSI«94fcStai$iX^.
[ 0 3 3 3 ] H8 8 ( b ) ^tM^WfT
Lfc«B"Ctt. fl««a»2 98. 3 0 0Ji5^c0*S

»a93^iIB
9
a 184' CO

ffiffliBLhSii*. HIKffl9 3rt(ca89 4^^ffffi

MfcO^STIi. &Rflfiift2 9 8 H 3 00£TL"f£
si 6. cFmu4cDwmz&&uzfi\ ztuzm^ti
-f. TW3HK16«l«t. **v*tCFMR4W3t

[0334] ULh^efl^M 9 . *Htt^»lB(c:i*i

if. ^BaB^Tl:^i)Lr^^MBHBl84' (iy-^
ffJ6fcQ*«it«!i2 9 8. 300fcOH(C»aSS*l*fc
atws« 1 6 atxc fss 4 m±i±&ttffiim 2 9

8. 3 0 0eoSSiT'ffE$fL^^i:t:^4. ZtllZ]:

r)^jma^mm.^29 8. 3oocom^ifzx-oxm
M2tiZ>0)X\ ffifccoXdZffi&mRfz&ftLX'til'

ZttfX'thXolztch.

1 0 3 3 5 ] *««^»2 20S»0*B(CJ: l>

?Sa
Ha^^^t/^^^^tCO^Tll8 9 £ffltvc

^;UX^T'^T^A^^ftl>^aaa^T^IE5iT^<
T ^ -b;WS«0tf S:W^. S ZL t ifivi hKi^m^
mz-o^xmmz. m^mztmuzm^mtm-

[ 0 3 3 6 ] d8 9 (C^-tJ: 3 £ . J: £

£/-^KiH 1 UzWft&nmtni'-jme t

L. ^co^hilCc^ <ot:0^»^y-;^ij3 4 0 S>
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[0337] M&mT&Xm-kxlzl: 0 , S/~/U#J6

tf. iBtfiiSTfi^SSBi LT lffij|(±

6

1 is

-JUM3 4 OtcomzmftZtiZtiib. d $:«
B
aaT:ttcffi£ LT -t/Uftf^iJjLXLt? |3ratt&£

/WS<0tf*>o# £ d t ifiVi h J: 3 tc&&

.

[ 0 3 3 9 ] ^-/WF]6<0BB

*S 3 4 2 ttT F TSffFS 2 jWftSSfiT V vfrv ^fflffl 3

4 4^isttrv^ 0 asteo^iyw^ iy-jumetzy

-)m 3 4 o t nfficrffirnvrnmoimthtzisb. mm
^3 4 2lil«W:Mtl»^l)l». TFTS©
:F»2ffl|c03aSCBB»S3 4 2S:g{t/i^*cii. £fit

PTAB (Tape Automated Bond
ing) Emmmzfrfrt,*^*: 5J&th£gtf±t

2<7)m^nx^mm 4 mizmwtm 4 2 £is
tt& z t tc j: 0 Sjtie^ieafcff o - t & x 0

lz%h.

[ 0 3 4 0 ] mz. *%m<nm2 3commcommilzxi

aw. m^mzmmuzm^mtm-mmm
^^hm\mmz\±mzm^tzcr>tm-(r)^^L
x*nm&x&kth r tr. m9o ( a) t\sa

SKI 6»)±®£^LT*>9. (19 0 ( b ) (i, ^9
0 (a) OA-A»T«KLfcKH£SLTV*&.

ic. >—yl#J6^0ft^ft«^«$fiTV^.

-^^PbI^^-^ 6 Wnis-Mfa346-1-346

[034 1 ] ^a
a
H^T?±A7°D-fextcfev^T.

#J3 4 6 - 1 -3 4 6 - 6c0ftftlzl±mgk*mTL%^

FS$4 (HSti-f) twr)^b^i» 0 K
b
b
h£ST LT^& l^-;u$) 3 4 6 - 1 - 3 4 6 - 6 0)

itf&c; *SWcJ|?ifc Lfc|g<9Wa«|f|<Wi£ 51

[0342] 1190 (c) fcL ^-;WFI34 6- 1-3
46-6^^ffl£^lT;B9. K3ft»^»«<0»ttt:

ft;LT> RfUtfO^-/WW34 6 $rx-;UffJ6cO^W

iSic1BSffiBLfefc<0Tft4. ^J^tcl/C^-^
M3 4 6^n«*^rt(i^ftB-CBS9**>*feit6<0

mm<v?ixzmmiz®±ixm£frmmzm±.z

EKffiHSW*. H9 0 { a ) - ( c ) c7)^|«^^

[0343] ulubw Lfci 3 (c±iea i jbmm 2 3 co

^yrH^^h^'T^. ^^CRT^ft#*C«fc-5>r|j«ffl

« S:fctth Z t ifiX £ h X 3 tc Zch .

[ 0 3 4 4 ] mz. *wmw>2 A<r>w^mwizxh
m£km^wRvz<nwmi>mz^xm9 i7bm9

• *m&mmim£k<nmT&xmzm

[0345] aritAffirti. «B
H^ifi(:artr^

\kthm\ltZfoh.

[0346] afejat<0»«T*i,

«^«BS^«j5Kto^Tia9 l$:ffl^TK^I>. H9
1^-TJ;3C. 7l--fS«l 6±fc«S/-;MB6. 7

[0347 ] H9ieOA-A«-eWKLfcKflBfc«tS
9 2^ffl^T. J:0l¥Mt35ggS9 6, 9 8tCOV^TIfi

Wl), H9 Kc^-ri^tc, >—;u»iJ6^v-;^|7

i:^Ht:®«$fi^gSU9 6. 98(i. S8gS9 6C
«LT^jBS 9 8OifjWilfe^tf*t*SEBBiTrtlBtc
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6W)&itfklZbtf?Zh. £&Sfl96. 9

[0 3 4 8]58B*9 8tt«itf. »ft«K4fc*7-

£7 * h y y^7 7 < a»t:r^v-- y^urgJt*
fc«l^*£fcfcJ:9fl2«iTVvg> # 3§SS9 6li. T
W3£Kl 6±(CTPT«^)X7'^«Jt^&IR^)7 4- h

l> y7?7 4 XgTfflV^fl* Ui/X h &*jr--y?

[0 3 4 9] @9 3(i^«O^W£Sl/0*S. H
9 3 ic«t j: 5 ic . mtarwss 1 6 flosses 9

flfgftkU ^»98£5^96<0¥ff*Mg*tf>

6. 9 8fcIBt*J:3fc:UO*&*«, ^WisfiMRTIisSr

b*>hA,i\\ *fc. WRJiTRl«c*04*J5fk:SeB

£* 2 o<o««o-^ripi^>eafc . **Ucg3c*&

^

«0fia#ft£ £ J: 9 fc3BB»#BMtfc*i.T vtfifcf J:^
4 . H 9 3 9 6 £ Rtff 0#ttfc»

[ 0 3 5 0 ] 4fc . JJH3BtBB«Ctt 2 fi<0i/-7U#J

***fiTLT«^A7*«*S^4t^«t •3(cffiH
a
a 2 2C0

JttKWWb* 5 fc WRfcfflv * S <! fc #M 4 L

(i. BO&btffc 2«c^«EiaT2S^-/HW«jij&«i»

[0352] xmmwmtzttitt* <s=?x hz-iams

tz . is-frmtffmimmmvB&LZtiz v sswk

[0353] in 9 ^i^mmmmvm^tim^mr^
feaB^?gT^I>?SBaaT^^y^3

5 0^^^B
B
B^T7L^H(C 7 7 y^«<0«B«a

RpjaWlOlsWROWt^ilT^, £<0»ll£RRIS

itSff 1 0 1 0. JStfi^MitfrWSfil 6<50»

7mzmLZL£5^tm±TZh.
7^^H

3
BfR?*(7)f«5:Pli{:^l> fc fc J: 0 5/-;WH0)

[0354] ^(C. *«BB^2 5<OS8lfcO«Bt:J:-B

?Ra
a
Q^il^$rIl 7 2 ^t^H 9 5 ftSU 1 0 0 fcflft *T

[0 35 5] £tz. ^fflfl^SffiglXf-yi: U
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